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APPENDIX "A" 
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JOHN B. WILSON (A3511) 
of and for 
PARSONS, BEHLE & LATIMER 
Attorneys for Defendants 
American Barrick Resources 
Corporation and Barrick Resources 
(USA) Inc. 
185 South State Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 11898 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147-0898 
Telephone: (801) 532-1234 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF TOOELE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
* * * * * * * * 
GOLD STANDARD, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
AMERICAN BARRICK RESOURCES 
CORPORATION; BARRICK MERCUR 
GOLDMINES, INC.; TEXACO, INC.; 
GETTY OIL COMPANY; GETTY MINING 
COMPANY; GETTY GOLD MINE COMPANY; 
and JOHN DOES 1-10, 
Defendants. 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S 
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES 
TO THE BARRICK DEFENDANTS 
Civil No. 86-374 
Honorable Frank G. Noel 
Defendants American Barrick Resources Corporation and 
Barrick Resources (USA) Inc., pursuant to Rule 33 of the Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure, respond to Plaintiff's First Set of 
Interrogatories to the Barrick Defendants as follows: 
(c) Parsons, Behle & Latimer issued an oral opinion to 
defendants, supported by an internal memorandum concerning cer-
tain of Gold Standard's claims relating to the Mercur Mine. 
(d) Internal memorandum of Parsons, Behle & Latimer 
dated June 7, 1985. 
INTERROGATORY NO, 19: Describe in detail all informa-
tion, and identify all documents, disclosed to you regarding Gold 
Standard's claims against the Mercur Mine before you purchased 
it. 
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No. 17 and 18. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: State whether, in connection 
with your acquisition of Getty's interest in the Mercur Property 
and the Operating Agreement, you agreed to indemnify Getty 
against any losses that resulted from the assertion by Gold 
Standard of its claims against the Mercur Property. If so: 
(a) Describe in detail the terms of the 
agreement; 
(b) Describe the consideration given by Getty to 
support the agreement; 
(c) Identify all persons involved in the negotia-
tion for the agreement; and 
(d) Identify every document that supports, evi-
dences, or relates to your responses to the previous subparts of 
this interrogatory. 
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RESPONSE: No, Defendants will produce the Stock Pur-
chase Agreement Among Getty Mining Company, Getty Gold Mine Com-
pany and Barrick Petroleum (USA) Inc. dated May 15, 1985. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: Describe in detail the succes-
sion of ownership of the Mercur Mine, from the time you purchased 
Getty's interest in the Mercur Mine, to the present. Your answer 
should indicate any name changes in the entity holding an inter-
est in the Mercur Mine, should describe all transfers of owner-
ship in that interest, and describe all reasons for all such 
changes and transfers. In addition, if at any time the interest 
in the Mercur Mine is held by a wholly-owned subsidiary of other 
Barrick entities, identify the Barrick entit(ies) owning the 
subsidiar(ies) holding the interest in the Mercur Mine. 
RESPONSE: The stock of Getty Gold Mine Company was 
acquired by Barrick Petroleum (USA) Inc. The name of Getty Gold 
Mine Company was changed to Barrick Mercur Gold Mines Inc. 
Barrick Petroleum (USA) Inc. changed its name to Barrick 
Resources (USA) Inc. Barrick Mercur Gold Mines Inc. was subse-
quently merged into Barrick Resources (USA) Inc. Barrick 
Resources (USA) Inc. is a wholly-owned indirect subsidiary of 
American Barrick Resources Corporation, as was Barrick Petroleum 
(USA) Inc. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: Identify the operator for the 
Mercur Mine beginning from the time you purchased the Mercur mine 
to the present. 
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(c) Identify which Barrick employee(s) first 
received this information; and 
(d) Identify every document that supports, evi-
dences, or relates to your responses to the previous subparts of 
this Interrogatory, 
RESPONSE: (a, b, c) Defendants do not know how the 
information came to their attention except to the extent that it 
was contained in or inferred from the documents provided to 
defendants by Getty/Texaco prior to the sale. 
(d) Defendants will produce the documents pro-
vided for their review by Getty/Texaco with the exception of 
those documents privileged as work product of counsel or 
attorney-client communication, 
INTERROGATORY NO, 28: Describe in detail all consider-
ation paid by you to acquire your interest in the Mercur Mine. 
RESPONSE: Defendants will produce the Stock Purchase 
Agreement among Getty Mining Company, Getty Gold Mine Company and-
Barrick Petroleum (USA) Inc. dated May 15, 1985, from which 
plaintiff can determine the answer to this interrogatory. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 29: Identify all officers and direc-
tors of the following business entities, from May 1985 to the 
present: 
(a) American Barrick Resources Corporation; 
(b) Barrick Resources (USA); and 
(c) Barrick Mercur Gold Mines, Inc. 
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(b) Identify every person who has knowledge of 
any facts referred to in your response to subpart (a) of this 
interrogatory; and 
(c) Identify every document that supports, evi-
dences or relates to your response to the previous subparts of 
this interrogatory. 
RESPONSE; 
(a) The allegation was not directed to the 
actions of these defendants but these defendants understand that 
Gold Standard had no right of first refusal under the Operating 
Agreement as of June, 1984. 
(b) Unknown at present. 
(c) Operating Agreement and possibly other 
documents. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 47: With respect to your denial of 
the allegations in paragraph 40 of the Amended Complaint: 
(a) Describe in detail every fact upon which you 
base the denial; 
(b) Identify every person who has knowledge of 
any facts referred to in your response to subpart (a) of this 
interrogatory; and 
(c) Identify every document that supports, evi-
dences or relates to your response to the previous subparts of 
this interrogatory. 
RESPONSE: 
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(a) Barrick Petroleum (USA) Inc. purchased the 
stock of Getty Gold Mine Co. The Stock Purchase Agreement sets 
forth the terms of the sale. The mining operation has changed in 
some respects under the ownership of Barrick. 
(b) and (c) Defendants object to parts b and c of 
this interrogatory on the grounds that the interrogatory is 
overly broad and unduly burdensome and the information requested 
therein concerning how mining operations have changed is neither 
relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 48: With respect to your denial, in 
answer to paragraph 41 of the Amended Complaint, that you assumed 
Getty's obligations and liabilities under the Operating Agreement 
n[w]ith full knowledge of Gold Standard's claims": 
(a) Describe in detail every fact upon which you 
base the denial; 
(b) Identify every person who has knowledge of 
any facts referred to in your response to subpart (a) of this 
Interrogatory; and, 
(c) Identify every document that supports, evi-
dences or relates to your response to the previous subparts of 
this Interrogatory. 
RESPONSE: Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 48 on 
the grounds that it calls for a legal conclusion and, further, 
that the information requested therein is privileged as 
-52-
VERIFICATION 
Canada ) 
Province of Ontario j 
William R. Robertson , being first duly sworn, says 
that he is the Secretary Barrick Mercur Gold 
Mines Inc. (now Barrick Resources (USA) Inc.) (the "Company") and 
that he has read defendants' Response ("Response") to Plaintiffs1 
First Set of Interrogatories to the Barrick Defendants propounded 
to the defendants by Plaintiff and he has signed said Response 
for and on behalf of the Company. The information set forth in 
said Response was gathered and collated by persons regularly in 
the employ of the Company from records and files kept by the Com-
pany in the regular and ordinary course of its business, or in 
the alternative, information gathered by the Company's counsel on 
its behalf. Said persons have reported to declarant that said 
Response truly and correctly reflects the contents of the 
Company's records with respect to the subject matter, to the best 
of their knowledge, wherefore, declarant states upon information 
and belief, that said Response is true and correct to the best of 
my knowledge according to and based upon the records and files of 
the Company and information transmitted to declarant as 
aforesaid. 
DECLARANT,' William R. Robertson 
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this / day of 
-± , 1988. 
NOTARY PUBlTlC >/' 
My Commission Expires: Residing at: / < js^ -v"? • •* o v ^  -.. - ,„ r^ ^ ^. /, 
MAILING CERTIFICATE-
I hereby certify that I caused to be mailed, postage 
prepaid, a true and correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFF1S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO THE BARRICK DEFEN-
DANTS to the following on this g r Q day of Apr- ^ , 1988: 
James S. Lowrie, Esq. 
Richard B. Johns, Esq. 
George W. Pratt, Esq. 
JONES, WALDO, HOLBROOK & McDONOUGH 
1500 First Interstate Plaza 
170 South Main Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Stephen G. Crockett, Esq. 
Robert S. Clark, Esq. 
KIMBALL, PARR, CROCKETT & WADDOUPS 
185 South State Street, Suite 1300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Robert M. McDonald, Esq. 
Attorney for Counterclaim defendant 
Scott L. Smith 
American Plaza III 
47 West 200 South, Suite 450 
Salt Lake City, Utah^ 84101 
A Q U J 
219:111187B 
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APPENDIX "B" 
BARRICK RESOURCES CORPORATION * ^ 
Dear Sirs: 
Barrick Resources Corporation offers to purchase from Texaco, Inc. all assets 
pertaining to mining and milling of the Mercur Gold Mine, located in Tooele County, 
Utah, including ail associated mining claims, mineral leases, surface rights and 
minerals rights whether held in fee simple or under a lease royalty agreement* All 
assets to be free and clear of any encumbrances, and all leases to be in good standing 
and readily assignable to Barrick Resources Corporation* 
The total consideration payable to Texaco, Inc. for these assets, exclusive of gold 
inventories which shall be purchased for cash value, is US$40 million, comprised as 
follows: 
1. A $28 million cash payment plus a secured note of US$12 million payable from 
overriding royalties on all mining revenues resulting from the acquired ore 
bodies at Mercur. 
2. The overriding royalty to accrue for the payment of the notes is payable from 
50% of all the revenues (less applicable royalties) from gold sales in excess of 
US$385 per oz. until the full amount has been paid. 
Barrick requires a 60-day period within which it can substantiate and validate the 
following matters: 
1. Establish clear title to all leases, especially the royalty payment affecting the 
various leases. 
2. Clarification of the Gold Standard claim 
a) working interest or net profit interest 
b) Gold Standard's first right of refusal to purchase assets. 
3. Final agreement on the basis of the Gold Standard net profit interest 
calculations, i.e. capital cost basis* 
Suhe 3001, South Tower, Royal Bank Plaza, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5J 2J1 Telephone (416) 865-0005 Telex 06-218626 BRC TOR 
O O O S A 1 r>*7 
Texaco, Inc. - 2 - -ZStfTMarch 1985 
4. Review and spot checking of Mercur ore reserves. 
5. Review of State and Federal compliance licences, future requirements, and all 
permits. 
Barrick believes that the above factors can be clarified and validated within a 60-day 
period. Should Texaco, Inc. accept this purchase bid, Barrick is prepared to commence 
work on these factors immediately and proceed with due diligence to a final closing 
within the 60-day period. 
Yours very truly, 
BARRICK RESOURCES CORPORATION 
Peter Munk 
Chairman 
PMsdw 
Confirmed and agreed to: 
Texaco, Inc. 
Pen 
00054104 
BARRICK RESOURCES CORPORATION 
19 April 19S5 
Texaco Inc. 
2000 Westchester Avenue 
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. 
10650 
LLSJU 
Dear Sirs: 
Barridc Resources Corporation offers to purchase from Texaco, Inc. all assets 
pertaining to mining and milling of the Mercur Gold Mine, located in Tooele County, 
Utah, including all associated mining- claims, mineral leases, surface rights and 
minerals rights whether held in fee simple or under a* lease royalty agreement. All 
assets to be free and d e a r of any encumbrances, and all leases to be in good standing 
and readily assignable to Barrick Resources Corporation. 
The total consideration payable to Texaco, Inc. for these assets, exclusive of gold 
inventories which shall be purchased for cash value, is US$*0 million, comprised AS 
follows: 
L, A $30 million cash payment plus a secured note of US$10 million payable from 
overriding royalties on all mining revenues resulting from the acquired ore 
bodies at Mercur. 
.2. The overriding royalty to accrue for the payment of the notes is payable from 
50% of all the revenues (less applicable royalties) from gold sales in excess of 
US$385 per oz. until the full amount has been paid. 
Barrick requires a 60-day period within which it can substantiate and validate the 
following matters 
1. Establish dear title to all leases, especially the royalty payment affecting the 
various leases. 
2. Clarification of the Gold Standard claim 
a) working interest or net profit interest 
b) Gold Standard's first right of refusal to purchase assets. 
3 . Final agreement on the basis -of the Gold Standard net profit interest 
calculations, Le- capital cost basis* 
BB022641 
Texaco, Inc. - 2 - 19 April 1985 
*. Review and spot checking of Mercur ore reserves. 
5. Review of State and Federal compliance licences, future requirements, and all 
permits. 
Barrick believes that the above factors can be clarified and validated within a 60-day 
period. Should Texaco, Inc. accept this purchase bid, Barrick is prepared to commence 
work on these factors immediately and proceed with due diligence to a final closing 
within the 60-day period. 
Yours very truly, 
BARRICK RESOURCES CORPORATION 
Peter Munk 
Chairman 
PMsdw 
Confirmed and agreed to: 
Texaco, Inc. 
Pen 
PBC22642 
APPENDIX "C" 
BARRICK RESOURCES CORPORATION 
April 19th, 1985. 
Mr. Peter Bijur, 
Sr. Vice-President, 
Texaco Inc., 
2000 Westchester Avenue, 
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. 
10650 
Dear Mr. Bijur: 
Barrick Resources Corporation, or its wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary 
("Barrick") offers to purchase from Texaco Inc. ("Texaco") all the 
outstanding shares of Getty Gold Mining Inc. ("Getty Gold") which 
owns and operates the Mercur Mine and all related facilities located 
in Tooele County, Utah. 
The total consideration payable to Texaco Inc. for the shares of 
Getty Gold, exclusive of all gold bullion inventories, and any bank 
loans and inter-company indebtedness which shall be capitalized, 
shall be an amount c - US $40 million payable as follows: 
1. US $30 million cash payable on closing. 
2. US $10 million payable from 50% of that amount 
received in excess of US $385.00 per oz. from 
all gold sales until the full amount of US $10 
million has been paid. 
This agreement is conditional upon approval of the Boards of Directors 
of Texaco and Barrick which should be obtained prior to April 30, 1985, 
Upon the Boards1 approval a formal agreement will be entered into con-
taining normal terms, conditions, representations and warranties per-
taining to a transaction of this nature. Barrick will complete 
normal due diligence studies prior to closing, which will substantiate 
and validate the following principal matters: 
. . • . *m 
eired Fi le Dept^ 
Suite mm <^ «** T °— ! * » - - • -
Mr* Peter Bijur - 2 - 19th April, 1985. 
1. Establish proper title to all leases and the 
royalty payments affecting various leases* 
2. Review and verify that the property contains 
a minimum of 11 million tons of ore reserves 
using a 0.045 Au 02/ton cut-off grade. 
3. Review of State and Federal licencesf environ-
mental compliances and appropriate permits. 
4. Complete corporate review, including appropriate 
audit. 
We believe that there should be no difficulty in verifying the 
normal due diligence matters within 60 days of the Boards1 approval/ 
to permit a closing of the transaction within that period. 
If the above is satisfactoryr please execute a duplicate copy 
herewith. 
Yours very truly, 
BARRICK RESOURCES CORPORATION 
Peter Munk, 
Chairman 
Agreed to this day of April, 1985 
TEXACO INC. 
00050531 
APPENDIX "D" 
1 Peter Munk 384 
? information n&t=?ci(*c1 to achieve that result. 
3 And from my own strategic corporate 
4 purpose, the gold reserves were not f=in important 
5 criteria. 
6 Q That was somebody else's responsibility 
7 to pn^Q^ref for submission, for the purpose of 
& obtaining financing? 
9 A Yes, that is it. 
10 Q Thank you. 
It In your discussions with Mr. Bijur, 
12 sir, do you recall ever discussing the Gold Standard 
13 claim? 
14 A Well, I do not recall specifically, but 
15 it could well have been. 
16 Q In the final negotiation, sir, or final 
17 negotiations, Mr. Munk, which resulted in the 
18 acquisition by Rarrick of the mine, did you have any 
19 understanding with Texaco that you would be he I ti 
20 harmless with respect to the Gold Standard claim? 
21 A Ulell, in my mind — 
22 MR. t.FVTTT: You are asking whether the 
23 final deal contained such provision? 
24 0 Uas there ever an understanding, 
2 5 ne^Qi^ncil f*^p, of what is in the purchase asset 
Pph^r flunk 
7 
3 
6. 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
I n 
II 
1 9 
1 3 
1 4 
1 5 
1 6 
1 7 
1 ft 
1 9 
70 
21 
27 
73 
74 
75 
agr eeme-n t . 
A Well, T knew that at the end, sav, a t 
the (*nci we agreed to comply with Texaco'*^ 
determination to buy the nsftfttfi—sorry, to buy the 
.shares as against the c^fi^^t^. 
I do remember that they categorically 
said that in none of their assets sales, asset 
sales, be it in the form of shares or actual assets 
would they want to assume any ongoing contingent 
1 i abi 1 ity. 
MR. IFVTTT: You mean the program wher 
Texaco sold off certain properties? 
THF UTTIMFSS: Yes. The program that 
Rijur was in charge of. 
T remember having many discussions wit 
Rijur on the general subject of why Texaco would 
rather take less money but will not saae^jpt any kind 
of ongoing liability. 
Q Uas that part of the negotiations that 
resulted in your acquisition of Mercur? 
MR. IFVTTT: Objection. The witness 
said that he was told that was Texaco's po1 icy, tha 
it wasn't negotiable 
THF U1TTNFSS: Right. Tt was part my 
APPENDIX "E" 
C . v Cue of tl!? U»ali Slate 
r. r-. ^ 4 t - •• To i-!-'^ 07-oi-of mrv. a/77) 
APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY 
GETTY GOLD MINE COMPANY ^ 
(exact corporate name) •' -I P^c V* 
A corporation of the state of D e X a w a r e .incorporated February 5, , 19JSJL 
hereby applies for a Certificate of Authority to transact business in the state of'Utah. 
J . . perpetual 
The Corporation period of duration is 
229 South S ta te S t . , Dover, Delawa 
The address of the corporation in the state of incorporation is 1PP01 
* , - rt , The P r e n t i c e - K a i l 
The registered agent in Utah and the street address of the registered office in Utah ire: • 
Corporat ion System, I n c . . 185 South S t a t e S t r e e t , S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah 84111 
The business purpose? to be pursued in Utah ~ To engage in any lawful act or a c t i v i t y for 
which corpora t ions maybe organized under the General Corporation Law 
of Delaware i n c l u d i n g mining and e x p l o i t a t i o n of mineral r e s o u r c e s , ^t) 
e n 
The names and address of corporation directors and officers are: — 
Director L i s t Attached
 <=> 
Director _ _ """" 
Director O w W O C i \ I I ( ^ 
^ f ' USE OF NAME 
Vice President 
SecreUry 
Treasurer 
The aggregate number of shares corporation has authority to issue. (Itemize by class or series if applicable.) 
Number of Shares Class Series Par VaJue 
10 Common - $100 
Tint aggregate number of issued shares. (Itemise by classes.) 
Number of Share* Class Series Par Value 
10 Common - $100 
Stated Capital: * 1,000 (iee „frtion 16-10-2 [j] for definition) 
Kittitiute of value of ail assets corporation will own during next year. * ' 
•• • , , , „ . ., , *. 106,600 M 
kstimate of value of ail assets in Utah next vear. * xw>vvv 
Kstimate of gross business eorjx>ration will transact next year everywhere. * ' 
Kjttiiuale of pro** business corporation will transact next year in Utah. * ' 
A certificate of good standing duly authorized by the proper officer 
of the jurisdiction of incorporation i3 attached. 
The iMirporalion shall n*r. as its name in Utah ' 
(Th«- corporation shall use it* name as set forth undur application title: ui '*» this name is not available for use.) 
(over) 
f\ 110201 
Under penaitiet of perjury, I declare that thia application for Certificate of Authority ha* b^n examined by me 
and ia, to the beat of my knowledge and belief, true, correct and complete. 
By 
f <
^ N 4 V 
' * Searemry or A distant Secretary 
SUGGESTIONS 
1 6 o The law requires payment of a corporation licenae fee at the rate of 1/20th of 1% of the dollar value of the 
total authorized shares of the corporation. There is a minimum fee of $25.00 and a maximum of $500.00. 
i w Domestic corporations can compute the licenae ifee by multiplying the dollar value of the authorized shares by 
— .0005, the decimal equivalent of l/20th of 1%. For purpoaea of fee computation, no par stock is valued at 
'»-* $1.00 per share. 
Foreign Corpurationt are attested license fees only on the portioii of the shares represented in the sute of 
Utah. The sharr* represented in Utah are computed aa follows: 
A. 
B.. 
Item 11* Item 13 
Jt-rTi \f\ • f t*m 1? _ _ _ 
10 
100 
$100 $1,000 
Authorized Shares Par Value Value of Authorized 
Item 7 Item 7 Share* 
C. Multiply the share value obtained in B by the percentage obtained in A, 
$1,000
 x 100% , $1 ,000 
Value of A uthorized Shares Percentage from A above 
D. Mullipl) the result obtained in C by .0005. This it the decimal equivalent of l/20th of 1% which is the 
license rate of the statute. 
$1 ,000 X.0005 « $25 .00 (Minimum Tax) 
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Amendment If authorized *hart*« arc increatcd by amendment, additional fers may be dur. Compute the fn> 
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additional sheets of papwr containing the information. Pleas* feel fnte to contact the Secretary o( States offi« r 
for any ajutixtance which you or your lawyer may need in the*e matter*. 
DAYDS.M0NS0N J H02C2 
Lt. Governor/Secretary of State 7n 
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STOCI PUtCHASE AGREEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT, dated as of May IS, 19SS, entered into among Getty Mining Company, a 
Delaware oorpormtn. h*vu« an oAce at 3S10 WHshire Boulevard. Los Angcks, California 900)0 
("Scikr**), Gtoy Gold MUM Company, a Delaware corporation, having an office at 2000 Westchester 
Areata, Wlutn Plana, NY. 10650 rCo*puy~) and Barrkk Petroteuxn (USA) Inc.. a Delaware 
cor port tioo having an office at 630 Fifth Avtanc Not York City. New York (~B«yer~). 
MUTT ONE: 
SUBJECT MATTER OF THE AGREEMENT: DEFINITION 
AND RULES OF CONSTRUCTION 
1.1 Subject Matter, The subject matter of the Agreement is the sale by Seller tc Buyer of ten 
(10) shares of the issued and outstanding Common Stock, par rilue SI00 of the Company (th? 
-Stock"), the purchase of the Stock by Buyer and the terms and conditions upon which the sale will 
take place. 
1.2 Definitions. For purposes of the Agreement, except as otherwise expressly provided or unless 
the context otherwise requires, the terms defined in this Section 1.2 have the meanings herein assigned 
to them, and the capiulized terms defined in Section 1.1 and elsewhere in the Agreement by inclusion m 
quotation marks and parentheses have the meanings so ascribed to them. 
(a) "Agreement" means this Stock Purchase Agreement, including the Schedules and 
Exhibits. 
(b) "Benefit Plans" means any of the emploxe benefit plans in *hich employ or evecume* 
of the Company participated is set forth on section I. "Bencrit Plans'* of Schedule B hereto 
(c) "Business Day" means a da> on which banks are open for business ir New York Cu> 
(d) "Closing" means the closing of the transactions contemplated by the Agreement at 10 00 
a.m. New York time, at 2000 Westchester Avenue, White Wains. New York 10650 on the Closing 
Date, or at such other time or place as the Parties may mutually agree upon in writing 
(e) Closing Dote" means July 15, 1985, or such other date as the Parties mav mutualK 
agree upon in writing. 
( 0 "Code" means The United Sutes Internal Revenue Code of 1954. as amended. 
(g) "Corporate Documents" means the Certificate of incorporation and Bylaws of a 
Delaware corporation or the equivalent documents of a corporation organized under the ia*s o( 
another jurisdiction. 
(h) "Mercur Gold Mine" means the gold mine owned and operated b> the Comparn on the 
real property situated in Tooele and Utah Counties, Utah, as more fully described on Schedule J. 
together with all structures, fixtures, and machinery constituting a part of or used in connection 
therewith. 
(i) 'Fimmcial Statement" means the unaudited pro forma balance sheet of the Compan\ as 
at March 31, 1985 as set forth on Schedule A. 
(j) "Party* means any of Buyer, Seller or the Company. 
(k) "Tax" means a tax. license, franchise or registration fee. a governmental charge, a 
withholding or an assessment of any other nature, including without limitation income, exese 
property, sates and franchise uxes imposed by any government or an> subdivision, ageno jr 
taxing authority thereof and any interest, penalty or addition to tax relating thereto. 
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aay audit ntmimtkm or otter propnwd cfcarfe or 
the TAX liability reported by the Ganpaay. 
Toan toe a 0 * w 
Tki fote«i«| terns have the ncaaiiti Jiscribed to tbcai in the 
4.4(c) 
"Cask fcartwT 2.3 
• *Cb«r 4.4(c) 
"Getty- 4.2(a) 
"HSR- 4 3(c) 
"ladanafierf Party- 4.4(d) 
"lademaifymf Pam" 4.4(d) 
~ M Y S O r \ . . . . . .\ 4.2<b> 
^Pension Plan** 4.3(0 
"Production Payment" 2.3 
"Strings Plan" 4.3(h) 
-Stock** I.I 
~Tax Beneficiary- 4.3 
-Thrift Plan 4.2(b) 
T R M P 5.1(i) 
1.3 Rules of Construction. For purposes of the Agreement including the Schedule* 
(a) General. Unless the context otherwise requires. (0 "or" is not exclusive: (til an accounting 
term not otherwise defined has the meaning assigned to it in accordance with accounting principle 
that are general!) accepted in the United States of America: On) words in the singular include the 
pluraL and words in the plural include the singular (iv) words in the masculine include the 
feminine and words *n the feminine indude the masculine: (v) an\ date specified for an* action that 
is not a Business Day shall be deemed to mean the first Business Day after such date: and (vi) a 
reference to a corporation or a partnership includes its successors and assigns and any person 
(whether a corporation or partnership or an officer, accountant, countd. agent or other representa-
tive thereof) to whom the exercise of a right or the performance of an obligation hereunder has 
been deicgs.sd. 
(b) Parts and Sections. References to Pans and Sections are. unless otherwise specified, to 
Parts and Sections of the Agreement. Neither the captions to Parts or Sections thereof nor the 
Table of Contents shall be deemed to be a part of the Agreement. 
(c) Other Agistments. References herein to any agreement or other instrument shall, unless 
the context otherwise requires (or the definition thereof otherwise specifies), be deemed references 
to the same as it may from time to time be changed, amended or extended. There is no 
incorporation by reference unless stated. 
IMTTWOe 
PURCHASE OF STOCK PURCHASE PRICE AND 
TRANSFER OF SHARES 
II Purchase ami Sale of Stock. Seller shall sell, transfer, assign and deliver to Buyer the Stock 
free and dear of all liens, encumbrances, charges and claims whatsoever, including Tax liens and 
charges, and Buyer shall purchase, receive and accept the Stock from Seller. 
2 
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U Transfer of Stock. Seller shall assign* transfer and deliver the certificates ewJencing the 
gprfc 4«|y eadoned ia bleak or accompanied by appropriate instruments of transfer to Buyer at the 
Qor^f S t e m may bt kfeakd to reflect that the securities have not been registered with the 
S i c a r io« A Exchange O M I W S O Q . 
2.3 Purcknu Met of Stock. The purchase pnce of the Stock shall be (i) thirty-one million 
doUan ($31,000,000) (the "Cash Portion ) and (u) Company's grant of a production payment in the 
lXDo*at of nine million dollars ($9,000,000) ia the form of Exhibit 1 hereto (the "Production 
paytu»0-
2.4 Payment. The Cash Portioa of the purchase price shall be payable by Buyer at its option 
cither (t) ia immediately available funds at the Goring Date, by means of a wire transfer to Seller's 
joeount number 0326-00119 at Bank of America in Los Angeles. California (with immediate telephone 
notice to CM. Hotaoa (914) 233-7804) or to such other account and depository designated b> Seller 
pnor to the Closing, by notice to Buyer or (ii) by a certified or official bank check drawn on a U.S. dollar 
account with a bank incorporated in the United Sutes. The Produaion Pa>ment shall be executed and 
delivered by the Company to Seller at tbc Closing. 
2.5 Fees and Stamp ami Other Transfer Taxes. Seller and Buyer shall each pa> one-half of any 
documentary sump and other transfer Taxes, if any. payable in respect of the Agreement, or for the 
transfer of the Stock to Buyer. 
PART THREE: 
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 
3.1 Seller Seller represents and warrants to Buyer that: 
(a) Organization and Standing of Seller Seller has been dul> organized and is vjlidlv 
existing in good sunding under the laws of Delaware. 
(b) Authority. Seller has the corporate power and authorit) to enter into and perform the 
Agreement. The execution, delivery and performance of the Agreement, including the sale and 
celivery of the Stock, have been duly authorized by all requisite corporate and shareholder action 
and the Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by Seller. 
(c) Validity of Agreement. The Agreement is a legal, valid and binding obligation of Seller 
and is enforceable against Seller in accordance with the terms of the Agreement, except as 
enforcement ma> be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency or other similar laws affecting the enforce-
ment of creditors" rights in general. The enforceability of Sellers obligations under the Agreement 
is subject to general principles of equity (regardless of whether such enforceability is considered in 
a proceeding in equity or at law). 
(d) So Violation. The execution and delivery of the Agreement, the performance by Seller of 
the Terms of the Agreement and the sale of the Stock do not conflict with or result in a violation oi* 
the Corporate Documents of Seller or of any agreement, instrument, order, writ, judgment or 
decree to which Seller is a party or is subject. 
(e) So Consent Required. Except as otherwise provided in Section 4.3(c) and as set forth m 
Schedule C no approval, authorization or other action by. or filing with, any governmental 
authority, is required in connection with the execution, delivery and performance by Seller of the 
Agreement and the sale of the Stock. 
(0 Ownership of Stock. Seller owns the Stock, free and clear of any lien, charge, claim and 
encumbrance and has the right to transfer and deliver the Stock to Buyer at the Closing 
3 
3 2 Company. Seller rqaumu and warraats to Bayer that 
(a) <k%fmrmwm mdStmdvtgo/tke Compmty. Tbe Company has been duly organized aad 
is validly nu*n« ia food standing under tfae laws of Ddaware and will be ia food standing as a 
farega oorporatioa irn Utah oa the Ctauag Date. 
(b) Authority. The Compaay has tie corporate power and authority to enter into and 
perform the Agreement. The execution delivery aad performance of the Agreement have bees 
duly authorised by all requisite corporate or shareholder action, aad the Agreement has been duly 
exacatad aad delivered by the Company. 
(c) ValidSey of Agreement, The Agreement is a legaL valid and binding obligation of the 
Compaay and is enforceable against the Company ta accordance with the terms of the Agreement. 
except as enforcement may be limited by bankruptcy, tnaofreacy or other similar laws affecting the 
enforcement of creditors* rights ia general. The enforceability of the Company's obligations under 
the Agreement is subject to general priaciptai of equity (regardless of whether such enforceability 
is considered in a proceeding ia equity or at taw). 
(d) No Violation The execution and delivery of the Agreement, and the performance by the 
Company of the terms of the Agreement do not conflict with or result in a violation of the 
Corporate Documents of the Company or of any agreement, instrument, order, writ, judgment or 
decree to which the Compaay is a party or is subject. 
(e) No Consent Required* Except as otherwise provided in Section 4J(c) and as set forth in 
Schedule C. no approval, authorization or other action by. or filing with, any governmental 
authority, is required in connection with the execution, delivery and performance by the Company 
of the Agreement. 
( 0 Corporate Documents. The Corporate Documents of the Company (copies ot *hich have 
been or witl be delivered to B»;yer) constitute true, correct and complete copies of the Corporate 
Documents of the Company and reflect ail amendment* thereto through and including the date ot 
the Agreement. 
(g) Subsidiaries, Affiliates and Joint Ventures. The Company ha> no subsidiaries or utfilutes 
and holds no interest in any partnership or other equity interest in any corporation, joint venture, 
trust or other entity. 
(h) Capitalization The Company's authorized capital stock consists of ten (10) share* of 
common stock, $100 par value. The Stock has been duly authorized and validly issued to the Seller 
issued and is fully paid *nd nonassessable and constitutes ail of the issued and outstanding capital 
stock of the Company. 
(i) Options o> Warrants. There are no outstanding options, warrants, convertible securities or 
other rights of any kind to acquire shares of the capital stock \n the Company nor are there 
outstanding any rights or privileges, preemptive or contractual, to acquire >uch hares 
(j) Financial Statement. Th* Financial Statement is true and complete in ail material 
respects and has been prepared in accordance «tth mining accounting principles that have been 
consistently applied by the Company. 
(k) Changes Except as set forth on Schedule D. since March 31. 1985. there has been u) no 
material adverse change in the financial condition (not in the ordinary course of business) of the 
Company: and (ii) no damage, destruction or other casualty loss with respect to property o*ncd or 
leased by the Company (whether or not ^vered by insurance) materially and adversely affecting 
the businett* financial condition, results of operations or prospects of the Company. 
(1) No Undisclosed Liabilities or Agreements. Except as set forth on Schedule E. since 
March 31, 1985 (i) the Company has not incurred any debts, liabilities or obligations (other than 
debts, liabilities or obligations reasonably incurred in the ordinary course of business) »hich. m the 
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a g g r » y ^ materially adversely affect the business or financial condition or prospects of the 
QuamMj* tad (ii) the Company his sol conducted business otherwise than in the ordinary course. 
(m) UtifmUxL Except i s set forth it Schedule F. there are no actions, suits or proceedings 
pjBAm or, to the actual knowledfc of the Seller or the Company, threatened against the Seller or 
the Company before any court or arint abou tribunal or before or by any governmental depart-
g^g, agency or instrumentality relating a any respect to the Mercur Gold Mine and neither Seller 
aor the Company is aware of any state of facts which, if known other than to the Company or 
Sdkr. might reasonably be expected to form the basis of a successful action* lawsuit or proceeding. 
(a) Royalties. Schedule G sets forth a true and complete, list of all royalties and overriding 
royalties within current and planned mtatng areas burdening the real property of the Mercur Gold 
Mmc 
(o) Contracts. Except u set forth on Schedule H. the Company is not a party to or subject to: 
(i) my employment or consulting contract or arrangement with any officer or director of the 
Company: (ii) any plan, arrangement or contract providing for bonuses, pensions, options, deferred 
compensation, retirement payments or profit sharing for or *ttt its officers or directors: (ui) any 
collective bargaining agreement with any labor union: (iv) any instrument evidencing or related to 
iodebtedness for borrowed mooe). whether direct!) or indirectly, not set forth in the Financial 
Statement; (v) an> contract not entered into in the ordinary course of business containing 
covenants limiting the freedom of the Company to compete in any line of business or with any 
person; or (vi) any other contract which is material to the business of the Company. 
(p) Tult to Assets, Etc. The Company has good and marketable title to all of the assets set forth 
on Schedule J other than (() those that are leased, with respect to which it has valid and enforceable 
(eases, (ii) those which have been disposed of since the date o( the Financial Statement in the ordinary 
course of the Company's business and (iii) easements or restrictions «hich do not materially affect the 
value of the real property or the current use thereof. The us*t> set forth on Schedule J constitute all of 
the material rights and properties, tangible or intangible, real or personal * hich are used in the conduct 
of the business of the Company, as such business i> presently being conducted. No other matcrui 
properties or rights, whether or not owned b> the Company, art required for the operation o( >uv.n 
business as presently being operated. None of the asset* of the Company is subject to any mortgage. 
deed of trust, pledge, lien, security interest, encumbrance, claim, charge or material adverse interest of 
any kind or character of any other person or entity, except as reflected in the Financial Statement or as 
set forth on Schedule F and G. 
(3) Compliance %ith Applicable Lnv. The Company, in the conduct of its business, is in 
substantial compliance with all federal state or local !a*s. statutes, ordinances and regulations, the 
failure to comply with which would materially adversely affect th* business of the Company or the 
aggregate value of its properties or assets. 
(r) Disclosures. The representations and warranties by Seller and the Company m tne 
Agreement and the statements contained in the documents (including schedules), certificates and 
other writings furnished by Seller and the Company to Buyer pursuant to the Agreement. *hen 
considered as a whole, do not and will not contain any untrue statement o( a material fact and do 
not and will not omit to state any material fact necessary to make the statements hei :u\ or therein 
not misleading. No material provided to Bayer in the course of its review of the Company prior to 
entering into the Agreement and during its due diligence review thereafter contains any informa-
tion which would be expected to deter a reasonable buyer from purchasing the Stock on the terms 
herein provided, and no material withheld from such review, if made available, would be expected 
to deter a reasonable buyer from purchasing the Stock on the terms herein provided. Seller snail 
provide promptly Buyer with all information known to Seller which a reasonable buyer may 
consider material to a decision to purchase the Stock. 
(s) Business Activities. The Company has engaged in no activity other than its ownership and 
operation of the Mercur Gold Mine. 
5 
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(t) E**by*s. Schedule K sett forth i t m i a d complete list of til the employes of the 
Company. 
3 J Jwjer. Bayer rwpracacs tad wamats to Seller as follows: 
(a) Ofmmxmiom W Stmdimg of Buyer. Bayer has been duly organized and is validly 
exatu* ta food suading eader the laws of Delaware. 
(b) Authority. Bayer has the corporate power tad aathority to enter into tnd perform the 
Afreemcm tad to purchase tbe Stock. The execution, delivery tod performance of the Agreement* 
iadudiag tbe parchase of the Stock, have baea daly aathorued by til reqatsau corporate or 
shareholder actio*, tad the Afraooeat has baea daiy executed tod delivered by Bayer. 
(c) VUUIiy of Afreemem Tbe Afraeaseat is a legal valid tad binding obligation of Buyer 
aad is enforceable against Bayer ta accordance with the terms of the Agreement, except ts 
enforcement tmy be Baited by bankruptcy, iasohmcy or other similar laws tfTecting the enforce-
meat of creditors* rights tagcaeraL Tbe enforceability of Bayer's obliftaiioas under the Agreement 
is subject to general principles of equity (regardless of whether such enforceability is considered in 
a proceeding in equity or at law). 
(d) So YioiaUm. The execution tad delivery of the Agreement, the performance by Buyer of 
tbe terms of tbe Agreement tnd tbe purchase of tbe Stock do not conflict with or result in t 
violation of the Corporate Documents of Buyer or of tay agreement, instrument, order, writ. 
judgment or decree to which Buyer ts t party or is subject. 
(e) So Consent Required. Except ts otherwise provided in Section 4.3(c) tnd as set forth m 
Schedule C no approval, authorization or other action by. or filling with, any governmental 
authority, is required in connection with the execution, delivery and performance b\ Bu>er of the 
Agreement and the purchase of tbe Stock. 
3.4 So Other Warranties. Except as otherwise provided herein, there art no express or implied 
warranties that apply to the transactions contemplated herein. 
PART FOCR: 
COVENANTS 
4.! Covenants of Seller. Seller covenants with Bu>er as follows: 
(a) Conduct of Business From tbe date of the Agreement through the Closing, the Company 
will HOC without the prior written consent of Buyer <i) issue an> stock, bonds, notes, options. 
warrants or other corporate securities except for notes to Texaco or its subsidiaries evidencing loans 
to the Company for tbe conduct of its business; (ii) amend its Corporate Documents; (ui) incur an> 
obligations or liabilities, except for (x) obligations disclosed herein, or (y) incurred m the ordinary 
course of business; (iv) mortgage, pledge or subject to lien, charge or any other encumbrance, any 
assets or properties, tangible or intangible: (v) sell or transfer any si:ock. bonds, notes, intangible or 
tangible assets or cancel any debts or claims, except m the ordinary course of business: (vu enter 
into ta agreement to do any of the things described in clauses (i) through (v) above; (vti) grant any 
increase ia salaries payable or to become payable to any officer, director, employe other than in 
accordance with established merit programs; (viii) increase benefits payable to any officer, director. 
employe, under any bonus or pension plan or other contract or commitment other than normal 
periodic increases ia accordance with such plan: or (ix) otherwise operate its business other than in 
the ordinary course. Except as otherwise contemplated by the Agreement, during tbe penod from 
the date of the Agreement to the Closing Date, the Company will use its best effort* to present e 
intact all rights, privileges, franchises and other authority adequate for the conduct of its business 
tnd operations, to keep available the services of its officers, to the extent it can ar.d to mamum 
satisfactory relationships with licensors, licensees, suppliers, contractors, distributors, customers 
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&6 <*fcen having b u a o s reiatiomhips with ic provided that Sdkr may cause all insurance 
covcraft to be canifed as of tfae Ckxtag Date. 
(b) Accta to Properties ami InfonmrnioiL Throufh the Oonng Date. Seller will t/Tord or will 
cute 10 be afforded to the oftcerv employee accountants and other representatives of Buyer full 
gji free access to the properties aad records pertaining to Company, wherever situated, (including 
Tax records and Tax reports and Tax litigation files as they relate directly to the Company) during 
normal working hours in order that Buyer may have full opportunity to make such investigations is 
it shall desire of the affairs aad financial status of the Company. 
(c; Capitmilzmiom of Intercompany Accomms. On or prior to the Coring Date Seller shall 
cause ail inter-company accounts existing aad due it as of the Closing Date from the Comptny to 
be ripfri1*^-*. sacfc capitalization to be completed in such a manner so as not to create taxable 
tacomc to the Company or to affect the Company's depreciable aad depleuble tax basis of the 
assets of the Company which was approximately forty-one million dollars ($41,000,000) as at 
January I. I9gJ. 
(d) Taxes. Seller will cause to be filed all federal, state and local Tax returns and other reports 
which art required to be filed in respect of all Taxes for the Company for periods ending before or 
concurrent with the Closing Date and will cause to be paid all Taxes which are due for the periods 
prior to the Closing Date. 
(e) Tax Agreements. All inter-company federal income tax agreements to which the Com-
pany is a puny or is subject shall be terminated with respect to the Companx as of the Closing Date 
cancelling all rights and obligations which the Compan) had thereunder 
.2 Covenants of Buyer. Buyer covenants with Seller as follows; 
(a) Employe Benefits. Buyer will either 0) cause the Company to continue to pruvidc the 
Benefit Plans through February 17, 1986 or (ii> adopt nc>* benefit plans (or cause the Compan> to 
adopt plans) for employes of the Company which are in the aggregate no less favorable than the 
Benefit Plans and continue the nc* benefit plans through February 17. 1986: exceot that with 
respect to salaried employes and retirees. Buyer ma> elect to become a Participating Empiover as 
provided for in Section 4.3(e) with respect to those Benefit Plans set forth on section I. "Benefit 
Plans: A. Salaried Employes" of Schedule 3, except for items 3 thereunder, tn the event a new 
pension plan, thrift plan or savings plan is adopted, only a plan qualified under Section 401(a) of 
the Code shall be deemed no less favorable than the Pension Plan, the Thrift Plan or ;hc Savings 
Plan. After February 17, 1986 (or February 28, 1986, if Buyer eleas to become a Participating 
Employer as provided for in Section 4.3(e)) Buyer shall (or shall cause the Company to) provide 
smpSoyes of the Company who were also employes of the Company or it predecessor on February 
17.1984 and at the Closing, benefit plans which are. in the aggregate, no less favorable than benefit 
plans which are then provided to employes of the Bu>er. Buyer shall credit each emplu>e of the 
Company for prior service with the Company. Getty Oil Company ("Getty"), Seller, their 
subsidiaries, or predecessors under any new benefit plans for participation, vesting and benefit 
accrual purposes. 
(b) ESOP art PAYZOP Accounts. It is recognized that a payroll-based tax credit employe 
stock ownership plan (the ~FAYSOP~) vnder Sections 41 and 409 of the Code cannot be provided 
to employes of the Company following the Cosing, and it is therefore agreed that the Buyer, in lieu 
thereof, aad in full satisfaction of the obligations of Buyer speeded in Section 4.2(a) with respect 
to the PAYSOP feature of the Thrift Plan for Employees of Getty Mining Company and Cenain 
Subsidiaries (the "Thrift Plan") and the PAYSOP feature of the Savtnp Plan will contribute an 
additional amount to the Thrift Plan, the Savings Plan or to new plans which are substituted for 
hose plans for the period from the Closing Date to February 17, 1986 equal to one-half of one 
percent (0.5%) of the compensation of each participant who otherwise would have participated m 
the ^YSOP feature of the Thrift Plan or of the Savings Plan for such period (i.e.. the same 
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amount as would &** beea contributed on behalf of each such participant under such PAYSOP 
feature) 
(c) Sterne* OU§mkms, From and after the Goring. Buyer shall pay (or shall cause the 
Ganpeay 10 pay) to any employe, who prior to February 17. 1916 is terminated involuntarily by 
Buyer or the Company or who kavea the employment of Buyer or the Cocnpuny within sixty (60) 
days of bumg reduced ia poataoa. salary or hourly rate, a severance ptymcnit in the amount of one 
month's pay for each year of credited service with any of Buyer, the Company. Seller. Gett\ and 
their suhodiaries or predecessors, up to a maiimum of 24 mouths' salary. 
(d) Performance Bomds* Buyer agrees that it will use its best efforts to cause all of the 
performance boadi set forth oa Schedule H to be replaced or otherwise released within 90 days 
after the Ckaiag Data. 
4.3 Cmimms of Seller ami B*y*r. Seller aad Buyer covenant to each other as follows: 
(a) Compliance wtf A Comiitiom Precede*. Seller aad Buyer will each use its best efforts to 
cause the conditions precedent set forth in Pan Five, which are for the benefit of the other, to be 
fulfilled aad satisfied as soon as practicable. 
(b) Broken. Seller covenants to Buyer, that neither Seller nor the Company has retained any 
broker, finder, financial advisor or similar person has been retained by any of them except as set 
forth below and Seller agrees to defend, indemnify and bold harmless Buyer from and against ail 
brokers', finders' or financial advisors' fees or daims asserted through Sdler or the Company in 
connection with or on account of the Agreement or the transactions herein contemplated. Seller 
acknowledges that Texaco has retained The First Boston Corporation as financial advisor l.t 
connection with the transactions contemplated by the Agreement. Buyer covenants to Seller, that 
Buyer has not retained any broker, finder, financial advisor or similar person and Buyer agrees to 
defend, indemnify and hold harmless Seller from and against all brokers*, finders' or financial 
advisors' fees or claims asserted through Buyer m connection with or on account of the Agreement 
or the transactions herein contemplated. 
(c) Certain HUnp amd Consents. Buyer and Texaco shall promptly make their respective 
filings, and (i) shall thereafter promptly make any required submissions, under the Hart-Scott-
Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976. as amended ("HSR"), with respect to the sale of the 
Stock: (ii) cooperate with one another (x) in determining whether any filings are required to be 
made or consents, approvals, permits or authorizations are required to be obuined under any other 
Federal or state taw or regulation or any consents, approvals or waivers are required to be obtained 
from other Panics to loan agreements or other contracts material to the Company's business in 
connection with the oonsummation of the sale of the Stock and (>> in making any such filings. 
furnishing information required in connection therewith and seeking timely to obtain an\ sucn 
consents, permits, authorizations, approvab or waivers: and (m) promptly endeavor to obtain each 
consent set forth on Schedule C. 
(d) Press Release. No Party will make any press release or other announcement respecting 
the Agreement without the consent of the other Panics unless a Party refuses to consent and the 
Party desiring to make the release or other announcement is advised by its counsel that the release 
or other announcement is required to comply with any statute. law or regulation. 
(e) Partkipati*t Employer. Seller agrees that Buyer, at its election made by the Closing. 
may cause the Company to become a participating employer with respect to the Benefit Plans 
of salaried employes aad retirees, set forth on section I. "Benefit Plans: A. Salaried Employes' of 
Schedule B except for items 3 thereunder, as required under the tknefit Plans (the "Participating 
Employer**) until February 28. 1986. If Buyer elects to cause the Company to become a 
Participating Employer (i) Sdler agrees to take such action as it deems necessary, and 8u,er 
agrees to cooperate fully in connection therewith, to amend, where necessary, applicable Be-cm 
Plans and documents related thereto in which salaried employes and retirees of the Compam ire 
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fggm portkipeting to eaabfc ibe Company to become a Participating Employer thereunder from the 
Qosntg Date op to tad adudiag February 2S, 19S4; (ii) Buyer agrees to reimburse Seller for all 
n n ^ feet, i ipiain presmuna, and daima. iadudiaf reasonable attorneys* fees, incurred in 
LijamrrirM with tkt admioBtnuioa of the appticabk Benefit Plans daring this period plus 20%: and 
(iti) Bayer afrwat Uttt dmriif the period i* which the Company is a Participating Employer in any 
of the applicable Benefit Plans, it shall be Bayers sole responsibility to fond, moke contributions 
tad other payments as art required under the applicable Benefit Plans or applicable laws on behalf 
of thene salaried employes or retires of the Company who are participating is the applicable 
Benefit Plans. On and after March 1.19S6. the Company shall no longer be eligible to participate 
as a Participating Employer and salaried employes and retirees shall no longer be eligible to 
participate in any of the Benefit Ptans as set forth on section I. "Benefit Plans: A. Salaried 
Employes'* of Schedule B. Buyer and Seiier agree that neither one of them shall take any action 
which will cause any of the Benefit Plow which are qualified plans under the federal income tax 
laws to foil to satisfy the requirements .for continued qualification under those laws. Buyer and 
Seller further agree that neither one of them shall omit to take any action necessary to maintain the 
status of the applicable Benefit Ptans as qualified plans under the federal income ux laws. 
( 0 Pension Plan. Within 90 days after the Closing Date, if Buyer elects not to cause the 
Company to become a Participating Employer, or on March 1. 1986. if Buyer elects to cause the 
Company to become a Participating Employer. Seller shall transfer the cash assets of the Pension 
Plan For Employees of Getty Mining Company and Certain Subsidiaries (tbe "Pension Plan") 
equivalent to the present value of accumulated plan benefits accrued through tbe Closing Date 
attributable ;o salaried employes and retirees of the Company, whether vested or not. determined 
at an interest rate of 99L in a transfer of plan assets within the meaning of Section 4 U of the Code 
and the regulations thereunder, to a new trustee designated by Buyer under a tax qualified plan. 
Seller shall cause an actuarial evaluation as of the Closing Date or March 1. 1986 to be prepared 
for determining the asset amount to be transferred pursuant to this Section 4.3(f). and such 
determination shall be subject to verification by Buyer at Buyer's expense: upon such transfer 
Buyer shall assume all obligations and liabilities to salaried employe* and retirees of the Company 
under the Pension Plan. 
(g) Thrift Plan. Within 90 days after the Closinf Date, if Buyer elects not to cause the 
Company to become a Participating Employer, or on March 1. 1986. if Buyer elects to cause the 
Company to become a Participating Employer, Seller shall transfer all accounts for employes of 
the Company (whether or not vested) under the Thrift Plan and the assets attributable thereto to a 
funding agency selected by Buyer and established by Buyer under the terms of new qualified 
benefit plans. The transfer of assets referred to in the preceding sentences shall be effected m such 
manner as to qualify as a transfer of plan assets under Section 4U of the Code and the regulations 
•.hereunder. 
(h) Merrur Mine Hourly Savings Plan. Until December 31.1989 or the earlier expiration by 
their terms of the existing group annuity contracts between the trustee of the Mercur Mine Hourly 
* Savings Plan (the "Savings Plan"") and certain insurance companies listed on Schedule B. Buyer 
will not permit the Company to take any action which would cause a market value adjustment with 
respect to the funds deposited under such group annuity contracts set forth on Schedule B. Buyer 
shall (or shall cause the Company to), as early as practicable but not later than 90 days after the 
Closing* appoint a successor trustee and withdraw the Savings Plan assets from the master trust 
agreement maintained by the Chose Manhattan Bank. N.A. (and Seller shall, immediately after 
receipt of written notice of the appointment of such successor trustee, direct Chase Manhattan 
Bank, N.A. to transfer the Savings Plan assets to the successor trustee). With respect to the funds 
deposited under such group annuity contracts set forth in Schedule B. Buyer will assure (i) that the 
plan participants remain entitled to the same withdrawal and transfer rights as presently provided 
by tbe Savings Plan and (ii) that the plan participants will continue to be credited with and *i!i. to 
the extent any benefits are vested, eventually be paid the full value of their plan accounts at the 
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time of distributee. Seller covenants that the change of Trustee will not result ia a market value 
adjwstmc&t of the assets. 
(i) PAXSC? Accomnu. The Pinks skill take all necessary actions to amend the Thrift Plan 
and the Se?w*s Plan » provide tint (0 enck fHYSOP account in the Thrift Ptan and Saviags Haa 
skill within 90 days of the Q o n g be dstribated to the employe and (ii) each employee, who 
unt i l* a distribution, shall be entitled to elect to transfer the proceeds of the distribution to the 
employe's account in the Thrift Plan or the Savings Plan, as the case may be, to a transfer which 
qualifies as a rollover inder s e e m 402UM5) of the Code. 
(j) Pon-Ctotrng Access. From and after the G o u t Date, the Company and Buyer will afford 
to the ofioerit employes, aocouatasts and other representatives of Seller reasonable access, upon 
reasonable nodes, daring normal bastaesi hoars, to review the Company's books and records in 
connection with any matter affecting Seller arising prior to the Closing. 
(k) Furker Asnramca. On and after the Cosing Date. Seller. Buyer and the Company will 
take all appropriate actions and execute aay documents, instruments or conveyances of any kind 
whack may be reasonably necessary or advisable to carry out any of the provisions hereof including 
without limitation, putting the Bayer in possession and operating control of the business of the 
Company, scoring of requisite BLM. other federal agency and state approvals, and answering any 
governmental inquiry about the transaction. 
(i) Use of Getty Same. Seller agrees that Getty Cold Mine Company shall be permitted to 
use "Getty" in its corporate name for a period not to exceed ninety (90) days from the Closing 
Date. Buyer shall thereafter change the name of Getty Gold Mine Company to any name or names 
of Buyer's choosing but in no event shall Buyer be permitted to use the name "Getty" in connection 
with any of its business operations after ninety (90) days, after the Closing Date nor may Buyer at 
any time after the Closing Date represent in any manner that Buyer or the Company or any of 
Buyer's business operations is affiliated with Texaco. Getty or any of their subsidiaries or affiliates. 
(m) Mortgage Program. At Closing. Seller shall cause Getty to assign and Bu>cr shall 
assume the obligations of Getty with respect to (i) the Employee Mortgage Loans held by the 
employes set forth on Schedule I and (ii) the Mortgage Interest Assistance Plan held by employes 
set forth on Schedule I. 
(n) Inventory. The Company shall be permitted to pull, dean and melt all cathodes in a 
timely manner so as to maximize the amount of gold contained in buttons and ban on the Closing 
Data, but in such manner as to not jeopardize the efficient and normal {old extraction process All 
goid inventory consisting of buttons and bars will be inventoried on the Closing Date and held Tor 
the account of Seller. The total weight of each button and bar will be recorded *uh :he 
appropriate assay for each. The total gold inventory including all accumulated slags and fines to 
the Closing Date shall be for the account of the Seller. The gold resulting on the Closing Date shall 
be delivered within ten (10) days to such locations as designated by the Seller by notice to Bu>er 
The Company shall immediately prior to the Closing declare and pay :o Seller as dividend m kind 
all gold held by the Company in inventory (including the goid inventor, resulting from the pour) on 
the Closing Data. 
(o) income Tex Liability. In the event that the Company receives a refund of an income Tax 
paid for a period prior to the Closing Date (excluding refunds attributable to carrybacks from 
periods after the Closing Date) the Bayer will promptly pay or cause the Company to pay the same 
to Seller. 
(p) Saddtt Dam Prior to the Closing, Seller shall cause the Company to let a contract to 
build a saddle dam at the impoundment area of the tailings dam as has been scheduled »n the 
normal course of business. Ail direct emu paid prior to the Closing shall be borne by Seller All 
direct costs paid or incurred after Closing shall be borne by Buyer 
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(q) Heap LfdL Prior to the Oodeg, Seikr shall cause the Company to proceed is the 
aormal course of bestneas with tbe preparauoa of a Heap Leech test project. All direct costs patd 
by Selkr it iiwanina therewith shall be reimbursed by Beyer to Seller at the Cosing. 
(r) Tax AmMa. Froei aad after tbe Cosing Date (i) tbe Beyer will cause the Company to 
immt^mtdy give aobet to Seikr of tbe rnminrnrrnaeat of any Tax Aedit for any period beginning 
prior to tbt Q o n g Date: (S) the Beyer will caese the Company to immeduteiy ftatish Sdler with 
Lutiri of aU correspondence (including without !imtt*6ae notices, requests, explanations, detenru-
Moons, schedule*, charts aad lists) received from any taxing authority in connection with any such 
Tax Aedit (iii) Seller win have the right to approve ia advance any correspondent scat to aay 
taxing aethority by the Coespaay with respect to aay such Tax Aedit to the extent it would impact 
oa the Tax liability arisiag from such Tax Aedit; (iv) Seller will have aethority to supervise and 
control ia consultation with tbe Company, the conduct of. and to itpiucat the Company in 
cuinorrion with, aay Tax Audit for aay taxable period ending oe or prior to tbe Oouig Date and 
(v) Seller will be entitled to control tbe actions taken or proposed to be taken to avoid, mitigate or 
otherwise defend against aay change or imposition of tax arising from any such Tax Audit. 
4.4 Indemnification. 
(a) Siller's tmdtmmfication. On and after tbe Closing. Seller shall fully and promptly def>:«d. 
indemnify and bold harmless Bayer, tbe Company and their respective directors, officers and employes 
from all daims, demands, actions or suits, losses, costs or danuges and expenses made against cr 
incurred by tbe Bayer and the Company and their respective directors, officers and employes (i) arising 
oet of any litigation initiated prior to the Closing and (ii) arising out of any breach of any representation 
or warranty herein which survives the Closing pursuant to Section 6.10 or the nonfulfillment of any 
freement or undertaking of Seller herein which survives the Closing pursuant to Section 6.10. 
(b) Buyer's Indemnification. On and after the Closing. Buyer shall fully and promptly defend. 
indemnify and hold harmless Texaco and its subsidiaries, including specifically Seller, and their 
respective directors, officers and employes from all claims, demands, actions or suits, losses, costs or 
damages and expenses made against or incurred by Texaco and its subsidiaries, including specificai!) 
Seller, and their respective directors* officers and employes arising out of or with respect to (i) the 
obligations imposed on Buyer pursuant to Section 4.2 of the Agreement: (ii) on account of the transfer 
of assets to Buyer pursuant to Section 4.3(f), (g) aod (h) of the Agreement insofar as they apply to 
daims of employes of the Company listed on Schedule K and retirees who retired from employment at 
the Mercer Gold Mine; and (iii) the obligations of Seller and Getty with respect to the obligations of 
3uyer punuzm to Section 4.3(m) insofar as they apply to the Employee Mortgage Loans and Employee 
*4on#age Interest Assistance shown on Schedule I. 
(c) Notice of Claims. Promptly following receipt by Buyer or the Company of any .iaim. 
determination, suit, action or proceeding which is subject to the provisions of Sections 4.3(b). 4 4< a) and 
.*>). **d 4.5 (an ~ActkxT). such Party shell give written notice of such Action to the other Party hereto, 
icc&npenied by copies of any written documentation with respect thereto received by the notifying 
Party and stating the besis upoe which indemnification is being sought pursuant to the Agreement. 
Such notice shall constitute a claim for indemnification hereunder (the *^Zlaim"). 
(d) Defense of Action. Tbe Party required to provide indemnification provided under Sections 
4.3(b), 4.4(a) and (b) and 4.5 (the "Indemnifying Party") shall have the right, at its option, to 
compromise or defend, at itt own expense and with ia own counsel, any such action. The other Party 
terete (the "Indemnified Party") shall have tbe right, at its option, to participate in 'he settlement or 
defense of any such action, with its own counsel and at itt own expense, but the Indemnifying Party 
tball have the right to control such settlement or defense. The Parties agree to cooperate in any such 
defense or settlement and to give each other reasonable access to all information relevant thereto. The 
Arties will similarly cooperate in the prosecution of any claim or lawsuit against any third party. In the 
**nt thtt the Indemnifying Party fails to notify the Indemnified Party of its intent to take any action 
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withia 15 days after receipt of a Paint tbe Indemnified Party without waiving any rights to 
iademaificttni bf«vader nay defend such Action and shall have the right to enter into any good faith 
s c n t e w t thereof i .tbout the prior written consent from the Indemnifying Party. 
4J 7kx fmdesmmficwbo*. Seller shall indemnify the Company and tbe Buyer against any income 
Tat impowad on the Company for any taxable period ending on or before tbe Closing Date and for that 
portion of any income Tax in respect of any taxable period which begins before the Closing Date and 
ends after the Ooawg Date as b equitably attributable to tbe portion of such taxable period ending on 
the during Date, at such time u such income Tax will be doe to the taxing authority. If the income Tax 
liability of tbe Company for any taxable period ending on or prior to tbe Closing Date is increased as tbe 
result of an adjustment by a taxing authority and the item which resulted in such increase creates a 
deoucaau. credit or other Tax benefit which is available to Buyer or tbe Company or any member of 
their affiliated group (as used withia the meaning of Section 1504 of the Code, hereinafter "Affiliates") 
(each such party being referred to hereinafter as a ~Tax Beneficiary") for any taxable period beginning 
after the Closing Data, then Buyer thail promptly pay to Seller an amount equal to the income Tax 
savings directly attributable to and which would not have been realized but for <*ich deduction, credit or 
other Tax benefit. Such payment shall be due and payable when tbe Tax Beneficiary receives the benefit 
of such deduction, credit or other Tax benefit A Tax Beneficiary shall be deemed to have received such 
benefit (i) on the date the income Tax savings are received by way of refund of previously paid Taxes or 
(if) on tbe date of filing of an income Tax return reflecting such savings. Interest calculated at the rate 
or rata in dTect from time to time for underpayment of federal income taxei for the period from the 
date the Tax Beneficiary is deemed to have received the Tax benefit of such deduction or credit to the 
date of payment shall be added to the payment. Buyer and tbe Company shall make available to Seller 
a statement from a nationally recognized certified public accounting firm which will enable Seller to 
ascertain the amount of and the time when the Tax savings are realized. 
PART FIVE; 
CONDfTIONS PRECEDENT 
5.1 Conditions Precedent of Buyer. The obligations of Bu\er to consummate the transactions 
contemplated by the Agreement are subject to the following conditions: 
(a) Representations and Warranties True at Closing The representations and warranties of 
Seller contained in the Agreement or in any certificate or document delivered pursuant to the 
provisions hereof, or in connection with the transactions contemplated ltereb> were true and 
complete when made, and shall be true and complete on and as of the Closing Date as though such 
representations and warranties were made at and as of <uch date except as otherwise contemplated 
herein. 
(b) Compliance with Agreement. On and as of the Closing Date, Seller and the Company 
shall have performed and complied with all agreements and conditions required b> the Agreement 
to be performed and complied with by them prior to or on the Closing Date. 
(c) Certified Resolutions and Officers' Certificate. Each of Seller and the Company shall 
have delivered to Buyer (i) a certificate dated the Closing Date signed by the Secretar> or an 
Assistant Secretary with respect to tbe resolutions of its Board of Directors authorizing the 
transactions contemplated by the Agreement* and (it) a certificate, dated the Closing Date and 
signed by the Chairman, the President or a Vice President of Seller or the Company, as the case 
may be, certifying in such detail as Buyer may request to the fulfillment of the conditions specified 
in subparagraphs (a) and (b) of this Section 5.1 and as to the accuracy of the representations and 
warranties of Seller and the Company as of the Closing Date. 
(d) Approval of Proctedtnp All actions, proceedings, instruments and documents required 
of Seller and the Company to carry out the Agreement, or incidental thereto, and all other related 
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Icgd matters shall have been approved by Parsons. Behk tod Latimer, is counsel for Buyer which 
tpprotal skall a* be uvcaaoeabty withheld. 
(«) Ojimom ofCcmmtL Tkre shall have been delivered to Bayer the opinion of Arthur G. 
Taylor. Esq. or such other counsel designated by Seller as tayer may approve, dated the Closing 
Dtes to the effect that: 
(t) with respect to the Company: 
(1) The Company has been duly organized and b validly existing in good standing 
under the laws of Delaware and is in good standing as a foreign corporation in all 
jurisdictions where the nature of its business or properties so requires. 
(2) The Company's authorial and outstanding capital stock is as set forth in 
Section 3.2(h) of the Agreement itd the Stock has been duly authorized and validly 
issued and is fully paid and nonassessable and is owned by Seller free and clear of any 
lien, charge; daim and encumbrance aduding Tax liens and charges. 
(3) Tbe Company has the corporate powe* and authority to eater into and perform 
the Agreement. The execution, delivery and performance of tbe Agreement has been 
duly authorized by all requisite corporate and shareholder aoion and the Agreement has 
been duly executed and delivered by tbe Company. 
(4) Tbe Agreement is a legal valid and binding obligation of tbe Company and is 
enforceable against tbe Company in accordance with the terms of the Agreement, except 
as may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency or other similar laws affecting the enforce-
.Dent of creditors' rights in general. The enforceability of the Company's obligations 
under the Agreement is subject to general principles of equity (regardless of whether such 
enforceability is considered in a proceeding in equity or at law). 
(5) The execution and delivery of the Agreement and the performance by the 
Company of its terms and the sale and delivery of the Stock do not conflict with or result 
in a violation of the Corporate Documents of the Company or of any agreement. 
instrument* order, writ, judgment or decree known to such counsel to which the Companv 
is a party or is subject. 
(6) Other than as provided for in Section 4.3(c) or in Schedule C of the Agreement, 
no approval, authorization or other action by. or filing with any governmental authority. 
is required in connection with the execution, delivery and performance by the Compan> 
of the Agreement; and 
{':) vith respect to Seller 
11) Seller has been duly organised and is validly existing in good standing under the 
laws of Delaware. 
(2) Seller has the corporate power and authority to enter into and perform the 
Agreement and to sell the Stock. The execution, delivery and performance of the 
Agreement including the sale and delivery of the Stock, have been duly authorized by all 
requisite corporate and shareholder action and the Agreement and instruments conveying 
the Stock have been duly executed and delivered by Seller. 
(3) The Agreement is a legal valid and binding obligation of Seller and is enforce-
able against Seller in accordance with the terms of the Agreement, except as may be 
limited by bankruptcy, insolvency or other similar laws affecting the enforcement of 
creditors' rights in general. The enforceability of Sellers obligations under the Agree* 
meat is subject to general principles of equity (regardless of whether such enforceability 
is considered in a proceeding in equity or at law). 
(4) The execution and delivery of the Agreement and the performance by Seller of 
its terms and the sale and delivery of the Stock do not conflict with or result in a violation 
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of the Corporate Documents of Scikr or of any agreement, ntflmmcnu order, writ* 
judgment or decree known to such counsel to which Seller is a party or is subject. 
(5) Beyer will acquire the Stock, free and dear of any lien, charge, daun and 
Mcemhraece iadwdzag Tax liens and charges* 
(6) Otber tbaa as provided for ta Sccuoe 4J(c) or in Schedule C of the Agreement, 
ao approval, aetborixatiofc or other action by. or filial with, any governmental authority 
is required in T t m r ^ ^ with the execution, deliver) and performance by Scikr of the 
AfrecBM* aad the sale aad delivery of the Stock. 
la iiwhiiiig the foregoing optatonv ooaasei may rdy on the opinions of local counsel with 
respect to such matters of the laws of states other thai Delaware as such counsel ma) deem 
appropriate, aad apoa certificates of officers of the Company or of Seller as to factual matters. 
( 0 l*tmMcti*L Oo the Goring Date, there shall be no injunction, writ, or preliminan 
rssuaiatag order or any order of aay nature issued by a ooert or governmental agency of competent 
jurisdiction directing that the transactions provided Tor herein or any of them not be consummated 
as bcreta provided aad no proceeding or lawsuit shall have been commenced or threatened b> an\ 
governmental or regulatory agency or other person with respect to an> of the transaction* 
contemplated by this Agreement. 
(g) Coasrnri. All oonseats referred to in Section 4.3(c) or in Schedule C shall have been 
obtained. 
(h) Due Diligence Investiprion Buyer shall have until Jul> 2. 1985 to complete its due 
diligence reviev relating to the transactions contemplated herein. 
(i) Service Agreememt. Buyer, if Buyer so elects to do so. shalUtavc entered into a service 
agreement with Texaco Refining and Marketing Inc. a Deb*arc corporation and an affiliate of 
Seller ("TRMD under which TRMI will provide administratis ^ m c o (or up to M\ months 
from and after the Closing Date to Buyer at TRMl's COM of %uch <<rvicc* piu> 20' • 
(j) Current Assets. On the Closing Date the Companx shall haw no habitiuo other than 
current liabilities and an accrual for reclamation: except for liabilities incurred purvjam to Section 
4.3(q). if any. current liabilities shall not exceed the current assess of the Company the cla»ifn.j-
tion of the current assets and liabilities shall be determined in the same manner as such ttem> *ere 
determined in the Financial Statement. 
3.2 Conditions Precedtnt of Seller The obligations of Seller under the Agreement are subject to 
the conditions (hat: 
(a) Representations and Warranties True at Closing The representations and warranties o( 
Buyer contained in the Agreement or in an> certificate or document deltveicd pursuant to the 
provisions hereof, or in connection with die transactions contemplated hereb>. *ere true and 
complete when made, and shall be true and complete on and as of the Closing Date as though ouch 
representations and warranties were made at and as of such date except as otherwise contemplated 
herein. 
(b) Compliance with Agreement. On and as of the Closing Date. Buyer shall have performed 
and complied with ail agreements and condition required b> the \greemcnt to be performed ind 
complied with by it prior to or on the Closing Date. 
(c) Certified Resolutions and Officers' Certificate Bu>er shall have delivered to Seller and 
the Company (i) a certificate dated the Closing Date signed by the Secretary or an Assistant 
Secretary with respect to the resolutions of the Board of Directors of Bu>er authorizing the 
transactions contemplated by the Agreement, and (it) a certificate dated the Closing Date and 
signed by the President or a Vice President of Buyer certifying in such detail as Seller ^nd the 
Company may request to the fulfillment of the conditions specified in subparagraphs i a» and tbl of 
this Section 5 2. 
(d) Approval of Proceedings AH actions, proceedings, instruments and document* 'equired 
for Buyer to carry out the Agreement, or incidental thereto. +t\41\\ other related legal nutter* shall 
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hive been approved by Arthur G. Taylor. Esq. as counsel for Seller and the Company which 
tpproraJ stall not be unreasonably withheld. 
(C) Opimom of Cou*s*i of Buyer. There shall have been delivered to Seller an opinion of 
ptf*o«s, Bchk aod Latimer, or such other counsel designated by Buyer as Seller may approve. 
dated tte Goring Date, to the effect that: 
(1) Buyer has been duly organized and is validly existing in good standing under the laws 
of Delaware. 
(2) Buy? has the corporate power and authority to enter into and perform the Agree-
meat and to purchase the Stock. The execution, delivery and performance of the Agreement. 
including the purchase of the Stock have been duly authorized by all requisite corporate action 
tad the Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by Buyer. 
(3) The Agreement is a legal, valid and binding obligation of Bu\er and is enforceable 
against it in accordance with the terms of the Agreement, except as may be limited by 
bankruptcy, insolvency or other similar laws affecting the enforcement of creditors' rights in 
general. The enforceability of the Buyers obligation* under the Agreement is subject to 
general principles of equity (regardless of whether such enforceabilit) is considered in a 
proceeding in equity or at law). 
(4) The execution and delivery of the Agreement, the performance b> Buyer of its terms 
and the purchase of the Stock do not conflict with or result in a violation of the Corporate 
Documents of Bu>er or of any agreement, instrument, order. *rit. judgment c-* uecree kno* n 
to such counsel material to Buyer to which Buyer is a Part) or is subject. 
(5) Other than as provided for in Section 4 3(c) or in Schedule C of the Agreement, no 
approval, authorisation or other acton bv or filing with. arn governmental authoniv ^ 
required in connection with the execution and deliver) b\ Bu)cr al the Agreement and the 
purchase of the Stock b> 8u\er 
In rendering the foregoing opinions, counsel nu> reK on the opinion* of local coun>cl *;th 
respect to such matters of the laws of state* other than Luh .i> *uch counv:! ma\ deem 
appropriate, and upon certificates of officers of the Bu\er a> to factual matters. 
(f) Injunction. On the Closing Date, there shall be no effective injunction, writ, or prelimi-
nary restraining order or an> order of an> nature issued b\ a court or governmental ageno of 
competent jurisdiction directing that the transactions provided for herein or an> of them not be 
consummated as herein provided, and no proceeding or lawsuit shall have been commenced or 
thereatened b> any governmental or regulatory agency with respect to the completion of the sale 
contemplated b> the Agreement. 
(g) Consents Ail consents referred to in Section 4j(c) c* in Schedule C hereof shall ha^c 
been obtained. 
PART SIX: 
MISCELLANEOtS 
6.1 Soricfs. All notices, consents, requests, demands, and other communications hereunder shall 
be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given or delivered if delivered personal!), telexed 
with receipt acknowledged, mailed by registered or certified mail return receipt requested, or delivered 
by . ^cognized commercial courier to the Party at the address first above set forth or to such other 
tddrcn as ary Party shall have last designated by fifteen (15) days' nonce to the other Parties. 
6.2 Modification. The Agreement, including this Section 6.2 and including the Schedules, shall 
not be modified except by an instrument in writing signed by or on behalf of the Parties. 
6.3 Governing La* and Forum. This Agreement shall be governed b) and construed and enforced 
in accordance with the law of Delaware. 
6.4 Assignment. The Agreement shall not be assigned by anv Part) prior to the Closing, rxcept 
Seller may assign its rights to Texaco or any wholly-owned subsidian of Texaco (provided Texaco 
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guarantees the obligations of such subsidiary) and Buyer tnay assign its rights to any of iu wholly 
owned sabbdiarics (provided Beyer guarantees the obligation of such subsidiary). 
6J Cimmmpmw The Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which 
fii*H be limnrd an oHfiaal but all of which together shall constitute one and tbe same instrument. 
6.6 IwmUStf. If any of the ppnsioos of the Agreement induding the Schedules b held invalid or 
unenforceable and unka the invalidity or unenforceability thereof does substantial violence to the 
underlying intent and sense of the remainder of tbe Agreement such invalidity or unenforceability shall 
not affect in any way the validity or enforceability of any other provision of the Agreement except those 
which the invalidated or unenforceable provision comprises an integral part of or is otherwise dearly 
inseparable from. In the event any provision is held invalid or unenforceable, the Parties shall attempt 
to agree on a valid or enforceable provision which shall be a reasonable substitute for such invalid or 
unenforceable provision in tight of the tenor of the Agreement and. on so agreeing, shall incorporate 
such substitute provision in the Agreement. 
6.7 Emir* Agreement, Except for the Confidentiality Agreemor referred to in Section 6.12. the 
Agreement, which includes tbe Schedules and Exhibits attached hereto contains the entire agreement 
between the Parties hereto with respect to tbe transactions contemplated tnwein and all prior under* 
standings and agreements shall merge herein. There are .*» additional terms, whether consistent or 
inconsistent, oral or written, which are intended to be part of :he Fames' undersundinp which have not 
been incorporated into tbe Agreement and the Schedules tirrtto* 
6.8 Expenses. Except as the Parties may otherwise ngree. the Parties shall bear their respective 
Tees, costs and expenses in connection with (he transact ic/r contemplated herein. 
6.9 Waiver. No waiver by any Party, whether express or implied, of an> right under an\ provision 
of the Agreement shall constitute a waiver of such Party's right at any other time or a waiver of such 
Party's rights under any other provision of the Agreement unless it is made in writing and signed b> the 
President or a Vice President of the Party other than the Company or the Chairman of the Board o! the 
Compan) waiving the condition. No failure by an\ Party hereto to take an) action with respect to an\ 
breach of this Agreement or default by another Part) shall constitute a waiter of the former Parn ^ 
right to enforce any provision of the Agreement or to ukc action with respect to such breach or default 
or any subsequent breach or default by such other Part). 
6.10 Survival* The covenants, agreements, representations, and warranties contained in the 
Agreement and in an> covenants, agreements, representations, and warranties contained in certificates 
delivered pursuant hereto shall not survive the Closing, except for Sections 3 1(0. 3 2(h) and (i). 4Aid). 
4.1 4.3(b), (e). (fh (g). (hh (i). (j)* U>» (D- (&>• (°> *"d (n. 4 4. 4.5 and Part Six which shall survive 
the Closing, remain in full force and effect, shall not mcr?e« and shall inure to the benefit of the Parties 
and their respective successors and assigns and except for Sec::on 4.1(a) which shall survive for su 
months after the Closing. 
6.11 Section Headings. The section headings in the Agreement are for convenience of reference 
only and shall not be deemed to alter or affect an> provision thereof. 
6.12 Termination. The Agreement may be terminated (i) b> the mutual consents of the Parties at 
any time prior to the Closing; (ii) by 8uyer by notice to Seller given on or before Juiv 2. 1985. tf Bu>cr 
determines not to proceed during the course o^or following its due diligence review: (m) b> Buver b> 
notice to Seller given on or before July 15.1985. if Buyer shall discover any fact or condition existing on 
the date hereof at variance with any of the representations and warranties of Seller and the Compam 
contained in this Agreement: or (iv) by any Party if any condition to its obligation to consummate the 
transactions contemplated in the Agreement (a) shall not be fulfilled on or before September 30. 1985 
or (b) shall have become impossible of fulfillment* in whicn case such Party shall give notice of 
termination to the other within 10 days after it receives written notice thereof failing which n shall be 
deemed to have waived such condition. Upon any termination the Parties shall have no further 
obligations under the Agreement prided, bow**er. Buyer will hold all irformation which :t has 
obtained during the transaction contemplated hereby, subject to that certain Confidentiality Agreement 
between Texaco and Barnck Resources Corporation. 
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b * i WtertoC the Pirtie* herein 
Grrrr Goto MINC COMPANY 
CUA1ANTY 
Texaco lac hereby uncoodioocaily and irrevocably guarantees the due and punctual performance 
gf each and every obligation of Seller set forth in the foregoing Agreement, 
TtocACO INC. 
*...%.£.&*!* 
GUARANTY 
Barrick Resources Corporatioe hereby uncooditionaHy and irrevocably guarantees the due and 
puctual performance of each and every obiigatioa of Buyer set forth :n ^e foregoin| Agreement. 
17 
c a m GOLD MINE COMPANY 
SCHEDtlX A 
P M PDtMA IALANCE SHEET 
11. IMS 
ASSETS 
CUUtOT ASSETS: 
S 16 
lovcmoha 13.20: 
$ — 
(11261) 
— 
— 
$(11261) 
— 
(7.000) 
S 16 
941 
1.427 
57 
S 2.441 
62.551 
22.350 
S«N<*« 
Materials aid Sftppiies . . . 1.427 
Oihcr . . . . . . . . . 57 
Total Carrem Assets S 14.702 
Properties. Plant and Eqaipment 61351 
Deferred Mining Costs, etc 29J30 
Total Assets SI06.603 SQ9,:61) S VMZ 
LlAilUTIES A\U \fcT Wodfi; 
G.M£\T LuilUTlLS: 
Accounts Payable . . . • S U « 3 
Accrued Liabilities 821 
S 1014 
Reserve for Reclamation S 446 
N€T WOtTM S104.143 
Toul Liabilities and Set Worth $106.603 S< 1<K261 > S87.342 
Note Estimated effect of dividend to Texaco/Getty of fold inventory other than circuit. 
s -
— 
_ 
$ — 
S( 19.261) 
S 1.193 
82! 
$ 2.014 
S 446 
S 84.882 
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SCHEDULE! 
FLANS 
I fetfiiFlM* 
A. Stkri* &•***• 
1. IN• linn F l u far Eapioyea of Getty Mining Company tad Certain Subsidiaries 
2. TbriA PUo For Employees of Getty Miainf Cotoptay tod Ceruio Subsidiaries (Chtse 
Manhattan Buk N A , trustee) 
3. Vtcabo* 
4. Major Medical losaraoce 
5. Deotal Aiamaoct Plan 
4. Group Term Lift Imuraoce tod Accidental Dettli tod Dismemberment Insurance 
7. Supplemental Aocidestal Death tad Dismemberment insurance 
I. Employee Death Benefit Plan 
9. Loog Term Disability Insurance (LTD) 
10. Travel Accident Insurance 
11 Short Term Disability Plan 
11 Vtsk» Insurance Plan 
B Hourly Employes 
I. Mercur Mine Hourly Savings Plan 
1 Mercur Mine Life Insurance P)an 
3. Mercur Mine Death k Dismemberment Plan 
4. Mercur Mine Medical Plan 
5. Mercur Mine Dental Plan 
6. Mercur Mine Short-Term Disability Plan 
7. Vacation 
II OcktrRaoc 
A. Salaried Employes 
1. Holidays 
2. Medicare Supplement 
J. Memberships in Technical and Professional Organizations 
4. Jury Duty 
5. Funeral Leave 
6. Safety Shoes and Prescription Eye Glasses 
1, Tuition Aid 
!• Pre-retirement Planning Program 
9. Service Awards 
B. Hourly Employes 
I. Holidays 
1 Tuition Aid 
3. Jury Duty 
4. Funeral Leave 
5. Safety Shoes and Prescription Eye Glasses 
B-l 
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, Na WW, «ff«m April t » 9 l < b « ^ " n « P^taoal 
2 2 L t o ~ ^ t S T o f A « r « NT. 4SAudA«t t i Life ! « « » « Convoy. 
tMRto. R o n i t u «
 m 7 A - 4 rf-om No»wsber 7.19t3. betwtea Chase 
Conpuy. 
ft-2 
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SCWDULEC 
CONSENTS 
(NONE) 
C-l 
134 
SCHEDULED 
CHANCES 
(NONE) 
D-l 
i J 5 
SOffiDCXEE 
UAHLITSS 
(NONE) 
E-l 
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SCHEDtfJEF 
LITIGATION 
i of its workup interest to a act 
11.1973 bccweea (ktty Oil Coaptiy 
F-l 
SCHEDULE C 
ROYALTIES 
2 GoU Standard, lac—Gold Standard wis reduced frooi a 25% working interest to a 15% net 
profits interest is per the operating agreement Gold Standard is paid $75,000.00 advance 
royalty each year as provided in the operating agreement. The advance royalty is to be recouped 
from Cold Standard's 15% net profits interest. Gold Standard will not receive payment under 
the net profits prevision until the Company has recouped all capital costs plus interest at prime 
phtf 5%. 
2. Steen Trust Patricia McCormkt Marine Boyd—The aforementioned own 6.8662** of the 
following: (1) Mercur Hill Pit; (2) the Golden Gate Tailings; and (3) 50% of the Marion Hill 
pit The Steen ct al are co-tenants with the Company. The Company has the right to mine 
without the consent of the co-tenant's interest The Steen interest presently is being treated as a 
non-consenting co-tenant The Company is entitled to recoup all costs for exploration, pre-
developmcat development transportation, and refining costs for the areas in which Steen et al 
own an interest before the Steen interest is entitled to share m proceeds. The cost of the above is 
presently being kept separately by the Company's Accounting Department. 
3. Sliding Scale Royalty Interests Within Current and Planned Mining Areas 
(A) Sacramento Gold Mining Company 
(B) Bochweil-Swtner Company 
(C) Geyser-Marion Gold Mining Company 
(0) New Mercur Mining Company 
<E) Geraidtne Clarke 
The above are the sliding scale royalty interest with schedule as follows: 
net return per dry ton for 
5? ore yielding a net value of S 0-SI5 
V/il ore yielding a net value of SI 5-530 
IffS ore yielding a net value of S30-S50 
Wit ore yielding a net value of S5O-S60 
15^ ore yielding a net value of S6O-S70 
Xfk ore yielding a net value of Over $70. 
The Company is treating the royalty as a 5*? of net value of the product sold, deducting 
milling, refining, taxes (occupation), mine haulage and advanced royalties that have been 
pakl 
Th* leases of the above lessors do not provide for the commingling of ore. Commingling is 
essential at Mercur Gold Mine due to the two types of ores—oxide and refractory. In order to 
have the right to commingle the ore the Company has prepared a stipulation tc the lease 
agreements giving the Company the right to commingle the ore. As of this date this 
stipulation is in the process of review by the owners. The Company will pay the owners for 
both the oxide and refractory ore based upon the average price of gold for the calendar quarter 
in which the ore is mined based upon the monthly average of the Handy-Harmon closing spot 
prices for gold for each month of the calendar quarter as published in Metals Week. The 
following table is the approximate percentage of ownership for the production pits: 
Qmtm Production ftt *3 Q»ncd 
Sacramento Gold Mining Company Sacramento Hill 957 
Mercur Hill l<* 
Geyser-Manon Gold Mining Company Marion Hill SO? 
Golden Gate Tailings 5? 
Bothweli-Swtner Company 
Geyser Marion Gold Mining Company Sacramento Hill \% 
Geraidine Clarke 
n_i 
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4, O^mfiSmf Roftitj 
Tli fafcflri*| *nm l«*e a porpcaol gtirUiit royaky inert* of ippraimatdy \% of the 
HlFlU*<rf30%ofthtM*rioiHaPktail*of9» 
art mmk prior to ptytMHK of tbt overrido* royaky: ore kaaiaje. 
> Utaii occapatnil taxe* The royalty b payable 30 day* after the ead of 
r witkoi vfekfc oro or ooacaraatcs ta* ben miocd ai*i rmwed from the 
piuporika tad soMor taod. 
Ssyder Mom. I K — .00091373 
LidfatJoa Rraoarco — 00II6IM 
JLH * G«ai Fmcr — .001 Ml SO 
MitchcB 4 Dora Mdkfc — .00017605 
Wwere Mim Sorncca. lac — .00430000 
SCHHXJLEH 
C0NT1*CT5 
dated April 23, !9tX between Utai Power and Ufbt Company and Getty Mining 
I- r%Mmrf4mM Getty Minerals Company) onder whid* Utah Power and Light Company furnishes 
' power for mining operations at Mercur Gold Mine assigned to the Company. 
• ifniil Agreement dated JwJy 19, 19*4 between Johnson Mattbey Refining, toe and Getty 
Mine** Company assigned to the Company, 
t Refining Agreement dated Jamury 1, 19S5, between Englehard Industries West. Inc.. and Getty 
Hi***b Company assigned to tbe Company. 
± E«ip*oytncnt Agreement which expires August 31. (98S between Getty Mining Company and 
Robert H. Mlgliacoo assigned to tae Company. 
5 Operating Agreement dated December 11. 1973. between Getty Oil Company and Gold Sundard. 
Inc~ which has been assigned to tbe Company. 
4 Assumption Agreement dated as of April IS. 19S3. 
H-l 
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SCHEDtfXl 
L MOCTGAGE LOAN' 
1. E. F. tartan 
2. C. D. Otter 
• As of March 25. 1*5 
0 MORTGAGE INTEREST ASSISTANCE 
N i t 
I. R. J. Gibua 
1 J. E Huffman 
i. W. J. Hytrek 
4 . E . L Maurer 
5. C. D. Otter 
6. R. C. SaJU 
7. R. Vkk 
• As of March 25. I9t5 
I-1 
SCHEDULE M 
Intermediate 
Inde* 
Otlta 
Golden Spray 
Golden 
M M r a l Sunrty 
3033 
3033 
3033 
3033 
3033 
3033 
3033 
3033 84.97 
ftecordlng Oat* of 
Conveyance Into 
Grantor In Tooele, 
County, Utah 
Bk. 18S Pg. 312 
8k. 185 Pg. 312 
Bk. 185 Pg. 312 
8k. 185 Pg. 312 
8k. 185 Pg. 312 
8k. 185 Pg. 312 
Bk. 185 Pg. 312 
Bk. 185 Pg. 312 
General Sherman 
L i t t l e Joint 
St War Ball 
Oump #1 
Traway Loda 
Crescent 
Gladstone #1 
Gladstone #2 
Oldsbury 
Hark Cory 
Leadvllle #3 
Ten Forty 
Gold Oust 
Gold Oust f2 
Gulch 
Sunflower 
Idaho 
Idaho #2 
T11Ue 
S«ven Thirty 
Constitution 
Baltic *2 
Caledonia 
free Trade 
Wedge 
EalHe 
own 
Sherman 
Jones Bonanza 
Gentile Belle 
Gold Ring 
Abe Lincoln 
3526 
3120 
3120 
3120 
3120 
3755 
3479 
3479 
3479 
3479 
3479 
2941 
2941 
2941 
2941 
2941 
3166 
3166 
3166 
3166 
3166 
3166 
3166 
3166 
3168 
Lot 149 
3120 
2957 
2957 
Lot 46 
Bk. 
Bk. 
Bk. 
Bk. 
Bk. 
189 
189 
189 
189 
189 
8k. 189 
8k. 189 
8k. 189 
8k. 189 
Bk. 189 
Bk. 189 
Bk. 199 
Bk. 199 
Bk. 199 
8k. 199 
Bk. 199 
Bk. 199 
Bk. 199 
Bk. 199 
Bk. 199 
gk. 199 
Bk. 199 
Bk. 199 
Bk. 199 
Bk. 199 
Bk. 199 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 71* 
Pg. 753 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 753 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
8.840 
20.660 
4.59 
3086 
3086(exceot portion lying 
within Utah County, UT) 
Bk. 190 Pg. 22 
Bk. 205 Pg. 338-
339 
Bk. 204 Pg. 566-
568 
Bk. 138 Pg. 980-
981 
Bk. 191 Pg. 617 
Bk. 191 Pg. 617 
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a*n uraw tffP€l<i 
Ho. Roy. Sir. #2*70 
jMtlea. Lot #72 
M91«. Sir. #237? 
M«torc*, SMT. #2*2 
EBLt t l 1. j r . {3078 
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lndt9tnc«nc«. Sir. #3087 
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Natal. Sur. «9*8 
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U t t l t »tt . Sir. #328* 
S/12^§ VW !l»V209066-3-A. 3S8 209667-3-A, 358-9 
209668-3-A. 359 
209669-3-A, 359-60 
209870-3-A, 360 
209671-3-A, 381 
209672-3-A, 361-2 
209873-3-A, 382 
209674-3-A, 383 
20967S-3-A, 363 
209676-3-A, 364 
209677-3-A, 384-5 
209678-3-A, 365 
209679-3-A, 366 
209880-3-A, 366-7 
209681-3-A, 367 
209682-3-A, 367.3 
209683-3-A. 368 
209684-3-A, 369 
209685-3-A, 369-7Q 
209686-3-A, 370 
209687-3-A, 37'. 
209638-3-A, 371 
209689-3-A, 372 
20969C-3-A, 372-3 
209691-3--A, 373 
209692-3-A, 373-4 
of TgMl. Cow** »**• 
^ *r • • - * , 1 1973. u wtndod by * - " « » • « of - *«« 
Oatad OtC-tar 5. 1973 Mt-t i i . Soy.tr , « r . « c u - :' 
corporation and Sold Standard. I " " ' U t * C 0 " ° 
1*3 
UCM dattd ts of tort* 1, 1*73, btlng r«conM in loot 188 at ?tga 28-34, 
n e a r * of Tootlt County, Utah. 
i. U t M *tnd a of * r c * 1. 1973, ts • m m by ftnndntnt of Utst 
dtttd StCMttr S, 1973 bttwttt So* Htrar )Ht1*g Conptny, a Utah corporation 
* d lold Ttwrtrd. toe., i Utah corporation, a f f i M M of Utst dattd of 
of flvdi 1, 197% btltg rocartM 1t teak 181 i t toga 20-23, rear* of Tootlt 
Coarty, UU*. 
5- U t M dattd ts of tart* 1, 1973, « • i i i i i l by Anwfriwt of Utst 
dtttd O r , • ! • S, 1973 bttiaot *m Ntror Gold Coloration, Inc., a Utah 
corporation and Gold Standard, tnc., t Utah corporation, a nntor mJun of 
U t M dtttd I t of Aarth U 1973, fating mcorttd It look 188 i t toft 1G-19, 
near* of Tootlt Cooity, Utah. 
f• Utst dattd is of tare* 1, 1973. ts «andtd by Antndnant of Uast 
dtttd CUfitnhar 5, 1973 bottom tot Mtror to 14 toloratlon, Inc., i Utah 
corporation and H. 6. Jartson and Sold Standard, Inc., t Utah corporation, 
t Woriifcn of U tM 4tttd i t Karch 1 t 1973, btlng rtcordtd 1t too* 188 at 
toga 24-27, rtcords of Tootlt County, Utah. 
7, Utst dattd as of Aarch 1 t 1973, as MtnOad by imndtnt of utst 
dtttd Otcttbtr S, 1973 bttna an tovtr Gold Mining Coapany, a Utah corporation 
mi Sold Standard, Incorporated, a Utah corporation, a fttnorandt* of uast 
dtttd as of MarcA 1, 1973, btlng rtcordtd 1n loo* 188 at togt 12-15, rtcortfs 
of Tootlt County, Utah. 
8. Utah Statt Lttst for attalllftrous olntrals dattd Otcanbtr 1, 
1978 btaHng ftlntrtl Uast At. 37509 coloring 174.fi] acrts, nor* or loss, 
1n Stctlon 32, T5S, *3H, SIK, Tootlt County, Utih« Said Itast having bttn 
ttHgntd to Gttty Wntral fttsourcts Conptny (no* Gttty Klntrals Company} by 
Asslgnntnt dtttd July 13, 1981 and f11td August 31, 1981 «1th tht Otoartmnt 
of Statt Lands, Statt of Utah, 
All of tfit afeovt, tzctpt nurttr 8, art su&jtct to restorations 
and tsctptlons of rteord 1n Tootlt and Utah Countits, Utah and also subject 
to an ynrtcorotd Grulng Utst dtttd April 1, 19tS fron Gttty Mining Conotny 
ts Itssor to fttnrta J. and fitorglt J. tusstll, coloring a portion of tht 
lands dtscrtbtd abort 1n Tootlt County, Utah. A 1 M , subjtct to Asslgnntnt 
fron Sold Standard, Inc., t Utah corporation, to Gttty Mntral tosourcts 
Conpany (not Gttty ftlntrtls Conptny) t Otltnart corporation qutHfltd to do 
buslntss In tht Statt of Utah, dtttd My 12, 1981 and rtcordtd m look 193, 
t t toga 242 of tht ttcords of Tootlt County, Utah, 
EASD€»n 9m 8IGHT5 Of MAT 
1. tight of Way Agrttntnt dtttd Ftfcrutry 2, 1982, fron Tootlt County. 
-. , u^ ,* ******** MM
 AMpatt fa* olMMnts 30 f t t t 
1„ l o t * « - 1 « 9 flwrtlly alo* « * 
819 tea* 1« Tooalt C»«V. < * * ' 
1 . » . frror * r a t . T o - * j w ^
 L# w l N r t ^ ^ . 
of Tootlt Co—ty, » » • 
3. ttaallna Uott of Uty asrou *1*ar»1 Sarvoy no. 3448 <« tht 
roa. Tootlt Coaaty, U t * . caavtya* by ftloht of «4y »yta»nt ottta 
11 21, 1912, fro« Oorotfty J. Cu4tto t» ««tty Maine. Coapwy (ne» Sttty 
Maartlt Cam***) tftteeeao ty W— m i f recoreaa in look 203 »t Piot WO 
of tfta Recants of Tooalt County, U t * . 
4. Rlaht Of Uty Aorjaeert 4tt«4 torch 22. 1982, froa tut luMiu of 
l a * WW I j—t i t to Sttty Nlnliioj Caaoaty (MM 6etty m«ertl« Coapmy) $**1»1 
•a. 24-47282 for tM «tter «t11 Situ 1* StCttoo 10, T8S, MU, U*K, «n0 
for « olpallna tlen* tut Ncrar Canyon toad in Saetion 7, TIS, K3U and in 
Section 12. T6S. MM, «11 1« Tootlt County, l i t * . 
c\*p< * * * 
b l l y 1-257 
Eally 258-265 
TUT 1 
TUT 2 
OS * 
OS 9 (Amwotq) 
OS 2* 
OS 31 
184 
185 
194 
I t t 
188 
203 
203 
203 
203 
907-998 
1.165 
339-344 
915 
914 
3S3 
385 
385 
531 
couwrr 
Tootlt 
Tootlt 
Toot1« 
Tootlt 
Tootlt 
Tootlt 
Tootlt 
Tootlt 
TooaU 
05 Ji 
Jullt 12-25 
*11t 2<-27 
ju l l t 28 
Jullt 28 ^ 
Sil t 29-59 
ju l l t 88-75 
Si l t 78;44 
ju l l t 8S-90 
julie 93-98 
jul l t 99-104 
Jullt M l 
jul l t 107 
Sut 211-212 
Jullt 13 
a i .w. WC*8PS 
22S148-2254C2 
242324-242331 
227370 
227371 
256017 
256018 
256019 
256020 
• » .M. «JW8£3S 
230531-230S*4 
23OS42-2305S5 
23O557-23055a 
230559 
230559 
230560-230589 
230598-230404 
23O606-23O6H 
• i n. WJ<8E» 
230615 
230615-230620 
230623-230628 
236448-2364S3 
236454 
236456 
236558-236559 
236560 
CUff M * PCX Mg COUWTT S.1..W, a t f a j g s 
J H 1 1 « 288-373 i n 988-998 Tooala 236631-236*41 
191 1-75 Tooala 236642-234716 
J»11a 30-410 192 493-532 Tooala 2384*2-23«22 
Jatla 411-467 194 347-403 Tooala 242332-242338 
JNlU 468-471 1920 380-38* tft* 2*2139-2122V 
ja l la 471 194 404 TeMlt 242392 
JHl1« 474-479 194 40S-406 Tooala 242395-242396 
JH11« 477-SS9 19* 304-397 Tooala 239743-24S82S 
Jalla 4720U721 1992 127-823 Utah 2S6987-2S4988 
Julia 463 * • * . 
Julia 443-4 
Julia 413-1 Jaw*. 
jMlIt 4S7 A M M . 
Julia 31 1 M . 
JM11« 39 taand. 
Jai l* 47 Jaand. 
Julia 41 * • * . 
Jullt S feat*. 
Jai l * M taand. 
Julia 86 Mand. 
Julia 88 Aaan*. 
L1M Fraction #1 
Clody Fraction #1 
C!na> Fraction #1 
rV9RV« 
Sttvt fraction #1 
Mkt Fraction #1 
rttkt Fraction #1 
• — <* 
JHki Fraction #1 1 
to Fraction #1 
Go Fraction 12 
Go Fraction #2 
Go Fraction #3 
Go Fraction #3 
*— - -* 
Go FrKtlon #4 
Go Fraction #4 
aBantf* 
Go Fraction 5-« 
Go Friction #8 
itBand* 
Go Fraction H 
te Friction 19 
iwcno* 
te Friction 10-12 
te Friction 12 
Go Friction #13 
Go Friction #13 
MBkVIQ* 
te Fraction 13 
2nd* Aiwd* 
1111 Fraction #1 
1111 Fraction #2 
1111 Fraction #3 
lazz »1 
0111a 1 
0111a 2 
0111a 4 
0111a 1 
OlUt 7 
John 1-4 
Jon* 7-9 
Fat M 
ficky 1-14 
Vloltt My 1-12 
a 99-99 
91 102-104 
204 
204 
204 
204 
1942 
1942 
1999 
1999 
1999 
1999 
1992 
1992 
13S 
13S 
204 
13S 
139 
204 
204 
135 
13S 
204 
13S 
204 
13S 
204 
13S 
204 
135 
204 
135 
188 
135 
188 
205 
135 
135 
135 
104 
209 
209 
209 
209 
209 
81 
113 
113 
82 
223 
228 
224 
222 
823 
824 
782 
783 
784 
785 
82S 
828 
89 
90 
227 
91 
92 
226 
229 
93 
94 
217 
95 
218 
96 
219 
97-100 
220 
101 
221 
102-104 
823 
105 
824 
63 
106 
107 
108 
230 
S63 
aS64 
S6S 
$66 
587 
405-410 
106-108 
102-105 
1-14 
190376-190387 
187 
187 
S91-S95 
596-S98 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Utah 
Utah 
Utah 
Utah 
Utah 
Utah 
Utah 
Utah 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Tooala 
Utah 
Tooala 
Tooatt 
242385 
242386 
256986 
242324 
230560 
230563 
230561 
2305/2 
230577 
230578 
230611 
230612 
127909 
127910 
127910 
127911 
127912 
127912 
256984 
127913 
127914 
1279U 
127915 
127915 
127916 
127916 
127917-127920 
127920 
127921 
127921 
127922-127924 
127924 
127925 
127925 
127925 
127926 
127927 
127928 
2S69SS 
264691 
264692 
264693 
264694 
264695 
127929-127934 
127935-127937 
127938-127941 
127942-127955 
127956-127967 
231314.231813 
231821-231823 
14<J 
CLAIM nm. 
w u 
r* 16.18 
SS 244 
SS 100-101 
ltd* 1-41 
ttch 41 
Itch 42 
Itch 42 
Itch 43 
Itch 43 
Itch 44-48 
Itch 46 
Itch 64-65 
Itch 69-75 
Itch 31 
Itch 31 
Itch 82-83 
Itch 82 Aaeno. 
Julie 4S Aaend. 
Hillside Fraction 
BOOK ££§£ 
188 
188 
193 
188 
184 
18S3 
184 
18S3 
184 
18S3 
184 
1853 
184 
184 
184 
204 
184 
204 
226 
226 
Sacramento Fraction 226 
Tip Toe Fraction 
Sunrise Fraction 
ADO* Fraction 
Pegasl Fraction 
Seal Fraction 
Midway Fraction 
Carrie Steele 
Fraction 
Carthage Fraction 
Grey Soil Fraction 
Julie 84 Anend. 
Julie 83 Aocnd. 
Julie 81 A*end. 
226 
226 
226 
226 
226 
226 
226 
226 
226 
226 
226 
226 
234 
239-2*0 
785 
226-227 
824-864 
430 
365 
431 
866 
432 
867-871 
869 
887-888 
892-898 
904 
224 
905-906 
22S 
SSI 
552 
553 
554 
555 
555 
557 
558 
152 
153 
31 
32 
30 
33 
34 
COUHH 
Tootle 
Tootle 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Utah 
Tooele 
Utah 
Tooele 
Utah 
Tooele 
Utah 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
TooeTe 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
Tooele 
B.L.M. MUH8QS 
231705 
231710-231712 
241273 
231819-231820 
225063-225103 
225103 
22,5104 
22.5104 
225105 
225105 
225106-225110 
225108 
225126-225127 
225131-225137 
225H3 
225143 
225144-22SH5 
225144 
230575 
Not Yet Assigned 
Assigned 
230614 
230613 
230611 
1. Road Maintenance Agreement dated September 1, 1381, between Getty 
Mineral Resources Company (now Setty Minerals Company) and Tooele 
County, Utah, under which Getty Minerals Resources Company (now 
Getty Minerals Company) is obligated to maintain the County Road 
1n Mercur Canyon, Tooele County, Utah, from the junction with 
Utah State Road 73 to the Mercur Canyon sine site, and under 
which Getty Minerals Company Is obligated to maintain a tourist 
Information center and other tourist facil it ies at the Mercur 
Canyon Mine site. 
2. Road Property Agreement dated September 1, 1981, between Getty 
Mineral Resources Company (now Getty Minerals Company), Geyser-
Marlon 6old Mining Company, .lew Mercur Mining Company and Tooele 
County, Utah, under which Getty Minerals Resources Company, Sey-
ser-Mar1on Gold Mining Company and New Mercur Mining Company are 
obligated, upon cessation rf *1n1ng operations, to convey, 
without warranty, to Tooele County, Utah, al l necessary rights of 
way for roads to re-estaolish two county roads vacated Ly 
Ordinance No. 31-15 ordained by the Board of Comnissloners of 
Tooele County, Utah, on September 1, 1981. 
3. Application "to Appropriate Water from Reservation Canyon, Tooele 
County, Utah, bearing application No. 57480 (15-2931) approved by 
the State Engineer of the State of Utah on July 30, 1982. 
4. Applications to appropriate Water from 1,000 feet to 1,500 feet 
deep in T6S R4W SLUM, bearing application No. 57172 (15-2922) 
and 55193 (15-2858), both approved by the State Engineer of the 
State of Utah on May 26, 1982. 
cin&d. Asszr satuxi 
31. 15*4 
150 
SCHEDULE J.J 
$11,233,984.23 
5,641.920.43 
10,239,3*1. oa 
Tool* 4 Igutp—nt 1,368,436.81 
l o i U i s t s 3 . 233.20.14 
MUX Iqnip—it 34 ,227.SOS. 30 
Bata frscMsiai Iqulpwac 646,213.59 
tab tqolptt&t 183,264.39 
IavlrQt>B*atal gqulpatat 70,179.89 
Cwin1ri"1~nt Eqalpatac 363,437.91 
Furniture & Fizcurt< 247,929.33 
Transportation Squlpacac 746,174.07 
T0T4L $68,444,217.37 
151 
CAPITAL 
AS or 
tzsxsro 
31. m « 
00-001 
oo-ou 
00-0211 
•0-021 
P—erlgciaa 
P l o t Slt« Praparetioo 
Mill Sit* Oaariof t Cradlst 
Hill Slca SalrtMnratloa Pood 
Sob-total 
AaptttC 
$3,534,164.21 
421.33 
100.723.40 
72.910.30 
$3,728,221.24 
00-015 
00-005 
00-016 
00-017 
10-001 
02-015 
Pine Aceasa load - Coos enact loo 
Plaat Accaas load - Gttdiag 4 ?*rm. 
Tallin** Daa load 
Obsarracloe Point Accass load 
Hiat Baal load 
loostar Storata Tank Accass lead 
Sub-total 
$1,223,209.67 
394,561.69 
167,097.68 
49.256.93 
47.335.38 
1.244.56 
$1,902,905.91 
1984 Additions 
Visitor Caatar Sauata Taak 
Picaic Tablas (4) 
Visitor Orarlook Sijna 
1.045.00 
1.209.78 
8,538.70 
Sub-total 10,793.48 
TOTAL S3.641.920.63 
152 
31. l»* 
•o-ooi 
TlTTTf 0 " 
9U.193.OM.tt 
. * * « _ AM 4 U»«* - l J t 3 . t t t t 40.8S7.M 
TOTAL m.n3.9U.a 
153 
mcui HITI 
CAPITAL ASSH I K U i a 
AS or pggaa 31. IW 
SHI tQOtFMBT Fat•
 1 of
 2 
Serial 
Be. 
Acquisition 
Date Bg. at 1Z1 
15-101 
15-102 
15-120 
15-131 
15-152 
15-153 
15-15* 
15-201 
15-202 
15-203 
13-204 
15-205 
15-206 
15-207 
15-251 
13-232 
15-301 
15-302 
13-303 
13-304 
13-351 
15-352 
13-401 
13-402 
13-403 
13-404 
13-431 
thru 
13-436 
13-508 
13-509 
15-510 
13-511 
15-512 
15-513 
15-5U 
15-515 
15-516 
15-523 
15-530 
13-531 
Shovel - 08801 l i t a c h i 
Shovel - 0B801 l lrarhl 
Shovel - locket 
560 XK rroot lad Loader 
560 XK Front tad Leader 
570 XK Front lad Loader 
570 XK Front lad Loader 
850 ftaJCO Track 
150 HAKO Truck 
150 WA1C0 Truck 
150 flAKO Truck 
850 HA1C0 Truck 
ISO VABCO Truck 
150 ttAKO Truck 
751 ttASCO Truck - Water 
751 UABC0 Truck 
Doter T023C TBC 
Doxer TD2SE IHC 
Ooxtr T0231 IBC 
Doter TD25E IBC 
Grader 160 Cat 
Grader 160 Cat 
Dri l l l laathola X10M22TH 
Drill l laathola H0H2STH 
Drill l laathola X10M23TH 
Drill-Exploration XI TH100 
Allaaad Lithe Flants - 6 
0111 
0112 
4046 
4050 
4045 
456 
457 
451 
412 
413 
414 
as 
684 
510 
1630 
1577 
1604 
1602 
2003 
2017 
392 
452 
087 
FBL - Backhoa 
Forkliit 4,000 lb - Warehouse 
Forkllft 6.000 lb 
Forkllft 6.000 lb 
Forkllfe 6.000 lb 
Tlra Handler • Forkllft 
Water Claanar 
•ortable Staai 
Portable Welder 
Coaereaaor - Trailer 
Lisa MAC Generator • (8) 
Aafo Silo 
Cleaner 4 Trail 
11-06-12 
U-15-12 
11-15-12 
11-17-12 
10-21-12 
11-22-12 
11-22-12 
11-15-62 
11-19-12 
U-19-12 
12-06-12 
12-15-12 
12-16-12 
12-17-12 
10-19-82 
10-19-82 
10-15-82 
10-18-12 
12-06-82 
12-09-82 
U-05-82 
12-08-82 
U-15-82 
11-13-82 
12- -82 
10- -32 
1982 
1982 
1982 
19S2 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
l e v 
Sew 
Ban 
l e v 
l e v 
Hew 
Bev 
l e v 
Bev 
Bev 
Used 
Uaed 
Hew 
Bev 
Mew 
Bev 
Bev 
Bev 
Bev 
Bev 
Bev 
Caed 
Used 
Bev 
Bev 
Bev 
Bev 
Bev 
Bev 
Bev 
Mev 
Bev 
Bev 
Bev 
Sub-total 
Anount 
866.777.44 
866.777.44 
53.422.SQ 
229.792.JJ 
230.091.71 
436.765.21 
437.440.4i 
422.38l.ll 
422.381.3 
422.381.3 
422.381.3i 
422.381.2 
422.381.] 
422.381.3 
196.404.2 
196.406.] 
216,912.3 
216,817.; 
209,774.( 
209,77i.( 
260,594.. 
260.000. 
248.717. 
248.717. 
267.828. 
195.000. 
33.308. 
36.633.: 
20,042.; 
18.643.< 
18.643--
18.643.; 
51.895.: 
10.459-
2.486. 
5.775. 
8.832. 
12.000. 
$9.0^2.W 
154 
AS Or OKZMZt 3 1 . 1944 
Pat* 2 of 2 
tf.139 910 m 
i$-2il •UKD Bacax Track 4JT 
!3..»2 «UC0 Voter Track AST 
15.141 ff2 CM Leeaez 
Ilectroalc Distance Meter 
Track Beel - 7ST 
Track 1«4 - 7ST 
900 Gal. let Baxer Teak 
llaocolsxs 
Flow 
Pate 
02- -44 
03- -44 
03- -44 
04- -44 
10- -44 
03- -44 
03- -44 
03- -44 
04- -44 
11- -44 
Sub-cotel 
US. 
l e v 
OseC 
toed 
Sew 
lev 
Rev 
lev 
lev 
l e v 
am 
Aaounc 
9 444.371.29 
31.3U.60 
31.311.40 
327.453.51 
27.693.39 
63.776.30 
63.776.30 
1.237.28 
116.03 
1.744.34 
91.200.992.34 
transfer* 
Desco Lithe Haat 
Sale Spreader 
3.327.60 
10.974.33 
Snb-cocal 16.502.15 
TOTAL $10,239,581.03 
156 
Ht« 1 
2 
3 
4 
| *31 .m.M 
103.113.22 
32.139.3* 
WT\L 
C4FIX41 A432X 1FCTSTH 
AS or S K O B I 3i . 1984 
Year 
_ Made! 108S5BG, 1QSO dlaeel generator 1983 
Wft" *0 B svbeerslale rm $ 34,442.30 
gacxoit Maeel 3O0 KV» aaeMxatOT eats 1983 i28.0ftft.24 
2000 CaatlaMM. 223KV staadby dleeel generator 1983 2l.M3.00 
««««* Ww h f 1 i | i < i b r t 1983 498.38 
jfe*lTla« for earabouaa 1983 99.423.47 
QmU Txnafosa» 3-43 1.033.00 
flelee* 3-43 1,147.00 
Brmftiag Hecstlae 3-43 304.30 
Lo*»r Cast 4 leceivar Monitor 3-13 449.34 
loop Calibrator 3-43 1.044.34 
Safer Techno Cbeck T-31488 4 Foly Pipe 3-43 2.113.84 
file. Testing C^olpMat 3-43 2.791.83 
Fle-lln Cantainere 3-43 1.230.00 
Metlroy lydraullc Fusion Unit 3*43 44, 740.61 
Knife Cete Valvee 3-43 18.480.46 
Engravofrapa -3-43 937.31 
Bacaanalyeis Kecorder 8-43 3,691.04 
Tachograph 2-43 1.361.00 
Bater Laval Indicator 2-43 373.34 
Offiea Storage Trailar 2-43 3.043.00 
Mine Power Feeder Cable 2-43 12.304.05 
Cycalde Taae Kit w/conductivity 4 PH 2-43 1.703.83 
Funpnouse 1983 931.12 
Function Generator 1983 1,215.10 
LCI ttater 1983 1.906.43 
Theodolite 1943 4.410.00 
OTC Foliar Sat 1983 1.741.95 
Insulation Taatar. Caaa 4 taat Laada 1983 344.72 
Seider 1983 1.303.03 
Beaters 1983 4,621.05 
Loop Calibrator 1-43 2.091.91 
Thunper 1-43 1.802.60 
Weatiaghouea Iraakar 1-43 2.100.00 
Osilloscope 4 Fovar Supply 1943 9.008.50 
Hlcroenter Set 1983 311.12 
Concentrating TM. l 9 8 3 2.644.00 
Key Accesa Syatea - Vaxebeuse 1982 4,973.85 
F in extinguishers 1983 2.044.02 
ioiac 1982 556.50 
Quia lotat 4 Coacreta Klx 1982 1.904.19 
let Vacer Claaaar 1982 10.459.29 
Energy Controls 1982 2.500.00 
Sub-total 4431.771.96 
isa 
31. 19*4 
TOOLS 4 BJOTf. 
_ 1903 « 1.943.83 
2 laffars 4 Acssssoriss 3.133.3$ 
fiuaaUsr typ* »*»•*
 l H 3 2.027.11 
Saswralil i fts*
 l f i 3 1.M1.83 
s^rLl^Si?8 SS ».w*.3a 
ILsctnalc Xacafsscor _ . 434.la 
Csswsror » • " Scrsssr
 l M J H 7 w 
T Isesswtsr
 l j a 3 M a >28 
S L l t S ! foist Swi tch . I r is lass. S - Sssd. } » 2.957.44 
1943 4,301.73 
Coscracs . - . , 770.41 
UT4WU11C Uft labia {JJJ 2.022.30 
fabM!•lbi!L^? IW3 4.1*9.74 
Crandfo* 30HF Puss „ , 1.444.40 
M l 1131 Afsc Ousttoo Collator }Jg ^ « 
Pad lintr, ri«s*car 4 P«a *J£
 472<50 
2 Air tasks " " 
Bill Spars Fares 
Trash teepars - 4 
Or\ai Tllcsr - 2 
Traaa 11ns 
land Trollay 
lad Uasxs 
Hlscsllanaoua 
Sub-cocal 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1913 
1983 
1983 
1983 
Sub-total 
local 
S49.193.^4 
$883,041:38 
10.048.11 
2.194.00 
4.477.84 
3.038.42 
17.850.00 
7.324.04 
$930,213.81 
S979.M2.29 
159 
CARTAI ism ileum 
A* Of 9S3MBI 31. 1944 
a&XKBABCI TOOU 4 WAJIPSLIl Page 3 of * 
to I—fflflm Fork Jib 
5 Soot Air Poos 
Control Teloo 
torn* Sooel? lonr4, Bfc*o flow Uneaxlxer 
glectrtc Chela l o l s t 
Sosaorslble Puap 
Slat *»t. tt*4 l o t track 
Sab Fran Asseably for 13-S Coacestrstlnf Tbl. 
Sole**!* • « ! « • 
T*W<— Console 
SCA/TACTEC TAC100 Portables 
Monarch Poo* 
40BT PUBS 
lytter Tiro Handler 
Jscuxsi Subaorslblo Puns 
Crlaftlnt Media Binds 
500 & 200 Troy 0 s . Seal— 
Theraolyne Furnace. Controller 4 Coupler 
Turbldlsater. Portable 
Mocolvalrl. la th 
Subnersible Puaps, V*U> Motor. Cable, Seal, 
Switch 4 Insulation 
Fireproof Cablaot 
Caoatle Storage tank 
2 Lincoln 50HP Motors 
Teke Bleeder Base 4 Shel ls 
Sabosrslble Poop 4 Control lex 
Suboerslble Puap 4 Control lex 
Chlorine Bleach Storage Tank 
l i f h Tol-jos Exhaust Fan 4 Shutter 
Opltcal Pyrometer 
40" Propane Wolf Gri l l 
Air Dryers, Beadix 
10.000 Gallon Fuel Tank 
2 - 8" x 6" Doover Fuaps 
Indwell 1" FXawojeter 
2 March Model TB 5.5 O S Fuaps 
TacuonPunp 
Exhaust Fan 
Tear 
1943 
1943 
1943 
1943 
1943 
1*43 
1943 
1943 
1983 
1943 
1943 
1943 
1983 
1943 
1943 
1943 
1943 
1043 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
S u b t o t a l 
Aoount 
S 541.44 
4,604.25 
945.19 
1,070.68 
1,937.23 
1.704.15 
2.780.00 
684.60 
584.36 
4,207.00 
3,827.76 
6,090.24 
6.232.83 
5,250.00 
724.81 
5.346.00 
632.30 
3.828.29 
651.11 
641.43 
4,146.43 
1.016.40 
4,818.50 
1.636.64 
1.073.53 
1,394.34 
1.594.54 
5.883.10 
607.82 
1,178.80 
1.077.76 
1.601.42 
607.36 
21.119.70 
1,494.35 
723.98 
1,176.03 
1,435.43 
$105,113.22 
AS or 3i, 1M4 
TOOLS 4 IQBlf. T*& 4 of 4 
1*04 Udltlo** 
* / q Tiir 
• 534 BE MJack 
• lorg 7000 Traaaadaaiom Jack 
• 40-40 «Urflata lira Cfcaa«ar 
• IS V Air Xi**ct Vtaadi 
• SASAS 3/4" Air Impact ffraoch 
• U15V Crladar 
- US Coaalaag 
• 148 Mnitor 
- SASAI 3/4- Air &V**t tfcaach 
- Millar 2300 III Uua *?«14ar 
• Fiiac Sprayar t / p a 
•Tttttar 
• Iroa tforkar 
- lifh Fraaaura Baabar 
• Saov llovar 
- \H to* chain bolse 
• 1% com lavar hoist 
- Kicroaatar 
• Saad Saw 
• Spaca Baacara 
• Tool Cabinet 
- Ssarpac Tmt 
- IH Ton Quia HoUt 
Aaouat 
•n 
lav 
lav 
law 
h v 
l«w 
l«M 
I«W 
I«W 
lav 
Saw 
law 
law 
Saw 
•aw 
Haw 
lav 
lav 
law 
Haw 
law 
law 
law 
< 
1984 
1914 
1914 
1984 
1984 
1914 
19«4 
1994 
19*4 
19«4 
1904 
19«4 
1984 
19«4 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
19C4 
1984 
1984 
1984 
lab-cotal 
9 3.187.30 
793.13 
1.427.63 
169.36 
901.62 
1.033.16 
1,137.17 
241.11 
901.62 
4.944.38 
1.781.89 
1.333.94 
8.170.93 
5,710.50 
791.20 
251.69 
824.35 
129.5* 
483.23 
1.829.70 
208.53 
2.219.06 
7U.00 
$41,210.81 
Tr*ajf«r» 
I - 10.000 Gal. Foal Tank 
I - Millar 300 410? Valaar 
1 * Takcxoalx Cabla Taacar 
1984 
1984 
1984 
$ 6,300.73 
667.i4 
3.980.36 
Sub-eoeal 
TOtiL 
$10,944.53 
S638.2iI.M 
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WX ?1K£SS BOTLDIHCS 
Ho. PAACTipgiOO 
Sub-tot*! 
Aaouag 
02-623 
05-601 
05-611 
03-606 
05-417 
05-421 
05-631 
Saafla Storaga Building 
Adaialacracion Building 
Laboratory Building 
Lovar Guaxdbouaa 
?lalcora Caatar 
Oppar Guardbouaa 
Sbep aad Varahouaa Building 
$ 59.773.49 
459.549.60 
628.044.42 
79.MS.37 
56.445.18 
59,305.07 
1.8*3.363.12 
$3.208.769.25 
ADDITIONS 
Visitor*1 Ctator 
Wall A Fost Tits 
Interior DASiga 
2 F.UU 
Fan 
169 x 16' Pol* Bld«. (Ubor 4 Equip.) 
Tcir 
Ub 
HodifiCAtioas 4 Addidoas 
2 SiakA, trmps 4 tcetss . 
MAia Building 
Sua Scrtoa 
St t in aUsttbly 
6* s 89 Stortf* Buildia« 
IV x 249 AabulAaet CAraft 
Amount 
1933 
1984 
1983 
1983 
1983 
Sub-eecal 
1983 
1982 
Sub-cocal 
1983 
Sub-cocal 
1964 
1984 
1984 
Sub-coeal 
% 284. 
12.630. 
2.153. 
1.07i 
2.000. 
% 18.142. 
% 19,789. 
612. 
% 20.402 
5 704 
$ 704 
$ 432. 
708 
4,114 
S 5,245 
18 
00 
•** 
13 
SO 
35 
95 
20 
.15 
.53 
.55 
.00 
.44 
.00 
.44 
TOTAL $3.233.263.94 
162 
Al Of 8 C B 1 I 31 .1X4 
9 3.377,016.55 
2.630.998.5* 
f«t« 2 464.790.13 
f M « 3 2.729.643.06 f* \ 10.397,687.23 
»mt« • 4,140.714.58 
f*t« t 3.539,476.11 
?»*• J? 1.337.804.81 
ft** » 958,105.20 
?•«• l* 544.373.15 
?*!• £ 1.687.200.U 
n«* l* — — 
f4t
*
 l?
 TOTAL $34,227,809.50 
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00-018 
00-033 
00-039 
00-460 
00-061 
00-062 
00-063 
00-064 
00-053 
00-074 
00-073 
00-076 
00-093 
00-101 
00-102 
00-104 
OO-Ul 
00-120 
00-123 
00-130 
00-133 
00-220 
00-223 
00-230 
00-603 
00-610 
00-703 
00-706 
00-707 
00-790 
00-600 
00-900 
00-901 
00-902 
00-911 
00-912 
00-913 
00-914 
00-913 
00-920 
00-921 
00-922 
00-923 
00-924 
00-930 
00-931 
Description 
leliport 
P'Opaae S caraf* Task 
Propaae Vaporiser 
Propane Vaporiser 
Propane Vaporiser 
Propane Truck Unloading Puap 
Vaporizer Supply Puap 
Motor Fueling Puap 
Unleaded Fuel Syscea 
So. 2 Diesel Storage Tank 
•o. 2 Diesel Storage Tank 
So. 1 Diesel Storage Tank 
Hydraulic Oil Storage Tank 
Aati-Freese Storage Tank 
Transmission O H Scoraga Tank 
Tank Faro. Suap 
Savage Treatment Plant 
2" Sandpiper Puap 
3" Sandpiper Puap 
3" Submersible Puap 
Truck Wash Settleaent Pond 
I" Utility Hose (with Q0-?S0) 
Savage Tank 3,000 &al. (with 00-111) 
Sever Systaa Puap 
Flra Protection Puaphouse 
HVAC 
Diesel Fir* Puap 
Elaccric Fir« Puap 
Jockey Puap 
Piping 
Instrumentation 
Electrical 
Main Substation Dead End Structure 
Mala Subs cat ioa Trans former 
Subscacioa Transformer 
Substation Transformer 
Subscacioa Transformer 
Subscacioa Transformer 
Dale Subscacioa for Tailings Oaa 
Lov Voltage Indoor Svitehgear (480V) 
Lov Voltage Indoor Swicehgear 
Lov Voltage Indoor Swicehgear 
Lov Voltage Indoor Svitehgear 
Lov Voltage Indoor Svitehgear 
4.16 KV Motor Controllers (Mills) 
4.16 CV Motor Controller (Tailings) 
(480O 
(480V) 
(480V) 
(480V) 
Total 
9.183.66 
64,388.43 
8,089.12 
8.089.12 
3.447.34 
6.006.20 
2.707.72 
3.430.77 
22.307.37 
63.287.39 
39.303.:« 
38.956.i0 
28.671.62 
21.108.52 
22.C6C.-i 
741.79 
47.870.80 
3.*s:.oo 
6,255 
7.731 
70 
31 
11.535.21 
92. 
1. 
42. 
19. 
1. 
1.834, 
24. 
376. 
30. 
172. 
20. 
20. 
27. 
27. 
8. 
24. 
23, 
23, 
23. 
23. 
4<.. 
8. 
979.71 
765.90 
170.73 
32i.99 
484.15 
492. 
563. 
90 
"5 
93 
;2 
J6 
72 
17 
17 
062 
810 
437 
843 
io: 
102 
800.74 
800.76 
615.02 
694.39 
832.85 
832.35 
832.33 
130.-9 
159.26 
780.76 
164 
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Ionia. Wo. Doocrlptioo 
Toc*l 
00-940 
00-950 
00-940 
00-961 
00-962 
00-963 
00-94* 
00-963 
00-966 
00-967 
00-968 
3 IT Mot*lcl*a" Strtteht**r 
3 KV Poeor Cantor (Micrevaro) 
4&0 7 Motor Control Conttr (V/OO-961) 
440 7 Motor Cootrol Contor 
7 Motor Control Coator 
7 Motor Control Contor 
7 Motor Control Cantor 
7 Motor Control Contor 
7 Motor Control Coator 
480 
480 
480 
480 
480 
480 ^.w 7 Motor Cootrol Contor 
480 7 Mctor Control Contor 
Sub-Total 
J 44, 
9, 
1, 
53.571 
,790. 
,755. 
,636. 
869. 
409. 
582. 
582. 
819 
469 
469 
'.016 
19 
66 
92 
34 
,71 
.79 
.79 
.40 
.13 
.11 
.55 
165 
laulp. Wo. 
02-001 
02-002 
02-005 
02-010 
02-011 
02-012 
02-013 
02-015 
02-016 
02-025 
02-026 
02-601 
02-602 
02-611 
02-615 
02-621 
02-700 
02-300 
02-900 
ME1CD1 MIX! 
CAPITAL ASSET &EGISTE& 
AS OF DECPQE& 31. 1934 
MTt-l IQCIPMEXT Past 
DesertDCloo 
Fruh tttctr Puap (VW-7?) 
Fr«sh Vsctr Puap (W-3P) 
Frtsh Vsctr turn? (W-«T) 
Frtsh Vsctr Boosctr Puap 
Frtsh Vsctr Boosctr Puap 
Fr«sh Vsctr Boosctr Puap 
Fresh Vsctr Boosctr Puap 
Vsctr Scoragt Tank 
Boosctr Scscloa Suap (With 02-611) 
Chlorinscor 
Chlorisaciou Injtccloa Boosctr Puap 
Frtsh Vsctr Dttpvtll Puaphoust 
Frtsh Vsctr Ottpvtll Puaphoust 
Frtsh Vsctr Boosctr Puaphoust 
Frtsh Vsctr Tank Ytlvthoust 
Chlorieaeor Eaclosurt 
Piping. 
Inscruatocacioo 
Eltccrical 
3 of 17 
Tocal 
$ 319.908.70 
350,333.81 
63.230.64 
8.591.78 
36.718.84 
35.677.53 
35,678.87 
237.794.18 
35.108.31 
2.095.67 
36.378.82 
43,196.66 
113,057.90 
21.350.57 
5.512.39 
1.168.003.61 
74,366.60 
43.988.16 
Sub-cocal $2,630,998.54 
166 
Equip. Wo. 
05-432 
05-633 
05-635 
05-641 
03-642 
05-643 
05-644 
05-645 
05-651 
05-655 
05-660 
05-665 
05-666 
05-670 
05-671 
05-672 
05-680 
05-681 
05-682 
05-683 
05-684 
05-685 
05-685 
05-688 
05-690 
05-692 
05-693 
05-694 
05-695 
05-696 
05-697 
05-698 
05-699 
05-700 
05-701 
05-702 
05-703 
C3-7C4 
05-703 
C3-706 
05-707 
05-710 
05-7 U 
05-712 
05-713 
MESCUR KZHZ 
CAPITAL ASSET REGISTER 
AS OF DECEMBER 31. 1984 
KXLX. EQUIPMENT Pag* 4 
Daacrlpclon 
Truck Rapair Craa* 
Hachlaa Shop Crana 
Txuek Vaahlng Fad (Vich 05-631) 
O U Incarcapcor 
2" Saadpipar Puap 
Storage Task 
500 Gal. Ucaiviag Tank 
Ho«« K««l (Air. Fuel. Oil, Vacar) (V/651) 
Fleeing, Viggin* High Voiuaw 
Barrel Puap (Vich 05-651) 
Air Compressor 
Air Receiver 
Trolley Vich Eieseric Boise 
Jib Craaa 
2" Saodplpar Puap 
Oil Drain Fan 
Alcohol Injector 
Air Receiver 
Air Reee'.ver 
Air Receiver 
Air Receiver 
Air Receiver 
Air R«ealv«r 
Power Bandsav 
50 Ton Press 
Lacha: 21" x 120" 
Mill 
Radial A n Drill 
Air Raeaivar 
Air R«caiv«r 
Air Raeaivar 
Diasal Ca!iv«ry Pusp 
Diasal Delivery Fuap 
Piping 
Engina Oil Puap 
Craaaa Puap 
Transmission Oil Puap 
Hydraul'c Oil Puap 
Antifreeze Pump 
Flow Matar (Diasal Oil) (Vich 05-651) 
90 V Oil Pump 
Air Raeaivar 
Air Raeaivar 
Air Raeaivar 
Air Raeaivar 
of 17 
Total 
$ 66,378.00 
32,316.06 
3.954.59 
1.561.7Q 
14.422.86 
6,877.84 
146.842.06 
38.930.59 
11.043.47 
23^.49 
743.43 
1.471.41 
741.42 
2.696.3$ 
538.10 
538.10 
533.10 
538.IC 
53S.10 
533.10 
4,288.96 
10,108.41 
36,580-Ci 
9.423.9! 
10.067.9$ 
538.13 
333.13 
533.10 
l.23C.:3 
is. a::. -3 
1,133.;; 
1,291.35 
3,84-..6 
3.84i.^ 
3,417.?$ 
1.188.1-1 
533.::j 
533.;: 
538..: 
535.-1 
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login. Bo. P—criaelaa Toeal 
05-714 Air lacalver 
05-713 Air lac t tor 
05-720 Air b c H i t f 
05-721 Air Ur«ir«r 
05-722 Air lacalvar 
05-732 Chain loiac 
05-736 Chain BoUc 
05-738 Chain lolac 
03-744 Chain lolac 
05-743 Chain le l ic 
05-400 Zaacmaaacasioa 
03-900 Il«etrical 
9 338 .10 
334.10 
334 
334 
334. 
913. 
666. 
666. 
433 < 
433. 
6.903. 
3.2S3. 
.10 
.10 
.10 
.22 
.64 
.64 
43 
.43 
42 
,74 
Suo-eocal $464,790.13 
. K»^  
20-001 
20-002 
20-00* 
20-006 
20-006 
20-010 
20-012 
20-OU 
20-020 
20-035 
20-100 
20-102 
20-104 
20-106 
20-215 
20-600 
20-610 
20-700 
20-600 
20-601 
20-900 
wry0* MZR 
CAPITAL kSSn UCISTOL 
AS Of OGCBOa 31. ' « " 
KHI EQQiRSJfT 
1964 
Cxruhac T—A Hooper 
Apron T«*d«r 
J«v Crushnr 
Dlsch*n« Cotnroyor 
Traap Iron K*t&«c 
Traaafer Conveyor 
f U H Hand Trolley 
Hails! Sieving Stacker Conveyer 
Overhead Bridge Crane 
Dribble Conveyor 
Oust Collection Ductwork. 
la(house 
Hafhouse Tan 
Floor Suap 
Drinking Fountain 
trinary Crusher Bullalag 
HVAC 
Piping 
Instrumentatioa 
Control Paaei C?-i 
llectrical 
$ub-total 
170.238.OS 
306.373.75 
343.251.38 
121.270.91 
23.701.65 
UO.193.72 
1.048.75 
338.864.43 
31.055.28 
7.316.10 
24.450.25 
26.304.5C 
6.682.01 
330.12 
157.04 
725.539.2) 
20.380.72 
32.593.82 
21.313.25 
9,010.55 
119.361.97 
$2,729.60.06 
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lauip. lo» 
30-420 
30-022 
30-024 
30-026 
30-028 
30-029 
30-030 
30-031 
30-033 
30-042 
30-046 
30-047 
30-049 
30-030 
30-031 
30-032 
30-034 
30-036 
30-038 
30-061 
30-062 
30-063 
30-064 
30-066 
30-071 
30-073 
30-075 
30-077 
30-078 
30-079 
30-080 
30-081 
30-082 
30-084 
30-086 
30-087 
30-088 
30-089 
30-090 
30-091 
30-093 
30-094 
Peacrlpdon 
ledaia Hopper 
Apron Feeder 
Mill Feed Conveyor 
tele Scale 
Overhead Bridge Crane 
Vibrating Feeder (Sag Mill) 
Sag Kill 
Air Receiver 
Hytorc Puap and Socket S«e 
Primary Claaaifying Scrt«o 
Plata land Trolley 
Sag Mill lacyele Conveyor 
Traap Iron Magnet 
Ball Mill 
Air teceiver 
Cyclone Feed Suap 
Cyclone Feed Puap 
Cyclone Feed Puap 
Cyclone Manifold 
Cyclone 
Cyclone 
Cyclone 
Cyclone 
Ball Charging Hopptr 
Vibrating Traap Screen (Kinergy) 
Vibrating Trtap Screen (Kinergy) 
Vibrating Trass Screen (Kinergy) 
Vibrating Traap Screen (Kinergy) 
Underflow Launder 
Overflow Chute Aaseably 
Oxide Thickener Tank 
Oxide Thickener Mechanism 
Underflow Puap 
Underflow Puap 
Surge Tank 
Surge Tank 
Surge Tank Agitator 
Surge Tank Agitator 
Surge Tank Dlacharge Puap 
Surge Tank Discharge Puap 
Gland Seal Puap 
Gland Seal Puap 
Total 
$ 439.016.92 
177.382.37 
292.725.89 
16.049.13 
203.309.21 
19.047.28 
1.788.661.86 
2,527.44 
6.305.95 
124.798.23 
77.959.63 
13.748.78 
1,231.474.82 
424.64 
23,032.26 
34.638.89 
33.804.66 
36.424.23 
12,279.99 
11.483.06 
11.938.72 
11.381.95 
8,507.60 
33.614.62 
29.597.73 
29.597.73 
31.922.47 
8.820.88 
13.107.48 
491.837.16 
313.373.82 
21.975.50 
21.957.01 
78,74.9.39 
73.575.99 
78.975.16 
78,939.99 
26,160.75 
24,517.20 
3,327.19 
3,327.20 
r.i« 8 of n 
3 0 - 0 * 
30-098 
30-100 
30-102 
JO-IO* 
30-110 
30-111 
30-113 
30-11* 
30-117 
30-118 
30-122 
30-132 
30-134 
30-138 
30-139 
30-140 
30-142 
30-143 
30-144 
30-143 
30-146 
30-148 
30-131 
30-132 
30-153 
30-154 
30-161 
30-162 
30-163 
30-163 
30-171 
30-172 
30-173 
30-180 
30-200 
30-202 
30-600 
30-601 
30-602 
30-603 
30-610 
30-613 
30-620 
30-700 
30-800 
30-801 
30-900 
Mill f leet Suae 
Hi l l f leet Suae fuap 
Ductwork 
leclala lataouse 
ledala Baahouae f aa 
facial* topper fleet Suae 
teclaia Boo pat Floor Sua* fwp 
Thlckeaer Area Suae 
Thlckeaer Area Sump fuap 
Surta Tank Area Soap 
Sort* Task Area Suap fuap 
flocculaat Mrke-up fackace 
Mixed flocculaac Task 
la-Uae Tlocculaac Dilution Mixer 
Mixed fleceulaac fuap 
Mixed flocculaat fuap 
Mill Water Task 
Mill Wecer fop 
Mill Water fuap 
flala Baod trolley 
flaia Hand Trolley 
frlaary Saapler 
Seceadary Saapler 
500 IK Dieael Generator 
500 m Dieael Geaerator 
200 t!i Diesel Generator 
105 IB Diesel Geaeracor 
flaac Air Coapreasot 
Xastruaaac Air Coapressor 
Aftercooler (With 30-162) 
Air leceiver 
Air Dryer 
fcecilcer 
Aftercooler 
Driakiai fouacaia (Wich 30-600) 
Saaple flaac 
Traap Iroa Hafaet 
MU1 Juildiat 
loot Ventilator 
loof Veatllatot 
loot Veocilator 
Surge Tank Fuaphouae 
Millwacer fuaphouae 
flplat 
laacruaeacacioa 
Control faael Cf-2 
tleccrlcal 
Sub-total 
TOTAL 
385.02 
16,030.41 
13.289.82 
21.520.45 
4,523.09 
1.160.43 
11.400.71 
872.81 
11.980.51 
1.305.01 
12,042.71 
31.360.30 
18.868.53 
1.371.68 
5.624.56 
5.624.56 
53.910.22 
37.395.87 
36,830.03 
746.71 
747.98 
33,787.23 
8.362.07 
100.452.65 
97,422.00 
56,375.34 
31.352.34' 
70,640.54 
13.881.92 
3.891.82 
10.076.61 
118.73 
118.73 
509,574.96 
8,161.85 
1,350,606.63 
1.986.60 
2,010.88 
1.986.57 
142.831.73 
20.370.59 
52.794.92 
880,849.04 
315.790.35 
44,048.46 
612,481.76 
$10,597,687.23 
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Toeal 
30-002 
30-003 
50-004 
50-021 
50-022 
50-023 
30-026 
30-027 
30-028 
50-029 
30-030 
30-031 
50-032 
50-033 
50-034 
50-035 
30-040 
50-050 
50-052 
50-054 
50-101 
50-102 
50-103 
50-104 
50-105 
50-106 
50-107 
50-108 
50-111 
50-112 
50-113 
30-114 
50-115 
50-116 
30-117 
50-118 
50-150 
50-170 
50-172 
50-173 
50-174 
50-175 
50-176 
50-177 
50-178 
50-181 
Primary Sampler 
Sample Prep Table 
Secondary Sampler 
C.X.L. Craae (5 Tea) 
C.X.L. Craae (5 Tea) 
Safety Shower With Eyewash 
Safety Shower With Eyewash 
Safety Shower With Eyewash 
Safety Saewar tilth Eyewash 
Safety Shower With Eyewash 
Safety Saewar With Eyewash 
Safety Shower With Eyewash 
Safety Shower With Eyewash 
Safety Shower Wir.h Eyewash 
Safety Shower With Eyewash 
Safety Shower Wieh Eyewash 
Calcium Sequestering Agent Puap 
Lsuader System 
Primary Stapler 
Secondary Sampler 
C.X.L. Taak 
C.X.L. Taak 
C.X.L. Tank 
C.X.L. Tank 
C.X.L. Taak 
C.X.L. Taak 
C.X.L. Taak 
C.X.L. Taak 
C.X.L. Tank Agitator 
C.X.L. Taak Agitator 
C.X.L. Taak Agitator 
C.X.L. Tank Agitator 
C.X.L. Tank Agitator 
C.X.L. Taak Agitator 
C.X.L. Taak Agitator 
C.X.L. Taak Agitator 
Vibrating Safety Screen 
Tailings Discharge Sua? 
Tailings Discharge Puap 
Tailings Discharge Puap 
Tailings Discharge Puap 
Tail lass Discharge Puap 
Tailings Discharge Puap 
Tailings Discharge Puap 
Tailings Discharge Puap (Pad Oaly) 
C.X.L. Screea 
$ 7.969.63 
8.100.30 
90.021.76 
89.829.72 
1.161.84 
1.161.84 
1.161.84 
1.161.84 
1.161.84 
1.161.84 
1.161.84 
1.161.84 
1.161.8* 
1.161.84 
1.161.84 
3.333.56 
7.099.68 
11.216.23 
8.662.85 
125.551.87 
117.430.80 
114,386.04 
114,961.13 
114,139.39 
117.653.32 
114,159.40 
119.022.55 
55.A63.il 
55.463.11 
55.463.09 
55,463.03 
55.463.03 
55.463.10 
35.463.09 
55,463.11 
24,617.37 
26,894.37 
18,005.69 
17.416.32 
17,734.32 
17.103.36 
33.164.99 
33.142.26 
641.5? 
17,956.?C 
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5 0 - m 
80-202 
50-210 
50-211 
50-221 
50-222 
50-241 
50-2*2 
50-2*3 
50-2** 
50-2*5 
50-2*6 
50-2*7 
50-2*1 
50-281 
50-282 
50-286 
50-291 
50-292 
50-300 
50-310 
50-315 
30-317 
50-320 
50-321 
50-325 
50-330 
50-331 
50-335 
50-340 
50-330 
50-355 
50-360 
50-361 
50-365 
50-366 
50-600 
50-601 
50-602 
50-603 
50-60* 
50-605 
50-610 
50-700 
50-800 
50-900 
C.X.L. S C I H S 
C.l.L. Floor Sunn 
C.X.I, f loor Sunp Ptaap 
Gland Saal Funp 
Clod Saal Pun* 
C.l.L. Scraon Funp 
C.l.L. Seraan Funp 
Carbon Advanca Funp 
Carbon Advanca Funp 
Carbon Advanca funp 
Carbon Advanca Funp 
Carbon Advanca Funp 
Carbon Advanca Funs 
Carbon Advanca Funp 
Carbon Advanca Funp 
Low fraasura Air llowar 
tow Fraaaura Air llowar 
Cooling Jackat 
Filtar/Silancar 
Fllcar/Silaacnr 
Kadiun Fraaaura Air llevar 
Filtar/Silancar 
Fual 0 U Tank 
loilar Fual Oil Fa«d Funp 
Bollar fackaaa 
Silancar 
Coabuaclon Air Fan 
loilar fnadvacar Pump 
loilar Faadvatar Funp 
loilar Offgaa Stack 
Icononizar 
Vacar Softanar 
Snaarator 
llowdown flaah Tank 
llowdown Saaplar 
Chonieal InJaction Packata 
Chamieal Xnjaction Packata 
C.l.L. luildiat 
loof Vantilator 
loot Vancilator 
loof Vantilator 
loof Taotilator 
loof Vantilator 
•VAC 
Flpiag 
Inatrunaneation 
tlactrlcal 
17.956.90 
3,808.26 
l*.822.79 
4,635.28 
4,633.28 
L*.357.73 
l*,S80.95 
9.930.06 
6,710.05 
6.593.78 
6,593.78 
6,593.78 
6,593.71 
6,593.7? 
6.593.77 
i7.549.50 
27.622.35 
9.170.89 
1.864.91 
1.864.31 
60.124.« 
339.12 
5,359.22 
3.541.90 
78.597.21 
2,374.2! 
9,474.12 
3.981.21 
3.981-2 
19,123.84 
13.C97.I5 
12.052.S* 
36.313.1? 
2.345.3! 
642-y 
2.844.3-
3.049-* 
2.C80.249.H 
3.3U-4 
Sub-total $6,140 
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HZLL CqOZPMEST Faga 11 of 
•0-002 
60-008 
40-012 
•0-014 
•0-OW 
•0-018 
•0-020 
•0-021 
•0-022 
•0-025 
•0-026 
•0-027 
•0-028 
60-029 
•0-030 
•0-032 
•0-034 
•0-036 
60-037 
60-040 
60-042 
60-043 
60-047 
60-048 
60-030 
60-032 
60-053 
60-037 
60-038 
60-059 
60-060 
60-061 
60-062 
60-106 
60-108 
60-110 
60-120 
60-128 
60-130 
60-140 
60-146 
60-147 
60-148 
60-149 
60-152 
loadad Carbon Scraaa 
Carbon Prahaac T*ak 
Carboa Serif Task 
laat Ischaagar 
laae Irchangar 
FUcar Praaa 
Pregnane Solution Saaplar 
Waak Sloaca Stapler 
Tank A 
Illeer 
Ilectrovla Feed Pua* 
Ilecerovla Feed Pun? 
Loaded Carbea Educcor Vatar Tank 
Loadad Carbea Educcor Vacar Puap 
Bleed Taak 
Solutioo Bleed Puap 
Taak 1 
Scrip Puap 
Strip Ptap 
Preheat Solution Puap 
Vaak Eluace Taak 
Fileer 
Vaak Eluace Pusp 
Vaak Iluaca Puap 
Deaorpcloa Building Floor Sua? 
Oaaerpeloa Building Floor Sump Puap 
Frahaat Taak Scraaa 
larraa Solution Saaplar 
Blaad Solution Saaplar 
Ilactrovin t*«i Saaplar 
tfash Vatar Puap 
Vaah Vacar Puap 
Vaah Vacar Taak 
•eld Vaah Neutralization Scrubber 
Scrubbar laclrculacioa Puap 
F.K.P. Ductwork 
Mercury tacerc 
lullioa Cooling Vacar Suap 
Bullion Cooling Vacar Puap 
Malcing Furaaea 
Boll Cruahar: Slag 
Jaw Crtuher: Slag 
Claaaifylng Scraaa: Slag 
Shakar Tabla: Slag 
Ouac Collaccor: Slag 
30.705.23 
51,464.34 
98.932.83 
8.072.18 
25.771.57 
25.816.35 
4.200.67 
4.200.67 
38.017.92 
2.429.39 
7.2*9.41 
7.219.43 
13.499.72 
2.998.75 
19.171.16 
3.031.15 
37.786.36 
4,253.87 
4.253.87 
3.176.12 
34.722.71 
2.416.62 
4.233.86 
4,253.86 
1.977.*3 
10.503.36 
13.023.45 
5,730.33 
4.2C0.66 
4,274.93 
3.99C.97 
3.9S0.57 
24,560.74 
13.644.68 
7,963.09 
29,402.82 
80,646.93 
,951.07 
.372.98 
74,849.75 
18,907.19 
8.435.98 
197.39 
197.69 
1.391.32 
4. 
5. 
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EculP. Bo. 
60-133 
40-135 
40-160 
60-200 
66-203 
60-210 
60-220 
60-223 
60-306 
60-307 
60-306 
60-309 
60-350 
60-332 
60-335 
60-338 
60-340 
60-360 
60-362 
60-366 
60-370 
60-372 
60-376 
60-310 
60-382 
60-385 
60-386 
60-387 
60-388 
60-389 
60-390 
60-391 
60-392 
60-400 
60-405 
60-410 
60-412 
60-415 
60-416 
60-420 
60-421 
60-425 
60-426 
60-600 
60-601 
60-602 
60-610 
60-700 
60-600 
Description 
Duet Collection Ductwork 
2 Ton Crane 
Bullion Balance 
•ttllloo Vault CVlch 60-600) 
Vault Door 
Bullion Safe 
Drill Praae 
Bullion Area Septic Tank (With 00-790) 
Add Veen Tank 
Add 8Mb Tank 
Acid Wash Eductor 
Acid Utah Eductor 
Acid Wash Beutraiixation Taok 
Acid tfaah Beutrallzatlon Af itator 
Neutralization Bleed Pusp 
Seapler 
Screw Ftadac 
Dilute Cauatlc Tank 
Dilute Cauatlc Taak Agitator 
Dilute Cauatlc Puap 
Dilute Nitric Tank 
Dilute Bitrlc Tank Agitator 
Dilute Nitric Puap 
Acid Wash Suap 
Acid Vash Suap Puap 
Safety Shower With Eyevesh 
Safety Shower With Eyewash 
Safety Shower With Eyewash 
Safety Shower Vith Eyewash 
Safety Shower With Eyewash 
Safety Shower Vith Eyewash 
Safety Shower Vith Eyewash 
Safety Show«r Wish Eyewash 
Electrewin Cell Package 
Cataode Prep TabIs 
Ilectrowla Beet Exchanger 
PIP Ductwork with Bood & Stacks 
Scrubber Bo. 1 
Scrubber Bo. 2 
Pan Bo. 1 
Pan Bo. 2 
Scrubber Puap 
Scrubber Puap 
Bullion ETC Building 
toof Ventilator 
loof Ventilator 
BVAC 
Piping 
Instrumentation 
Total 
3< 
3« 
8< 
20. 
U 
708.07 
M6.3I 
603.31 
605.JJ 
.439.05 
.118.02 
.807.10 
.806.1J 
.113.01 
.031.5* 
.388.01! 
.109.04 
.406.11, 
.644.:s 
.664.a 
.021.13 
.765.35 
.070.8J 
.070.1! 
.070.89 
,070.89 
.070.89 
.070.89 
,070.89 
.070.89 
.343.41 
.433.31 
,3:5.7* 
.50.'. 18 
.9*3.92 
,381.32 
.685.0 
.766.1 
.471.3 
,94i.ij 
640,583.8] 
.52*--] 
.524.14 
. 3 3 2 - 1 
,39«-J 
10 
55 
38 
175 
»—crlnel— 
)1 Caaool Fma*l CF-4 9 19.S88.81 
•Uh Ueutltj Sy«caa 293.929.83 
80-900 U«ctxic*i 223.794.31 
&*-cocal 83.339.476.11 
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AS or rocean. 31. i m 
wsxxnanrx 
Pa** 14 of l? 
70-002 
7O-0O4 
70-010 
70-01* 
70-020 
70-022 
7O-023 
70-025 
TO-C26 
70-027 
70-028 
70-030 
70-032 
70-034 
70-036 
70 -03* 
70-040 
70-044 
70-043 
70-030 
TO-036 
70-060 
70-061 
7O-070 
70-072 
TO-073 
70-104 
70-106 
70-170 
70-172 
7O-600 
70-610 
70-700 
70-800 
70-601 
70-900 
1 « i a a « 4 Carboa Surg* Tank 
8trt?po* Carboa ttuctor 
H i t F M 6 Tank 
SXasry Daaacartan, Scrota 
K U a Foacar 
fcaaaaaratlaa I l i a 
K U M Jllr MXmmr 
Coafeuatloa a i r Ductwork 
8 . 8 . Dacwork 
Kila Scrubber 
Oner Faa 
Klla Scrubber Fua* 
Quanch Tank 
Quoach Tank Enactor 
Carboa Sis las Stroma 
Eagoaaratod Carbon Tank 
Eognoratod Carbon Eductor 
Carboa Uaaorslro Tank 
Carbon Ondarslxo Pusp 
Carbon UndersIan Pvap 
Filter Froaa 
Eagonoratlon tfatar Tank 
Eogoncratlon Vat or Pvtap 
Eoganoratloo Vac or Puap 
Carbon Conditioning Tank 
Carbon Conditioning Tank Agitator 
Conditioned Carbon Traaaf or Puap 
Carbon Eagonoratlon Floor Suap 
Carbon Eogeneration Floor Suap Pusp 
Stripped Carbon Vator Eecyele Tank 
Stripped Carbon Vator Eecyele Puap 
Carbon Eageneration Building 
ftVaC 
Piping 
XaatnamentatIon 
Control Panol CP-3 
Electrical 
l £ & a l 
6 1* ,396.41, 
U.417.J| 
693.H 
3 6 4 . 6 1 ^ 
2.341.QI 
l l .388.4f 
11.827.H 
1.603.27 
4 . 666.4* 
13a i3 . f i 
1.126.U 
23.079.U 
7.061.23 
1.4Q6,7* 
7.129.24 
4»04i.5t 
4.044.60 
17,302.37 
12 .309.* 
3.073.99 
3.197.1* 
3.841.72 
12.232-19 
3.199.08 
974.37 
10.400.28 
4,620.07 
3.349.32 
315.178.63 
26.286.57 
1 6 1 . 6 9 5 . * 
70.492.4f 
48.183.74 
129.117.07 
Sub-tota l $1,337,804.81 
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Equip. Bo. Description Total 
7S-O02 lltrle Acid Scoraga Tank $ 91.762.20 
75-006 liCTlc Acid hap 8,194.88 
75-013 Seicty Shower vich £7evaahC-leh 75-700) 
75-016 Saiety Shower with Eyewash (Vich 75-700) 
75*100 Caustic aad Cyanide Storage Fad 93.043.81 
75-102 Screw Feeder aad Stand 10.292.56 
75-105 liquid Cauatic Storage Tank 14.209.04 
75-106 Caustic Make-up Tank 34.290.34 
75-108 Cauatic Make-up Tank Aflcaeor 9.9S7.16 
75-110 Caustic Make-up Transfer Puap 4.697.20 
75-120 Caustic Storage Tank 18.069.97 
75-125 Caustic Fuss 4.376.47 
75-126 Caustic Puap 4,376.47 
75-170 Caustic Kake-up Floor Suap 1.197.20 
75-172 Caustic Haka-up Floor Suap Puap 10.333.31 
75-202 Cyanide Peed Scaad 3,042.22 
75-206 Cpanide Maka-up Tank 10.443.44 
75-208 Cyanidt Haka-up Tank Agitator 9,938.61 
75-210 Cyanide Traaaftr Puap 4,464.89 
73-220 Cjanide Storage Tank 37.124.66 
73-236 Cyaaidt Delivery Puap 4.167.03 
73-237 Cyanide Deliver? Puep 4.167.08 
73-280 Cyanidt Maka-up Floor Suap 1,913.92 
73-282 C7anlda Haka-up Floor Suap Puap 9,293.00 
73-283 Safat7 Shower vich Eyavaah (Vich 73-700) 
73-286 Safety Shovar vich Eytvaih (Vith 73-700) 
73-287 Safacy Shovar with Ey«v*jh (Vith 73-700) 
73-288 Safat7 Shovar vich Eyavash (Vich 73-700) 
73-300 lias Slaking Package 238.723.03 
73-355 Safec7 Shcver vich Eyavash 2.355.61 
75-360 Milk of Lima Puap 3.040.33 
73-361 Milk of Lias Puap 3.029.33 
73-330 Liae Area Floor Suap 524.08 
73-382 Liae Area Floor Suap Puap 9.666.80 
73-700 Piping 194.707.97 
73-800 Xascruaeatatlon 41.306.23 
73-900 Electrical 73.170.29 
Sub-total $938.105.:0 
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Toc«l 
$ 9.673.21 
•*"** E S S M 9.337.20 
•0-003 5 ! * ^ ^ 422.834.33 
•0-700 W — . _ a.091.00 
•O-tOO l ! - 1 " ? " ; 94,237.41 
Sok-cocal S344.373.13 
mom fin 
CATCH. ASSX UCUTDL 
«• or oaatao at. ut* 
HILL •UiWOI ?a«e 17 •< 17 
.&itf»S*Sl 
gjjptlo* 
-~4d* gucnart flyicaa 
^ftlvaa f « CyelMM Fa** 
jt1if /**f* Carte* 1 a f 1 i f 
j»faili»f» U M 
^ M K N M B U 
AKiher Dwet Collector 
% Agitator Sheer Zacreeee 
ttfija* Tank tad t ip* Mo4ificatlea 
20* Loop Hater Cooling Syetaa 
o^4 Calp tejectien Syataa 
A BKlaia Surf* Teak 
«ral Hill Xsproveejeata 
neater Totaliaera 
31 las toiler 
1 Sort* Caustic Task 
aloriaa tfeloadlat Staeloa 
iMftat Aree Cover 
{wsrlty Iaaravaaaat 
hlthtoseter Screes 
bear Softner 
fcda Submersible PUBS 
ftrlvar Piltar Praaa 
$1,078,844.83 
2U.091.i l 
U . 713.42 
•83.99 
3.223.83 
3.0*1.24 
23,293.01 
•.077.73 
34,003.60 
39,964.31 
1.131.06 
9.360.12 
41.710.76 
6.304.43 
4S.U7.18 
978.19 
6,464.24 
13.641.67 
29,007.73 
17,366.73 
9,237.80 
9.133.09 
2.126.63 
4.018.30 
7,000.00 
Sub-total $1,687,200.12 
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IB 
I T * * * * 3 * ' 
S 
1 
1 
0^ t A/T Softer* SI 
tab S«iw«w 
f U«0 Bi«.l«? * * * » " ' 
Q«ie»4r«f t *** 
Jlo*tln» ?wc*«.or. n i a t . r . 
23« fcb Mtaory, I w . 
BUc Ori^ 4 CottcroU«r 
0*t* Acquisleien 
S7at«a 3* U?fr*4« 
X» frlaetr 
«o4«a 
©EC Frlat«r 
OH Terminal 
UlC Taainal 
OtC Ftiaear 
DEC tawi**1 
USfriftwr 
jpt t«nifl*l 
BK tatmiaal 
tlocw* 
fBf l l 0*8**** 
jp, p.c. T*«ta*i 
Sofc-wwl 
Sob-weal 
O i j i t t l 
Sub-weal 
Qa«4 
Os«d 
•«w 
U » 
Mv 
S«v 
>«w 
f«v 
«•« 
I«w 
jab-weal 
$ 54.320.28 
li,330.2ft 
13.W3.73 
2.611.75 
2.314.00 
$ fl,277.06 
$ 21.000.00 
2.030.97 
$ 23.030.97 
$ 2.079.41 
1.833.44 
1.7S3.1* 
7.315.00 
27.522.71 
27,804.71 
327.649.43 
8397.009.86 
* 18.726.25 
3,750.00 
417.69 
1.302.00 
3.012.53 
2.637.50 
2.393.95 
2.927.28 
4,974.48 
1.561.40 
1.365.10 
11.605.00 
21.838.50 
33,030.00 
20.307.50 
2.608.50 
$134,877.70 
CAPHAL kSSE XKISTZft 
AS OP B K B a n 31t 1M4 
LAB BQOZPHER 
B—arlatloa Taar Amount 
Plotation Machlaa Spllttara. Daaaity Scala, Mortar 
M d Paatia 
Jav Cruahar 
Air Coopraaaor 
Ilactric Aaaay Pumaca 
Hiaa* Lab Iquip*aac 
Oiac taflacta Praa Data Station, povur supply. 
laapa* priatar 
Laapa» dryar flltar* acatylaaa ratolator 
2 Johaaoa furnaeaa 
Analytical iami-uicro balaaca 
ICT Lab Praaaura Plltar, 48" x 4 roll Jar Mill 
Digit*! portabla scala, platform 4 vbaal kit 
Caha Modal 23 balaaca 
•abulixar, tafloa raatura 4 aaadla 
Plat c i U aad ataad 
lotor* corar. pagboard, caatrlfuga 
Spactroalc. acaraosooa povar pod aad ataad 
gxhauat fao 
Sub*total 
ADDITIONS 
Tarlataltlc Pusp 
8s 10 J>%wi%T Jav Cruahar 
Mlxco A310 Propa 
Chamical Ma tar lag Puap 
1 IP Motor v/app Coatrol 
2.06 laducar 10:1 
1985 Motor 
Ibarback 400 Shakar 
Hialaalt Puraaca 
Cricra 3 Phaaa Caa Opar Ovaa 
Sub-total Addltloaa $ 25.051.11 
Total Lab EqulpMa* $183,264.39 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
8 3,603.50 
3.811.00 
1.838.63 
10,519.44 
39.413.44 
38.666.63 
889.18 
8.040.00 
3.696.13 
9.378.3^ 
707.06 
5.493.22 
405.30 
628.80 
3.964.20 
2.165.i7 
983.88 
$158,213.28 
8 622.13 
7.666.88 
1.542.21 
303.61 
651.15 
187.11 
1.929.42 
819.96 
399.88 
10,928.76 
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CanXALiSSXT UGXSXU 
i t or M e c s a 31. i9u 
ttaacrlation Data l£J 
Saaalar Calibrator 
Tola. .020 S.S. a 10 Ser. 
Aaaljsar. OacaHata. Ooolaatara 
ate* X aorfla Dealaacar Traval S Kit 
Barkalay FaaaUaf Qaiu 
f talalaaa Staal Soloosld Talva 
Caafiltar. Faoar i fua? laad 
Moaltnr Valla 
Monitor Valla 
1*3 
1983 
1983 
19*3 
IM3 
1M3 
1982 
1982 
1903 
Sub-total 
$ 3.447.00 
1.393.20 
7.343.00 
4.341.03 
4,1*4.43 
344.36 
304.60 
33.114.04 
1.400.00 
$39,466.72 
19U Udltionn 
Wind lAcordlnf Sy«t« 
Ceopotltt Saapltr Syscts 
tvaperatim Station 
Portable Saaplinf Fuap 
Fortabla Sampling Fop 
Fortabla Sa*pli*t Fwp 
Daluxa Air Sampling Fop 
Daiuxa «Ux Saapli&c Fuap 
Lava T r l f ir 
Turbidiaacar 
laac Straaa Honltor 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1944 
1944 
1944 
1944 
1944 
1944 
1944 
1944 
Sub*total 
lav 
Kav 
Saw 
H«v 
Kav 
Kav 
Kav 
Kav 
Kav 
Kav 
Kav 
$ 3,032.16 
1,944.43 
1,212.19 
434.42 
434.42 
633.36 
733.69 
733.69 
144.34 
628.06 
496.17 
$10,713.17 
TOTAL 70,179.89 
AS or stcsaa IU it84 
leatloa Sya. v/Badlo 
mi 
1*2 
13 Htofclla Badloa - T*4JJa390QK Bodal 
3 Caaaaal Sean Baits 
1 Castor - Sncorley tadio 
2 Ballloa Badloa 
1 Badio VhoM 
3 Balkla Talklaa - Construction 
tacodar, Alart Caatral 
1 Inset Control Book Sot 
Basa Station Aatf 
OMC Badioo 
3 ttodoi 433H6J2434-8 !foblla 
4 Hodal 432ACJ0804-9 bad 
Battary Chargar 4 BKad Battery 
Sub-total ladles 
Talapbooa 
Installation 4 Cabla front ttlerovar* 
Talapbooa Systaa 
Additional Talapheua Eaulpaaat 
Mtr. Ball Cabin 17 lovar Gate 
UK Fovnr Supply 
Sub-total Talaphoaa 
Sob-total Coojnualeatlea tqulpaeat 
ABDITI0R3 
Additional talaphoaa Iqulpaaac 
Motorola land laid ladio 
Itotorola land laid tadlo 
Votorola Band Bald tadio 
Motorola Band Bald tadio 
2 Alart Bnaitora 
2 Blaaaaloa XV Badio Faaara 
2 aatataaa 
Motorola Band Bald Badio 
Cata Sncurlty Systaa) 
Total Addltiona 
flaead la 
Sarrleo 
1M2 
19*2 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1383 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1982 
1982 
1983 
1982 
1982 
[ i na
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
Raw 
Saw 
lav 
law 
law 
»aw 
«av 
Raw 
Raw 
Raw 
Aaoqnt 
$101.992.00 
81,683.03 
1183,473.03 
$ 19.331.3? 
668.39 
2.347.17 
2.131.00 
406.48 
410.60 
2,793.74 
808.30 
345.39 
9,500.00 
6.108.00 
580.50 
S 45.851.34 
* 7.348.44 
37.898.49 
20.332.66 
3.376.94 
7,455.00 
* 78.611.53 
$308.137.90 
5 8.210.03 
1.139.06 
1.159.06 
1.159.05 
762.30 
1.016.93 
703.50 
86.62 
1.271.70 
41.771.76 
I 37.300.01 
Total Coasjunlcatloas Equlpaaat S365.437.9l 
184 
oraiL AOB nsxsxn if or mamaju,vm 
rmtnim * rooms 
*m i 
N«* 2 
Hm 3 
»M«4 
i * t « 3 
*M« • 
ft«» 7 
1912 
•2-43 
1912 
19t2 
1912 
1912 
1964 
Aaooat 
$ U.TOO.U 
29.723.49 
33.U7.39 
37.931.79 
49.7*0.U 
12.U6.13 
17.77S.26 
TOTAL 9247.929.33 
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CaftXftL aSSEX HC1SOT 
a or Occam 31. is** 
nc nuairuu 4 tunas Faga I of 7 
Oaaatltr Paacrl»tl< 
2 
12 
ASZ Scoraga Cablaat 
Natal tooa-catas 
Draf t i n * Tablas 
Stool* v/caaters 
Sacracasy chairs 
Svtval TUc chair* 
Slak Armchairs 
SOT Metal Desk* 
72" Hecel Desk* 
72" Folding Tablaa 
fO" Folding Tables 
4 Drmr 711a Cabinets 
1 ttt«o** tUa Caalaata 
4 Drawer lateral Flla Cabinet 
Plan lola 300 Mf-30 tfasterf He 
Plan Bold Stick Files 271S 
laailtoa Flat Hap Fila. a/cap and b«a« 
Texas Instraeats. 1X-3130 Calculator 
Flaa Bold Stick File 27181-36, w/12 sticki 
4 Drawer legal f i l e cablaat 
64? "Trinc-VAC" Blueprint Xachlae. Modal 190-S 
Folarlod 640 Sua Caaara. v/Coast 1175 Bag 
Sharp Calculators Model CS-4166 
Sharp Calculator Modal CS-4266 
Mulel-drawer storaga cablaat 
Laalar Dictating Machlaa/TraascTlbiag Mac&iae 
Drafting Stools, browa 
Aaderaeo-Hickey 4 Drswar lagal f l la eablaacs 
IBM Manor? Typewriter. Hodal SO - USED 
Velo-Biader Hodal 123 
Andersoa-Iickay dasks. w/cheirs; 60" folding eabie 
Anderson-Hlckey flla cablaat 
Andersoa-Ilckey fl la cablaats 
Aaount 
1 373.00 
954.00 
1,2*5.00 
243.50 
340.00 
4.28*.30 
3,291.30 
3,978.44 
2.272.00 
2,279.34 
130.00 
902.86 
3,276.00 
4A4.QA 
409.00 
1,149.95 
2.473.36 
1.330.00 
89.25 
385.04 
163.83 
3,879.75 
111.19 
1,425.70 
285.14 
235.83 
1.088.85 
226.80 
1,006.S3 
1,837.62 
1,044.73 
920.73 
192.10 
375.69 
Sub-total $44,70C.U 
AS Of MCB^JSli lr *•«* 2 9i 7 4 
T»*r ' • * ' • ' 
492.44 
339.08 j fc^iaeia e i * « } J g 3.494.13 
« « • • • * • <*« WW 554.50 
St*** C*1** I S ? 573.30 
****** „ X 5 M»-»I 
StMleAM BMk 19M j 3 i . 3 l 
StMle»« Ut«rU f l U 1983
 4 J l < 3 l 
2 chairs. I • !***• * * « • • " • IJM
 J A l 25 
tlrco u b U "J3. 1.437.53 
n r i e i l t T«bU ' " 479.10 
Itaif. Mr. •*<• } J g 2,203.38 
SMlf, fir« **/• W « L729.52 
for. ftftttwr * $ twd
 l t y 1983 3 5 0 # 7Q 
C«bia«cs 4 CouM«rteo - •**«. 1983 
Wca. I t . r * r U . « t o r 983 J ? 4 # w 
HierW* £•»
 t b#ach JJJ5 3.160.00 
f in . pha-pbUt * U « * £ 1983
 WM 
456*1. «tor*f« cabiaat 1982 
gicrovsv* —"" 
187 
m c n i a n 
CAPITAL ASSET uszsm 
u or DgggnJi. 1W4 
a m ninuuii * ruiuus fas* 3 of 7 
gsusx 
t 
2* 
• 
i 
2 
1* 
21 
A 
1 
92 
2 
12 
33 
3 
3 
S 
41 
S3 
1 
2 
ft 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
4 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
D—crlatloa 
Calculator - Sharp 
Caaks - 30 a 40 
Soaks - 36 x 72 
Oaaka * Saeratarlal 
Tablaa 34 x 72 
Tabla* 30 x 60 
Filaa - 4 draaar 
m a s - 2 drawar 
Utaral Fila 
Utaral FUa Sats 
Cabiaata - 2 drawar 
Bookcasaa 
Vase* Baakaea 
Draftint tablaa 
Drafting Seoola 
Chairs - Saeratarlal 
Chairs - Swival 
Chair* - i n 
Lithe Tabla - Haalltoa 
Chairs 
Filaa - Oravlnss - Eaglnaarlaf 
Pl*a Sold Mascar PUa 
Filaa - 5 drawar - aajlnaariag 
Caaio Calculator 
Kay Cabiaat • Sacurlty 
VCX and TV 
Chair - Saeratarlal 
Cabisat - Saoka 
Xaeapeloa Daak 
Iliads - Hangar's Offlea & Coafaraaea looa 
Kiaaral Caaa 
Klaaral Padastals 
tabla - Daak - Xaaagar 
Sofa • 7* laeaptlaa 
Sofa - Maaagar 
Club Chairs - lacaptioa 
Scaao* - Hgr. Sac. 
Oaak - S9c, - Mar. 
Filaa « Utaral Wood 
Cradaasa - Wood 
Aawme 
$ 248.38 
8,277.37 
2.MS.60 
2,393.31 
137.50 
948.01 
3.439.80 
434.70 
429.43 
283.72 
394.80 
1.001.70 
87.67 
1.307.25 
278.78 
378.00 
4,498.73 
3.455.87 
613.46 
367.50 
2.694.39 
1.815.40 
1.302.00 
137.15 
340.20 
1.732.50 
199.53 
207.90 
2.940.00 
1.470.00 
892.50 
630.00 
2.520.CO 
1.260.00 
1.155.00 
1.365.00 
430.50 
1.738.75 
2,100.00 
1,575.00 
Sub-:otal $55,887.39 
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OJUtL aSSC USVSOX 
J o , mam* *Vri™ 
813.73 
Chair - Ixaeutl»u 5 ' 7 7 5 , « 
Chair* - Coafaraaca 1.732.30 
Chairs - Jlaa - Maaatar 443.73 
S 3 r a - Slaa - lacaoclaa 771.75 
aaaa - tacascloa 472.30 
Caffaa labia - laeaptioa U7.30 
- lcaaa - laeaptioa 63.00 Clock - laeaptioa 131.25 
• Irasa - laeaptioa
 42o.OO Caffca tabU - Kattajar W5.00 
Tabla Ua* 1.050.00 
Picture 237•25 
Calculator - Mwroe 2713 961.80 
Calculator* - *»*»• M M 2.285.01 
Daak - Steeleaa* 1.971.06 
Credeaxas 2.293.20 
Daak* - Secretarial 4.060.88 
fllaa - * draver 2,003.40 
fUa* - 2 draver 958.92 
Chair. 305.76 
tabla - 30 x 60 1.380.23 
Chairr - Snivel 571.20 
Chair* - $!«• 6*9-90 
D«,k - A4H 3Ca.70 
Dask - A4H 146.16 
Chair* - Stock 362.10 
Chairs - Swivel 576.45 
Tilaa - U | a l 207.46 
Bookcases 1*0-70 
labia* - 30 x W 456.48 
Chalkboards 426.41 
tabla - Stotate 402.78 
tabla - Dispatch 319.41 
Sort Module 135.08 
Bookcase 1.433.00 
Oasis* - Interior 240.45 
Calculator - Sharp OS 2186 1.575.00 
Sotkcsse - Haaas" 1.365.00 
Cabiaat - Coaiaraaca .'.Joa _ _ _ — 
Sub-total S37.95i.79 
189 
CAPITAL ASSET UCISTCt 
AS or meson 31. isa* «. « • * 
t o n roanxote 4 nznass '*•" 5 o t 7 
Pescrtptloe Aaouat 
Iliad - Maaacer's Sec. * 126.00 
Oratbud Projector - 8 4 1 322.90 
Projector 14« 933.45 
Projector - Slide 442.50 
tables - 30 x 34 (51.53 
Desk - Secretarial 573.30 
Desks - Teral&al 0/P 451.53 
Shreader 448.49 
Iliad - Adalalstratloa Bldi. 2.947.85 
Files 1.433.25 
Chairs - Stack 281.40 
Coat tacks 130.04 
Chaira « Side 250.74 
Bookcases * Claaa Doors - Environ. 356.38 
Bookcases 394.90 
Typewriter - 75 2.047.50 
Typewriter - SelectTic 1.084.75 
Bulletin Board 440.69 
Chair? - Stack 282.24 
Shelving - Office Supplies 421.47 
Caaera 4 VCB. Equipment 11.355.44 
Typewriters 4 Eleaants 7,371.50 
Kodak ProJ., Video 4 Zoos 477.20 
Desk - D/P Control 570.89 
Microwave Oven 878.85 
Microwave Oven 839.41 
Acae Visible File - Werehouse 8,413.97 
Bliad - Maintenance Bldf. 2.277.79 
Calculator - HP 262.49 
Desk - Secretarial 573.93 
Files 328.15 
File 164.46 
Desk 549.01 
Desk 571.93 
Sub-total S49.760.13 
190 
cijQjt A5sn ncxsro 
ccn IUMIIUI* * nnwa AS Of M B » .
3 l
_* ,
l
^. t Pa*a 6 of 7 
t « M M t 
24 
20 
T T ^ f ^ s — c y ^ ^ - $ 866.04 
«*-.!,. . 30 X «0 449.40 
S S » - «•**•* **• 22S*04 
aa lxs « M i n i 175.14 
taalss - foUiaf *33.02 
£aka - 30 x 60 250.95 S S , . i n 163.80 
Chairs - Sld« 470.54 
ft.<w - Stack 129.26 
takU - Baca Station 191.32 
Chair - foat 194.04 
J l l T - Daak Sioa 571.93 
teak 1.939.97 
T r p . t i t . r - 7 3 657.30 
Calculator* - Caaio 481.90 
Calculators - Kf 603.68 
Takla - Draltia* 611.61 
fflaa fUa 570.89 
Oaak - 0/f Coatrol 2.778.97 
neaa Sooths
 m m 141.41 
talaohoaa Stand - Oak - lacapt.
 J 1 9 . 9 2 
ferk Station „ 
Sub-total S12.126.13 
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SDCSt HZII 
GtfXZIL ASSET IZCXSTOL 
AS or M a m 31. 19*4 
ADOUMB TO iimuim 4 ramus r«s« 7 of 7 
Oeans^cj, P—crlntlom amount 
XL Smith Cocoa* Ilactrlc Typewriter 
Teimtnal U34AA 
41CT l/f Calculator 
fforcakl* Beater 
Steclcaae Lateral file 
•erlsemeal Iliad 
IOC •/? Calculator 
l/P 41C Calculator 
•/» 13C Calculator 
XBf Selectrlc III 
Acco Binder lacks 
Xlaetrlc Copy Bolder 
Lyoa Shelving 
Stealcase Laterlal FU« 
Vacuus 
Stealcase Chair 
Vacuum accessories 
Microwave 
Lyoa Cabinet 
Credensa 
Bookcase 
Bookcase 
IBM Electronic Typewriter 
IBM Electronic Typewriter 
Lyoa Cabinets 
Buf Zapper 
Terminal Stand 
Krey lettering. Set 
Storage Cabinet 
Terminal Stand 3 Drawer 
Terminal Stand 2 Drawer 
Storage lack 
Fixed Storage Shelf 
ft? 41C Calculator 
Universal Dial Scale 
I 179.37 
1,270.00 
219.29 
37.46 
293.79 
114.75 
40.16 
232.31 
112.34 
2.331.S2 
363.12 
161.30 
U9.lt 
273.69 
137.48 
417.08 
37.01 
2S3.33 
373.41 
327.22 
241.11 
331.48 
2,172.98 
2,326.73 
341.44 
177.29 
240.10 
714.64 
662.03 
930.72 
303.33 
118.82 
196.31 
192.80 
174.49 
Sub-total $17,778.26 
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tffBCOl. MZHZ 
CAPITAL ASSET 1ZGISTSI 
AS or o t c s o n 31. 1984 
TXAISPOITATIOH EQOTPMOT P«C« I of 2 
loalo. >o« 
18-001 
18-002 
18-004 
14-003 
18-008 
18-007 
18-008 
18-009 
18-011 
18-012 
18-014 
18-013 
18-018 
18-017 
18-019 
18-021 
18-024 
18-023 
18-026 
18-028 
18-030 
18-031 
18-032 
16-033 
16-034 
16-035 
16-036 
16-037 
16-038 
16-039 
16-040 
13-301 
13-502 
13-303 
13-304 
13-303 
13-306 
13-507 
13-520 
13-524 
Poocrlatloo T««r Aoounc 
'82 Tot* LID Sodaa 
'82 Ford LIB Sodaa 
'82 FlOO 2x4 Walt. 
•12 7230 2x4 Srova 
'82 7140 4x4 81ack/Silvor 
•82 7140 4x4 Black/SilTor 
'82 ri30 2x4 l/lr. 
'82 7140 4x4 Walt. 
'82 Station Wogoa Brova Caov. 
'13 7100 2x4 Unit. 
'82 7100 2x4 Bluo 
'82 Broeco Brova 
'82 7100 2x4 Silvtr 
'82 Aabulaaec 
'82 Broaeo B«i|t 
'82 Sodaa Whitt LTD 
'82 Caov 4x4 Short Box tfalca 
'82 P/U F140 4x4 Taa 
'82 P/U FUO 2x4 Bluo 
'82 Vaa Silver 
'82 Vaa Bluo 
'82 F230 4x4 Vhito 
'82 F260 4x4 Tin 
'82 F260 4x4 Maroon 
'82 F260 4x4 Bluo 
'82 F260 4x4 Bod 
'82 F140 4x4 Taa 
'82 F140 4x4 Vbleo 
'82 F140 4x4 Vhlto 
*81 Q C 4x4 Crow Cob 1 tea 
'81 Q C 4x4 Crow Cob I con 
Sub-
Voldlag Truck 
Crooo Truck 
Sorvico Truck 
Sorvlco Truck 
Sorrlco Truck 
Fuol 6 Lubo Truck (old) 
7uol 6 Lubo Truck (now) 
Aaf o Truck 
1981 Q C Osod Dolivcry 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1981 
1981 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
•cecal 
S 10,123.34 
10.035.95 
9.117.54 
9.460.80 
10.707.33 
10.785.83 
8.844.86 
10.481.20 
10.069.72 
8.872.85 
8.983.71 
12.189.86 
8.801.82 
23,670.00 
11.543.36 
10.409.74 
10,170.90 
10,969.09 
8,648.02 
12.U3.77 
12.290.75 
14,716.85 
10,700.00 
10,700.00 
10,700.00 
10,700.00 
9,955.00 
10,625.95 
10.700.15 
9,850.00 
9,850.00 
$336,818.39 
$ 41,221.70 
76,598.30 
12,308.90 
12,308.90 
12.308.90 
104,334.86 
23.507.11 
38,831.00 
7,661.68 
Sub-cocal 8331.081.35 
13J 
CAFIIAL ASSET IXC1STH 
AS or otcsan 1984 r«t« 2 of 2 
Paocrl»glfltt Tor 
Tgaaafar 
14-043 '81 1/2 con Chovrolac pickup 1984 
Sab-cocal 
Amount 
$ 7.478.40 
$ 7,478.40 
|9«4 Addition* 
8sW 
ff«v 
9«od 
1978 OR Pise Ouap 
1984 Ford F260 
1984 Ford F260 
1984 Fard F26Q 
1984 Fard Bronco 
1975 Fard Tira Truck 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
Sub-coc»l 
TOXAI. 
$ 10.698.43 
11.373.97 
11,373.97 
11,373.97 
14,823.57 
10.550.00 
$ 70,795.93 
$746.174.07 
SCKDULE 
A. AOMtSBnuOKfi DOmtTMENT-
TUt 
R.H. Gcaeral 
M S . CoamBcr 
A.& Haaau Reaoaraa Sapv. 
E«id,G.M. Earir/Occapi Hcaha 
Farr.T.T. Pfofraaaacr Aaalyst 
D. G. Gcmrai Aeeoaataat 
W.G. Sacarity Suparriaor 
VidulLi. Stfety/TrtimatCoor. 
S.A. Budfet Aaalyst 
B.S. Sacarity Guard 
J.M Sacarity Guard 
EDaagtoLE. B. Security Guard 
HeburtJ. P. Sacarity Guard 
Jacob**. S. L Security Guard 
Loofioa. V. F. Security Guard 
Taylor, T. E. Sacarity Guard 
Ztatawr. L. W . Security Guard 
Greenes. C Secretary I 
Thomas, J. Payroll Clerk 
Btaasar.M Accoaating Clerk VI 
M.T.L. Accoaatiat Ckrk V! 
Waottoo, S. Humaa Resources Clerk 
Mogul. H. J Receptionist/Clerk 
TOTAL 23 
•A i of May 2. IMS 
K-l 
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•LMDlOnunMENT* 
TW. 
r , L £ MOI 
r . * , E M 3 / M C L 
ILJ. Gm MM Prod. S«p». 
Be* H E . MB 
M & a SawMOl 
Hd&Bta. J. E. Sr, MSI McttHwgbt 
LMI.A.G. . Mil Shift Saprvitor 
Jtobitoa*CJ. MS Shift Sapimwr 
Wifliama. R. A. . . Mill Shift Svpwriaor 
Darary. G. B. MiO MetaUargni 
J. M . Mctattvfica, U b Tech. 
ICY. McuUvfkal U b Teeh. 
C . R . . Mid Chant* 
Backlsy.L.1. Chemical U b Tech. 
Cox. L R . Chemical Ub Tech. 
Dwilta. J. Chemical U b Te^i. 
Maatz. 0. & Chemical Ub Tech. 
Sortmoa, E.B. Cbemicai U b Tech. 
Story, A. L Chemical Ub Tech. 
Wrifht, P. P. Cbemicai U b Tech. 
Boiioder. K M Sample Prep. Tech. 
Coates. J. Sample Prep. Tech. 
Edwards. W. M Sample Prep. Tech. 
Hfcrr, 8. R. Sample Prep. Tech. 
Goiat.J.A. MillOerk 
TOTAt 25 
AtofMay2,l9tS 
K-2 
SCHEDULE I 
C MINE DCMMMENT* 
•nm 
J. C Miaa Sapariatea&at 
Falter. W. W. QM hUrn Eaciaatr 
Kan*a,L.D. CMafKimGaoiofi* 
Aaay.L. Mat Shift Sasc-raor 
Fadditt.T.1. Sawr MUM Gcotogist 
Httt.IL Drill A Mast FOROBUI 
E.F. l«aa Shift Supervisor 
J.T. Savor Mine Eatjaeer 
Salts. ! t C . Miae Shift Supervisor 
BryaauM. A Geofafist I 
Goodwia, J. C. Gaototm I 
Koines. B. J. Miaa Eacineer 
Lloyd. D. F. Draftsaaa/Samyor 
FoOcck. W. J. Draftseiaa/Sttrvcyor 
Vodopkh. R. M Draftsmio/Sareyor 
Johnson. & F. GeotoficsJ Technician 
Stanger. L. W Geotofical Technician 
Cordova, C O Mine Clerk 
Stcadmaa. M Stenographer II 
TOTAL 19 
• As of May 2. 19SS 
KO 
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SCHEDULE! 
D. MAINTENANCE DQMTMENT* 
Thte 
Uada.CL. Maim. 
Buut .LJ . General Maim. Fort/Mffl 
VMfta.A.C General Mant F«c/Miac 
FrHCRcka L. H. • « «,.• . .„. Pleat Services Sepr« 
Gcnfc^J N Maim. Meek Sep*./Miae 
HytrtfcW J . Maim. Meek Sapvo/Miee 
Morgaa. 1W, .. . . Maim. Medu/Elec. Supv 
Otter, CO. .co . . . . . Maim. Medi/Efec Sep*. 
Stern, L L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maim. Mach/Etee. Sapr. 
W»ttOQ.G.!L Maiai Meeti/Elee, Sepv. 
Bteazard. D. G. Minerals Empire II 
Clatter, C.L Minerals Eafineer II 
DieU. J. D . Wuebcase Siepervtsor 
Salisbury. G. Wuehoase Clerk 
Sdnoasoo, M. Bayer Expediter 
Vixwaller, F.J. . «.«.. Warehouse Clerk 
Wilkinson. C E. Warehouse Clerk 
Thomas. C, Maintenance Clerk 
TOTAI. 19 
• As of May 2. 1915 
K-4 
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•.Baa* 
A. ROUlUr MUX EMP10YEE MSIZB* 
t. B e e t Albert MB Operator III 
2. Berta. Deaa> L. Mffl Operator HI 
3. B n i i i a a i . Larry H. MiflOperatorl 
4. Ceaaaferio, H m t t R. Mffl Operator 1 
5. Craws. WBBasi ML M3I Operator 1 
6. Daaaalfc Jaeaah P. M 3 Operator U 
7. Dvftk WBJhaa R. M3 Operator I 
f. EfaMttB. Derid D. MiDOperatarl 
9. E M M . Robert B. MiB Operator Trainee 
IflL ifaataa. Theodora M MSI Operator Trainee 
11. Hartley. Bobby L. MiB Operator I 
1 1 Hollar. Michael MiU Operator I 
13. Joanne, Gicadoa MiB Operator II 
14. Uveas.TadR. MiflOperatorl! 
1.. Lctthaa, Bwfce W. MiB Operator Trainee 
16. McFariaad. Kcvia C MiU Operator III 
17. Miflcr.HalR MiB Operator II 
It. Moadraaoa. Danny F. MiB Operator III 
19. Packer. Brian W MiB Operator tl 
2a Petenoe, Rath K MiB Operator t 
21. Roflie. Doyle S. MiBOpentorlU 
21 Roeadv Richard L MiB Operator Tniaee 
23. Schiadler, Mickey K. MiflOperatorl 
24. Shaben. Robert G. Hdper/MUl 
25. Skehon, F. Oeaae MiflOperatorl 
26. Saaires. Jody B. , MiB Operator III 
27. Strickland, Owaise MiU Operator Trainee 
2t. Tat*. Mark D. MiB Operator II 
29. Tiaata, Doefla* G MiB Operator I 
3a Torres,icw& Mill Operator H 
31. Ytierie, Leak O. MiflOperatorl 
31 WBRhca,Joha MiflOperatorl 
33. YaOovma. Matthew MiB Operator III 
34. Uetbasw WiBtaai K. MiflOperatorl 
•AiafMay2.19tS 
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SCHEMJIEI 
ft BOUtUT M M OIPUrYEEROSTOV 
1. Girai Doaati M. Shove!Operator 
1 MaDot. Doaatd F. Shovel Operator 
J. Robiaeoa, Robert J. Shovel Operator 
4. SofviGorteT. Shovel Operator 
1 C*aa*aaft,3naIX MteOperuarl! 
4 CeftChdaDi ak-i Shovel Operator 
7. Ona.ftkhwiP. Shovel Operator 
t Garcia, ftvdra R Mia* Operator 1 
9. Orcfer. Raaai* ft. Mia*Operator 1 
10. Tiiigrehirtrr, DtridR. Mist Operator II 
11. Park, Edward L. . Mae Operator 11 
12. WBvMt U w A. . Orfll Operator 
13. An*. Ray Doa Mia*Operator i 
14. Seflu Saady M. Mis*Operator 1 
15. Shaman. AOca ft. Mia* Opera** I 
11 Ivarr. Moatt R. Operator I 
17. Bradford. £ Kay Drill Operator 
It. QvJa0,RatkS. Haalaae/^ vater Truck Driver 
19. Wlp, Sidney ft MiaeOperator II 
20. Sanaa. Kcaay H Miae Operator I! 
21. Thomas, Jack L Mia* Operator t 
22. Csmphrfl, Robert ft. Mice Operator ! 
23. Boon. Hcary L Mine Operator I 
24. Loaf. WuTea J. Miae Operator I 
25. PeaacB. David R. Miae Operator 1 
2€. vJfaekr. Clair £. Miae Operator 1 
27. WQKaoH, Deraa J. Miae Operator I 
21. BttterieM. Craif E. Miae Operator (1 
29. McClare. Rkaard L. Miae Operator fl 
30. Cow'aatoa, Robert X. Miae Operator II 
31. Pare, Law W. Haabfe/Wuer Track Driver 
32. WMcbefa. Alfred Miae Operator II 
33. Cranky. Rkaard. R Miae Operator III 
34. Davis. Gey.. Drill Operator 
35. Greca, Gary W Drill Operator 
34. Ahtaraaa. Todd ft Mine Operator Trainee 
37. Brave, Doaakl £ Drill Operator 
31. Ivarr, Taooau A. Kauitfe/Watcr Truck Driver 
39. HeoajafMB. Rkaard C Powder Crew Worker 
40. Pkiip Jr, Sdo*y B. Miae Operator III 
41. Bakar. Joseph S. Hadar/Wwer Track Driver 
42. Diva. Keith £ Expferaaoo Drill Operator 
•A*ofMay2.19tS 
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SCHEDULE K 
K B e e * beaky* 
1. I n f i l l , Oris Mechanic II 
2. I I toil l fakwen 
3. Majeaar, (Heart W. Ifernaair II 
4 Otfecr. Fraafe M. Mechaakll 
1 Taa^iinit.JaaaA. Mechanic n 
4. Saahart. Larry K. MeehaakI 
?. torvalar. Robert L. Mcckikl 
l 0 1 — • , BoyG. Mectaakl 
9. Jactaoa, RoMfl D. MeehaakI 
10. Revuea, Gary I . MeehaakI 
11. Ebart. Wiftka K. Mecheaklll 
11 Garcia. Adoe Bernard Mecheak m 
13. Wither*. Wiyae B. Mecbaak 11 
14. Eastaaa. Georee J. Macfaaak I 
15. Nciboa. James It Mechaak II 
16. Otanaaas. Kenneth E. Mechaak II 
17. Barat, Ronald D. Mechanic II 
It. Alfred. Mark D. Mechanic III 
19. Wauoa, Janes Wesley Mechanic III 
20. Gcadea. Vaace E. Mechanic I 
21. Mackstoe. WtUian R. Mechanic I 
21 SeDkaa. Roflia L Mechanic I 
23. WOces, Steve D. Mechanic II 
24. fin •aim ITnlM r Mechanic Trainee 
25. Daeracfa. Robert A. Iastr. Tech 1 
26. Ryaa.Crai|B. Mechanic II 
27. Sayckr. Jiatay R. . Electrician I 
2t. Cabooa. Spencer Mechanic III 
29. Bcaaett. Marie C Mechaak III 
30. Harvard. H. Val lastr. Tech I 
31. toaancx. Daaay R. Mechanic II 
•Asof May 2.19*5 
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EXHmrr i 
PMXNXTION MYMENT 
Getty Gold Mine Company, a Dataware corporation its successor) and assies ("Grantor'*), 
hereby grants to Texaco Inc. 2000 Westchester Avenue, White Plains, New Yorlk 10650, a Delaware 
corporation its successors and assigns ("Grantee"), for the sum of Tea Dollars (S10.00) and other good 
tad sufficient consideration a production payment in the gold recovered from the real property 
described on Exhibit 1-A attached hereto, situated in Tooele and Utah Counties, Utah (the "Real 
Property 1 , calculated and paid as described below, until the total amounts paid hereunder to Grantee 
aggregat* the sum of Nine MBlioa Dollars ($9,000,000). 
The production payment granted hereunder shall be calculated and paid in the following manner 
For each calendar month, commencing with the tot full calendar month after the date hereof, 
in which the average daily dosing price of gold, as established by the Handy It Harmon daily base 
price average for such month, (the "Quote") as published in Metals Weeks or its recognized 
successor in the publication of gold quotations exceeds S3t5 per troy ounce (the "Recovery 
Month") Grantor shall pay to Grantee an amount on or before the 21st day of the month following 
the Recovery Month, equal to the total number of troy ounces of gold recovered from the Real 
Property during the Recovery Month, multiplied by one-half of the difference between the average 
daily dosing price of gold for the Recovery Month, as established by the Quote, and $385 If the 
Handy ft Harmon daily base price average is unavailable, the Quote shall be the daily average of 
the COMEX gold prices for the Recovery Month, or if the COMEX price is unavailable, then the daily 
average of the Loodon Price Fixing for the Recovery Month. 
Example: 
Total troy ounces of gold recovered during Recovery 
Month: 5,000 troy ounces 
Quote: $485 
Amount due: (5.000 X .50 (S4*5 - S3S5)) - $250,000 
The total number of troy ounces of gold recovered during any Recovery Mont it shall be the tout 
number of troy ounces of gold recovered from the Real Property during the Recovery Month and shall 
indude ail gold recovered from ore that is mined, milled refined or otherwise extracted, including any 
gold which may be recovered by heap leaching and which constitutes total monthly productioo of gold, 
as recorded u Carbon In Leach (CIL) production in troy ounces for such Recovery Month. 
To have and to hold said Production Payment unto Grantee, in accordance with the terms set forth 
above, forever. 
So long as the Production Payment granted hereby remains in force and effect. Grantor at its own 
expense* shall furnish to Grantee not later than thirty (30) days after the close of each calendar quarter, 
a statement of the total number of troy ounces recovered during each month of suclh calendar quarter. 
The Grantee shall have the right to inspect the records of the Grantor on seven days4 notice to verify the 
total number of troy ounces of gold recovered during any month. 
At such time as Grantee shall have received the total sum of $9,000,000, the production payment 
granted hereunder shall automatically terminate and Grantee's interest in and to the Real Property 
shall be automatically extinguished. 
This instrument is executed without warranty of title, express or implied. 
The rights of Grantor and of Grantee pursuant to the terms hereof shall be determined by the laws 
of the State of Utah. 
WITNESS the hand of said Grantor this day of 1915 
GETTY GOLD MINE COMPANY 
»y -
Its 
Attest: 
202 
Suitor 
COUNTY or )• 
Oaths dtyof . I t 
. «a» was ky a* daty i m or laraaidid ay not at a tt* 
. qf Qtmf G0U> H w Cot awnr. t Ddnwit corsoreoos. M i tan i 
of its by-tavs or t i w U a of its Board of Directors, 
to a* tbtt aid oarpanuna cwauai tat 
NotMyhbbe 
My CaBUMMoa Expiree 
Mnaral & m y 
Clala nam 
ClfMIOft 
IntamtdUta 
Ingot 
Iadtx 
Oalta 
Go1dan Spray 
Golden Oreaa 
General Sheraan 
l i t t l e Joint 
Silver tell 
Ouap #1 
Traaway lode 
Crescent 
Gladstone #1 
Gladstone #2 
Oldsoury 
Hark Cory 
leadvllla #3 
Ten Forty 
Gold Oust 
Sold Oust f2 
Gulch 
Sunflower 
Id«ho 
Idaho #2 
THHe 
Stvtn Thirty 
Constitution 
Baltic #2 
Caltdonla 
Frtt Tradt 
Vedge 
tome 
Ouap #2 
Shaman 
Jonas tonanza 
Cant11a SalIt 
Gold Mng 
Aba Lincoln 
luateer 
3033 
3033 
3033 
3033 
3033 
3033 
3033 
3033 
3526 
3120 
3120 
3120 
3120 
37SS 
3479 
3479 
3479 
3479 
3479 
2941 
2941 
2941 
2941 
2941 
3166 
3166 
3166 
3166 
3166 
3166 
3166 
3166 
3168 
Lot 149 
3120 
2957 
2957 
Lot 46 
3086 
Grots 
AcrMOje* 
Mara or 
Lass 
84.97 
8.840 
20.680 
4.59 
3O86(axce0t portion lying 
within Utah County, UT) 
•ecordlng Oata of 
Conveyance Into 
Grantor In Tooele, 
County. 
8k. 185 
ft. 185 
ft. 185 
ft. 185 
ft. 185 
ft. 185 
ft. 185 
ft. 185 
ft. 189 
ft. 189 
ft. 189 
ft. 189 
ft. 189 
ft. 189 
ft. 189 
ft. 189 
ft. 189 
ft. 189 
ft. 189 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 199 
ft. 190 
ft. 205 
ft. 204 
ft. 138 
ft. 191 
ft. 191 
Utah 
Pg. 312 
Pg. 312 
Pg. 312 
Pg. 312 
Pg. 312 
Pg. 312 
Pg. 312 
Pg. 312 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 719 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 763 
Pg. 22 
Pg. 338-
339 
Pg. 566-
568 
Pg. 980-
981 
Pg. 617 
Pg. 617 
£1*. 
« _ , , toeor4i«« Ort« •* 204 
r T C firontor 1« Tooolo. 
_ » . 202 * . 
81H S *!• Ut tU felt* 
SSoTi.) *« 
C1121 ^ " 
sits 
Hf3 
JIO 
310 
« « fit. I t l P|. §2S 
Croyloll ' l 3102 « • 
•ro, t i l l f t 3 1 * 
M » » ii . i7 ft.» * m 
ft. 2W P|. 97«-
W t w r 3g3 „ . f77 
S«* 3071 , , , K 
„,« ft. 1** * • **' 
I f »I 22 ft.!« * »! W 317J J # m J}. St, 
Cold Com #1 3i;{ J .
 19S J}. SA9 COM Colo #2 3171
 m m „ # S49 
COU C01« #3 3UJ „ .
 19S „ . 549 Colo Coin #4 317J ^
 l f 5 „ . 5»s 
Cold Com M 317{ * . , « o, . 549 
Cold Com * 31JJ ^
 1 fS »,. 549 
Cold Com #7 3171 I M . W 
Ok 200 *0. 4S3 
Sonotfrd , 3101 £ g J * . 4S3 
Sonobtrd * . 1 J101 ^ ^ j »,. 453 
Songbird Mo. 2 3101 « • ' • 
« ft. 195 *9« WS-
Stor of tfco «OSt 44 » , . 939 
UMtO 04k HO. 2 *49 
totlquc HO. 2 3153 
Mtrcur 60ld 1 * * #1 7204 Cold lor #3 7204 
Lou 1 , 3, 4, S. and 11 of Hock 1 , 
Sovtnsido No. 2 Subdivision. Lots r 
tftrw 10 (ote1udm« Lot 2) Hock 2, 
Soutfcsido Subdivision. Lets 1 tnrouon c. 
Hock 3, Sowtfcsido Subdivision, Mtrcur 
ft. 19t r ) . IZS Tonnslto. 
Lot 22. Soetloo 7, TowsMo I gtS'lSS 3 «o»t. Sojt L*o 
l a u and - t r ld lo* . Tooolo. County.
 1 f 2 h # M 
Stttt of t i t * . * w " 
lit S%VJ»5 «•ToM,t C o g r t »* "**rtwr 
Hffpra «m« CLAWS 
•WET — y 
U t 87 
1 * 4 2 
uta 
uta U t OS 
U t 17 
U t 40 
U t 80 
U t 70 
U t 71 
far. »3110 
far. O110 
far. 18112 
utn 
UK 71 
U t 71 
U t 7 2 
far. #3248 
U t 74 
U t 74 
U t 7 4 
U t 74 * 
far. #T38 
far. 13131 
far. a i 3 f 
far. #3131 
Sap. 13071 
far. #2040 
far. *2IM 
far. mm far. #3323 
far. 93087 
far. #3087 
far. #2984 
far. 92S04 
far. #2977 
far. #2077 
far. 12077 
far. #2070 
far. #2070 
far. #3201 
far. #2082 
far. #3321 
far. #3200 
far. #3200 
far. #3200 
far. #3011 
far. #3S11 
far. #3204 
far. #3329 
far. #3204 
far. #3204 
far. #3112 
far. #3012 
far. #3S12 
far. #3812 
far. #3812 
far. #3812 
far. #3812 
far. #3812 
far. #3812 
far. #3812 
far. #3812 
far. #3812 
a*2_iS4 
Nvar 
#4Ml«t*#2 
Marti 
SMtftH* #2 
Apt! 
* • * . . 
* u # t 
M i l * 
rVanrt 
UlM 
•JR1« #4} 
R*tt1« #8) 
f«J*feWJ ) 
8Hctl*r4) 
•VtMll ) 
J»t1«* ) 
* » * ) 
S«Mf1!lfct 
UOyNiy ) 
faltort ) 
fa111V«ft ) 
#rvt«xi«« T«Mff 
U r t T l a H 
Mr* Ttett •>. 2 
Mr* Itats «». 3 
hart* of SantMi 
FwNfanntal 
OrusitooMr) 
•oofidty ) 
fetal ) 
Hard Ttat H 
Indtsttttnct ) 
0tf1«M» ) 
livlfiitor ) 
MMgi flf «ol<J) 
8.8. ) 
H»9't ) 
farprls* ) 
CiCtMOMr 
Hob tor 
OrUf* 
tWtvcft 
TflKNK 
Mrrttt 
Htrrttt #1 
Mrrttt n 
0t4 6«r4 
?4M«l9Vt 
U t t t t ««t 
U M 
8414 Flit ) 
8*f«l4 
Ovff«14 frutim 
Otteucfci 
FVMCM 
•jr BHM 
l * U M #1 
Ctoar Irovt 
U4rle 
C«4rie (ft 
C*4ric #3 
CMlOVil* 
mny I M 
w. am 
Ser. #3403 
Sir. #3403 
Ser. #3483 
Sir. #3403 
Sw. #3403 
Sor. #3483 
Str. #3483 
S v . #3403 
$*•. #3403 
CLAIW M X 
tolly ¥arde* 
Oolly far den Fraction 
John Attn 
Tanfcte S1r1 
Vancae Slrl #2 
Yankee Slrl #3 
Tanfcte «1r1 Fraction 
Custer to. 2 
miler 
m i l * - Fraction 
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u e > m y . Let #74 
•HcknN. itt m 
touihetoir. S ir . #2948 
Caeheejuer, S r . #2f70 
is* toy. Str. #2970 
Jettice. Let #72 
Rafale. Ser. #2977 
Flrtarcn, Sir. #2912 
•etlester. Sir. #2984 
ftfftfaeental 1. Sur. #3078 
Herd Ttan #2. Sir. #3136 
Ortefa, Sr . #3291 
Potest, 1st #72 
Vulture, Lot #72 
toemJey, Sir. #2948 
Protective Tariff, lot #74 
T m t t . &r . #2321 
Arts. Lot #72 
Defiance. Sir. #308? 
8.8.. Sir. #2977 
Sirpr 1st. S r . #2977 
Node* of fiold. Sur. #2984 
Independence. Sur. #3087 
Hard Tints, Sir. #3138 
natal, Sr . #2948 
Smwflttt. Sir. #3246 
Little vee. Sir. #3284 
0*2 
S/12/36 
88C0M HmtKl 
8/22/38.209066.3O, 358 
• 209667.3O, 3S8-9 
• 209668.3O, 3S9 
• 209669.3O, 359-60 
• 209870.3a, 380 
• 20967L3O. 361 
209872-3O, 311.2 
• 209873.3O, 362 
« 209674.3O, 363 
• 209675.30 , 363 
" 209676-3O, 364 
• 209677.3O, 364-5 
• 209678-3O, 36S 
• 209679-3O, 366 
• 209680-30, 366-7 
• 209681-30, 367 
• 209682-3O, 367-6 
209663-3O, 369 
• 209664.3O. 369 
• 209635-30, 369-70 
• 209686-3O, 370 
209637-3O. 371 
209638-3O, 371 
209689-3O, 372 
• 209690-30, 372-3 
• 209891-30, 373 
209692-3O, 373-4 
WHgUL LEAStS 
1. Lotto dated u of Hard) 1, 1973. as enanaad by Antndnent of l eas t 
dated Oocenter 5, 1973 between Secranento Cold Mining Conpany, a Utan corpora-
t ion and Cold Standard, Inc . , • Utah corporation, a MoMrandun of l o u t 
dattd at of "arch 1, 1973, bain* rocordod in 8ook 188 at Page 35-38, records 
of Taotlt County, Utan. 
2 . Lotto data* « of Mare* 1 , 1973, as eeended by Anenonent of H u e 
dattd Oocenter S, 1973 between fethnell and S»ener Corporation, a Utah cor-
poration aid Christine 6. Morahoese and field Standard, Inc . , a Utat> corpora. 
t l o n , a Moenrandun of Least dattd at of Keren 1 , 1973, being rocordod in 
•eat 188 at Faft 39-43, records of Tootle Comity. Utah. 
3 . Lttse dated at of Karen 1 , 1973, as eeended by Anenonent of Ltase 
dated Oocenter S, 1973 between Geyser Marlon field Mining Coapany, a utan 
corporation end Sold Standard, Inc . , a Utah corporation, a Monoranoun of 
Uas* datad « <* ***** L 1973, *1f |9 I^COP^H m fax i n *t 'age 28-34. 
rocords of Tooolo County, Utah. 
4. U m data* as of * r c * U 19739 is M M by Aaondoont of Uasa 
datad Oawbor S9 1t73 bttvaon lav ft*cur Klnlng Coopany, i Utah corporation 
mi CoM Standard, l a c , a uta* corporation, i ) f w uukm of Uoso datad of 
of Hart* 19 1973, balng rocordod 1* look I S i t Pip 20-23, rocords of Tooolo 
County, HUH. 
9. Uoso datad as of Marc* 1 , 1t73, as •wmfcil by *»ndo*n« *f u*sa 
datad Oacotor S9 1973 * * * * * * loo Horcur iolo C*torat1c*, Inc., a Utafi 
corporation and Gold Standard* Ia*.9 a Uta* corporation, a m»or*dua of 
Uas* datad at of Rare* 19 1173. Mlnf rocordod 1* look I K at tag* 18-19, 
r o a r * of Toool* County. Utah. 
I . Uasa datad as of Karch 1 t 19739 a mm*4 by Awidaont of Uasa 
datad 0*co**r S9 1973 b*fe**n few M*rcur 6o1d Ciploratlon, Inc., a Utah 
corporation and H. 6. Jarfson and S-ld Standard, Inc.* a Utah corporation, 
a ftMran** of Uasa **%** as *arch l t 1573. botag rocordod 1* look 189 at 
Pap 24.27. rocords of Too*!* County. U t * . 
7. Uas* datad as of Harch 1. 1973t as wndad by AM*as*nt of Ussc 
datad Oac»b*r S9 1973 b*t»**n tov*r Sold IIMfig Company, a Utah corporation 
and told Standard, tncorporatad, a Utah corporation* a ft*or«i*#t of Uast 
datad as of Karcti 1 t 1173. balng r*ct/d*d 1n look 188 at Pa?* 12-15. rocords 
of Toool* Countyt Utah, 
8. Utah Stato Lias* for oatalllfarous oinarals datad Oacoobor 1. 
1978 tearing *1n*ra1 Uas* No; 37509 coloring 174.50 acrts, «3r* or 1*ss( 
In S*ction 33, T5S, 83U, SUi, Too*!* County, Utah. Said 1*as* having b*t* 
asH9n*d to 6*tty R1n*ral Jtaourc** Company (now Satty H1«*ra1s Company} by 
As$1gn»*nt datad July 13, 1981 and fllad August 31, 1981 «lt* th* 0*partm*nt 
of Stat* lands, Stata of Utah. 
All of tn* abov*, oxeopt m*b*r 8, art subj*ct to r*s*nrat ions 
and oxcopttons of rocord 1n Toool* and Utah Count 1 as. Utah and also subject 
to an tmrocordtd 6ru1ng U n * datad*Apr11 1, 198S frm 6*tty Mining Coaoary 
as lossor to Norvlfi J . and Saorgla J. tassoll, cowing a portion of th* 
lands doscrtbad abort 1o Toool* County, Utah. Also, subjoct to Asslgnoont 
frm Sold Standard, Inc., a tftai corporation, to 8<tty KHnoral tasourcos 
Company (now 8*tty *1r*ra1s Colony) a 0*1awar« corporation auoH'lod to do 
business in th* Stat* of Uta*, datad nay 12, 1981 and rocordod m Book 193, 
at Faga 24J of th* 8*cords of Too*!* County, Utah. 
CASWPfTS 4JO I16HTS Of HIT 
1. 81gK of Way AgrMitnt datad February 2. 1982, frm Toool* County, 
tit** ( W i t i M iiont of Way to construct and oporata two plp*Hn*s 30 ft*t 
208 
la v i m rvN*1«i janarally along tha Maror Canym hud and along tht «wt 
Sip fiaad fa Taaala County, Utah. 
2. Mavllaa right of *ay oerow Wnaral Surv«ys Hot. 3348 and 3143 
to tt* narcar Aral, Taaalt County. Utah, coanyad »y light of May Agrtantnt 
data* April a . I K , fro* OanaH L. ftilbart, aA/a 0.
 L . 611oart and tea 
U tllaort. hathaa* mi »1fo, to tatty mnlnt Coopany (ma Sttty wintrals 
Coopaay), ovldaacod by W n a n t i roeardad la 9ook 203 at Pago (63 of tha 
•aear* af Taoa!t County, Utah. 
3. ripalloa light af Hay aerott Rlnortl Sumy no. 344t 1a tha 
Haror hraa. Taaala County, Utah, coavayoi by light of Hay Aortaaant datad 
April n , 1992, frm Oarathy J . Cuatto ta tttty Matat Coapany (aa« Satty 
Ufaarals Coapany) tvldancad ay Noaorandua racordad 1a look 203 at Past 660 
af tha laeordt af Toot I t County, Utah. 
4. tight-of May Aortaaant 6*tad March 22, 1992. froa tha fcirtau of 
Laad Hanigtaaat to Catty Wining Coapany (MM Satty Matrals Coapany) Stria! 
•0. 24-4726 for t»o «ator wall sltas la Saetloa 10, T6S, law, u w , and 
for a pipallM along tha Narcur Canyon Road in Saetion 7, TSS, I3U and in 
SactlOM 12, TfS, Mv, all la Toot I t County. Utah. 
UWHTBlTffD WIllSITt CLAIMS 
CUINRMC 
tal ly 1-257 
Colly 259-265 
TNT 1 
TNT 2 
0S4 
OS 9 (Aatndtd) 
OS 24 
OS 31 
900K 
194 
its 
194 
I t t 
I t t 
203 
203 
203 
203 
»*SE 
907-999 
1-165 
339-346 
915 
916 
3t3 
3tS 
3«S 
531 
COUNTY 
Tootla 
Tootlt 
Tootla 
Tootlt-
Tooalt 
Tootlt 
Tootlt 
Tootlt 
Tootlt 
9 . I . * . W8SS 
22S146-2254C2 
242324.24233! 
227370 
227371 
255017 
256013 
256019 
256020 
gwMTEMTa tope *mm cuius 
cum MK 
Jullt 1-16 
Jullt 12-25 
Jullt 26-27 
Jullt 74 
Jallfl 21 
Jullt 29-H 
Julia 61-75 
Julia 71-94 
CUWIMK 
Julia 95 
Jailt 95-90 
JaHt 93-99 
Jullt 99-104 
Jullt 105 
Jailt 107 
Jullt 211-212 
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1. taad Maintenance Agreaaent dated September 1, 1981. between Getty 
matrtl ieaources Conpany (now Getty Minerals Conpany) and Tooele 
Cewnty, Utah, under which Getty Minerals lesources Conpany (now 
6»tty Mineral* Conpany) H obligated to nalntaln the County Road 
to Mercur Canyon, Tootit County, Utah, fron the junction with 
Utah State toad 73 to the Mercur Canyon tine site, ami under 
which Getty Minerals Conpany 1$ obligated to aalntaln a tourist 
toforaaitlon center and other tourist facilities at the Mercur 
Canyon Mint site. 
2. toad Property Aoreeaent dated September 1, 1981. between Getty 
Mineral Resources Conpany (now Getty Minerals Conpany), Geyser-
Marlon Geld Mining Conpany. Mew Mercur Mining Conpany and Tooele 
County, Utah, under which'Getty Minerals Resources Conpany, Gey-
ser-Marlon Gold Mining Conpany and Maw Mercur Mining Conpany are 
obligated, upon cessation of nlnlng operations, to convey, 
without warranty, to Tooele County. Utah, all necessary rights of 
way for roads to re-establish two county roads vacated by 
Ordinance Mo. 81-15 ordained by the Board of Coeni si; loners of 
Tooele County, Utah, on Saptenber 1, 1981. 
3. Application to Appropriate Hater fron Reservation Canyon, Tooele 
County. Utah, bearing application Ma. 57480 (15-2931;) approved by 
the State Engineer of the State of Utah on July 30, 1982. 
4. Applications to appropriate Hater fron 1,000 feet to 1.S00 feet 
deep In T8S R4U SLM*. bearing application Mo. 57172 (15-2922) 
and 55193 (15-2858). both approved by the State Engineer of the 
State of Utah on May 26, 1982. 
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APPENDIX MGW 
1 Q In any of these discussions with Texaco, was there 
2 ever any issue raised with respect to an indemnity regarding 
3 Gold Standard's claims? 
4 A I believe that topic was discussed, yes. 
5 Q Can you recall who raised the topic initially? 
6 A I believe we raised the topic — "we" being 
7 American Barrick — raised the issue of an indemnity. 
8 Q Did you raise it? 
9 A Yes. 
10 Q Can you tell me what you said to Texaco? 
11 MR. ROBERTS: That's a fair question. I mean, it's 
12 negotiations with Texaco. 
13 THE WITNESS: Well, I was obviously trying to protect 
14 Barrick to the extent that I could, and the question of an 
15 indemnity on Gold Standard, you know, from my point of view 
16 was the same as indemnity with respect to other 
17 representations and warranties, and I was trying for as much 
18 protection for Barrick as I could get on all matters, Gold 
19 Standard or otherwise. 
20 Q (By Mr. Burton) Did you specifically discuss an 
21 J indemnity regarding Gold Standard's claims? 
22 j A The way the agreement was drafted — I don't mean 
23 to confuse you, but if you review the acquisition agreement 
24 j you will notice there are representations and warranties and 
25 ! then a separate indemnity clause relating to representations 
tkcnnfifiiirt nn<f QtXnrin'ftf ^flrt.<lflH QhArthonH D a n n r i o / e 
1 and warranties* So there wasn't really a discussion the way 
2 you're putting it of an indemnity for specific items. It was 
3 an indemnity relating to the representation and warranty 
4 clauses which was what we were negotiating* 
5 Q Just so I'm clear in my mindr so we're on the same 
6 wavelength here: Do you recall specifically discussing Texaco 
7 indemnifying Barrick for Gold Standard's claims in these 
8 meetings with Texaco? 
9 A I asked, as did my counsel, for a warranty with 
10 respect to Gold Standard as well as other matters, and we 
11 asked that we be indemnified with respect to any breach of 
12 those warranties. 
13 I'm sorry if^that's a roundabout answer, but that 
14 is the accurate, correct description and answer. 
15 Q You said you asked for a warranty or indemnity with 
16 respect to Gold Standard's claims as well as other claims. 
17 Did you get it? 
18 A You're really asking for a legal opinion. 
19 MR. CROCKETT: Excuse me. I'm going to object on the 
20 grounds that the document speaks for itself. 
21 MR. ROBERTS: I'll join in that. This is a complex 
22 transaction. You have the documents. 
23 MR. CROCKETT: They got what they got. 
24 MR. BURTON: Let's ask one of the negotiators. 
25 Q (By Mr. Burton) I'm just asking for your own 
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MR. CLARK: Which is the order of filing? 
MR. BURTON: Order of filing would be motion to 
compel the June llthf 1985 agreement. Your Honor, just 
briefly, with respect to the document we're trying to obtain, 
it's a document which has a date of June 11th, 1985. It's a 
document that has apparently been signed in counterpart by the 
various defendants in this case. And if I may just have 
briefly two or three minutes just to go over briefly as to how 
this motion has come before the court. 
On November 18th of 1988 we were taking the 
deposition of a Mr. Steven Detallis. Mrc Detallis was a key 
employment with the defendant Barrick and was a key negotiator 
in the actual purchase agreement. The purchase agreement has 
been marked in this action as Exhibit 426. 
During Mr. Detallis' deposition we asked him whether 
or not Exhibit 426 comprised the entire agreement between the 
various defendants with respect to the acquisition of the 
Mercur Mine. Mr. Detallis indicated after conference with 
counsel that there may be other documents out there that might 
fit within the broad question that I'd asked. And that was 
whether that document did constitute the entire agreement. 
At the end of the deposition we reached an 
agreement, Mr. Roberts and I did, that he would provide me 
with various foundational information with respect to these 
other documents as to what they are, what they constituted, 
1 
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8 
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things of that nature. In response to that agreement, I sent 
a letter on November 23rd, 1988 requesting the information 
relating to the document in question. During the deposition, 
counsel instructed Mr. Detallis not to answer pending a ruling 
for a motion to compel as to whether or not it was protectable 
under any privilege. 
Mr. Roberts and I discussed my request over the next 
couple of months. On April 6th we again requested the 
identity of that document. On April 12th, I believe, Mr. 
Roberts responded to my initial 
the document in question, dated 
counterpart by Texaco, Getty oi! 
Gold Company, Barrick Petroleum 
Corporation and if I could hand 
requests and indicated that 
June 11th, 1985, was signed in 
L, Getty Mining Company, Getty 
USA Inc. and Barrick Resources 
a copy of that letter to the 
court. 
Following the receipt of this letter we took the 
deposition of Mr. Patrick Garver, a partner in Mr. Roberts' 
firm, to establish whether or not the then existing privileged 
law — whether or not the document identified in that 
privileged law was the document referred to in Mr. Roberts' 
April 12th letter. We were able to establish that the 
document was separate and apart from that reflected by the 
privileged law and had not been previously identified in the 
privileged law. 
On May 2, 1989 we received the updated Barrick 
1 privileged law reflecting the document as described in Mr. 
2 Robert's letter to me of April 12th. We then moved to compel 
3 that document based on the reasons set forth in our 
4 memorandum* And just briefly, Your Honor, as you're well 
5 aware, we have been down here with respect to other matters 
6 dealing with various agreements which the court found were 
7 inadvertently produced and for various other reasons we 
8 weren't entitled to it. 
9 As you recall, we have a joint defense document 
10 which has been executed which was drafted between the parties 
11 in May of 1985 related to the Gold Standard situation. This 
12 document, I think, differs rather dramatically from the 
13 previous discussions that we've had with the court in our 
14 motions to compel. 
15 As we set forth in our memorandum, and it's 
16 reflected by Mr. Detallis' deposition testimony on pages 299 
17 and 300, and I can read that into the record if you'd like, 
18 Your Honor, but as we set forth in our memorandum, our 
19 position that this document was executed in counterpart by all 
20 parties, coupled with Mr. Detallis' testimony, it's part and 
21 parcel of the commercial transaction between the defendants in 
22 which part is reflected by Exhibit 426. 
23 And our position is quite simple that because of the 
24 commercial nature and the executed nature of this document and 
25 in view of Mr. Detallis' testimony, that we're entitled to 
10 
1 know what the actual deal, what the actual agreement was in 
2 its totality between the various defendants in connection with 
3 the transfer and Barrick's subsequent acquisition of the 
4 Mercur Mine. 
5 The law that we set forth, and I won't belabor the 
6 point, but basically, Your Honor, is that we have found no 
7 cases which indicate that documents which are part and parcel 
8 of a commercial transaction which form an integral part of 
9 that commercial transaction are in anyway subject to any 
10 privilege, either under the work product doctrine or the 
11 attorney-client privilege doctrine. And the law, I think it's 
12 fairly clear that there's no privilege in the commercial 
13 setting to raise issues relating to attorney communications 
14 between parties at arms length when, in fact, what they are 
15 doing is structuring a business deal. 
16 And the mere fact that that transaction may have 
17 consisted of the transfer of confidential information, I 
18 believe the law is clear that that in and of itself does not 
19 give rise to a separate privilege in terms of an attorney-
20 client privilege, or for that matter any type of work product 
21 privilege. Quite simply, we're dealing here with an agreement 
22 which everybody has admitted is relevant. The actual purchase 
23 agreement, we just want all of that agreement. 
24 We stress quite heavily in our memorandum the 
25 Jackson v. Kennecott case which indicates the burden is upon 
11 
the defendants to demonstrate why this document some how is 
protected. And the Jackson, Kennecott case, and I have a copy 
of that for Your Honor if you'd like, says that you simply 
cannot maintain a claim for attorney-client privilege as the 
situation existed in the Kennecott case upon the generalized 
statement that litigation was somehow anticipated. 
What we have here is a situation where we cannot get 
this information relating to this part in the commercial 
transaction from any other source. This is the hardship test 
and I don't think we have to worry about the hardship test 
because that's no longer an element under the applicable rule. 
What we are looking at, though, is a situation where we cannot 
get information anywhere else. We've been precluded from 
inquiring into the nature of that agreement. We didn't know 
of its existence until basically — the exact existence and 
identity of it until April of 1989. And that in view of the 
testimony of record that is a document which we think is very, 
very important* 
One additional fact, Your Honor, which I'd like to 
analogize for the court is that under Rule 426, parties are 
entitled to insurance agreements constituting an indemnity 
agreement. Mr. Detallis in his testimony, and I think I may 
have moved to publish his testimony back on May 18th, if 
counsel can help me out on that, I've quite honestly 
forgotten, but if not I'd like to move for the publication of 
12 
Mr. Detallis' testimony taken on November 18th, 1988. 
MR. ROBERTS: We have no objection. 
THE COURT: No objection? 
MR. CLARK: No. 
MR. BURTON: The importance of the document in terms 
of our subsequent ability to ask about it is reflected by Mr. 
Detallis' testimony found on page 278, and I'll just read in 
part: 
"Question In any of these discussions with Texaco, was 
there ever any issue raised with respect to an indemnity 
regarding Gold Standard's claim? 
Answer I believe that at that point — I think that 
was discussed, yes. 
Question Can you recall who raised the topic 
initially? 
Answer I believe we raised the topic." Quote end 
quote. Being American Barrick raised the issue of indemnity. 
"Question Did you raise it? 
Answer Yes." 
And then I go on to page 279: 
"Question Just so I'm clear in my mind, so we're on 
the same wavelength here, do you recall specifically 
discussing the Texaco indemnity identifying Barrick to Gold 
Standard claim in these meetings with Texaco? 
Answer I asked, as did my counsel, for a warranty with 
13 
respect to Gold Standard as well as other matters and we asked 
that we be indemnified with respect to any breach of those 
warranties." 
Now, when we find out about the June 11th document 
— we have not been able to look at the document. We have no 
knowledge of what it is, the American Barrick indicates that 
they can't really describe in much detail what it is because 
of the nature of the document itself. But by describing more 
fully what it is that is going to perhaps waive or officiate 
any type of privilege they very well may have. 
Well, in that respect, we submitted some admissions 
back on June 7th, 1989, the part of the court record and their 
admissions Nos. 26 and 28, and we have parenthetically given 
the defendant, American Barrick, additional time within which 
to respond to those admissions. They're going to try get some 
admissions to us by the 18th of July. But those admissions 
that we have submitted delt specifically with this document. 
And what we ask is that those admissions, and I can read 
verbatim for the Court, is that basically we want to know 
whether these ~ let me just read from No. 26 admission, that 
you disclose the June 11th, 1985 documents. Described in the 
document are Barrick, Texaco, Getty Oil Company, Getty Mining 
Company, Getty Gold Company, Barrick petroleum USA, Inc., and 
Barrick Resources Corporation to financial institutions for 
the purpose of obtaining loans or credit. 
14 
The same type of admission with respect to public 
offers is requested in Nos. 27 and 28. The purpose of those 
is to establish thesee This document was, in fact, submitted 
for the purpose of obtaining financing, part of a commercial 
transaction. We have a business endeavor here and depending 
upon the extent that that was submitted to financial 
institutions to obtain financing, the law is quite clear in 
that respect. We can analyze it or analogize it to appraisal 
reports. Things of that nature that by their very nature of 
the action i.e, a business transaction is not covered by any 
type of privileged work product or attorney client. 
In conclusion, Your Honor, I think that we have been 
diligent in trying to establish what this document is. It's a 
document that's obviously involved in a commercial 
transaction. A commercial transaction in which we were 
intimately involved. It's a document that we know nothing 
about and we can't find out anything about that document 
because we've been precluded, until this inquiry, to the very 
witnesses who actually had input into its preparation until 
the court rules on the matter. And the bottom line is that 
if, in fact, we are entitled and if, in fact, all parties 
recognize the relevancy of the document and if American 
Barrick's presumed negotiator, Mr. Steven Detallis, indicates 
that there's another document that it's part and parcel of 
that commercial transaction, again, I stress that, then we're 
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event, I do recall receiving that document in a sealed 
envelope and I've reviewed it and will do it again before I 
rulec Hopefully today before I leave, 
MR* CLARK: If you can't locate it, I'll be happy to 
get another copy to you. 
THE COURT: I'm sure I have it. 
MR. CLARK: The problem Mr. Burton has is 
understanding. He hasn't seen the document, so he makes 
statements. It differs dramatically from what you've seen. 
And makes statements suggesting that it is an indemnity 
agreement or something else. He's simply taking shots in the 
dark and speculating as to what it contains. We feel very 
properly that we cannot argue in open court to specifics as to 
why we think the document is subject to work product and in 
part to attorney-client privilege production with you. We 
would simply ask you to read it as you have the other 
documents. You'll see that it is very similar and for the 
same reasons that you've now ruled twice with respect to the 
document, that it was entitled the joint defense agreement, we 
suggest that your answer will be the same in this case. 
Mr. Burton is suggesting by the fact that he has 
sent out some requests for admission that this document was 
provided to other people. We have not completed our answers 
yet and we're still doing our due diligence, but based on all 
the information I have received so far, the answer is, it was 
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not provided to any other third party. And I guess if the 
discovery changes and that has some bearing on it, the issue 
may come up again, but that particular evidence is not before 
the court as to whether it was or wasn't. But to the extent 
that he's suggesting it was given to other parties, that is 
contrary to the information we've been able to determine so 
far. So we'd simply ask you to read it. For the same reasons 
that you found similar documents were protected we believe 
that you'll reach the same conclusion in this case. 
THE COURTs Thank you. Counsel? 
MRo ROMRIELLs Your Honor, can I make the briefest 
comment? 
THE COURT: You may. 
MR. ROMRIELL: We concurred in the brief that was 
filed by Barrick and I just have one very short issue that I 
would like to clarifyo I believe, and that is that Mr. Burton 
continually used the term commercial transaction and it's true 
that there is an exception to the work product doctrine based 
on documents created in the ordinary course of business. Now, 
Mr. Burton referred to appraisal reports. There's also things 
like insurance investigation reports and things like this. 
But the reason that those are exceptions is not because they 
are commercial, but because they are routine recurring sorts 
of things. This happens every day in a business and clearly 
those kind of things can't always, even though they can 
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ultimately result in litigation, can't just, as you know, in 
every instance be protected as work product documents. 
In this case, we're not talking about something 
that's routine, recurring like an appraisal report or like an 
insurance report. We're talking about documents that were 
created specifically in anticipation of a specific litigation. 
And they haven't cited any cases. They are just basing that 
on some being commercial in nature means that it can't also be 
protected as work product. The real important issue there is 
whether or not it was an ordinary document created as an 
ordinary part of a business. And this document was not. And 
that's really all I have to add. Thank you. 
THE COURT: Counsel? 
MR. BURTON: Your Honor, just briefly. The other 
document, the joint defense agreement that's been before the 
Court, it's my understanding, I think everybody will share 
that understanding with me, is that we were dealing with an 
unexecuted agreement, a joint agreement. Nobody has said 
today that this agreement that was executing counterparts, 
which constituted the basis of the asset purchase agreement, 
was not, in fact, part of that agreement. So there is a 
distinct and major difference here. 
Secondly, taking Mr. Romriell's comments and 
consideration, the logical implication from a legal standpoint 
is that you could have in the merger situation or acquisition 
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1 situation, you could have basically the hard core elements of 
2 the agreement in a document such as Exhibit 426. But if you 
3 wanted to, and I'm using this argument for the extreme, I'm 
4 not in any way saying that any of these folks, any of these 
5 defendants would do anything like this, but assume you have an 
6 antitrust situation, you have two competitors who get together 
7 and already are going to merge and they want to divide up the 
8 market. They want to either allocate for division or for each 
9 subdivision the two respective corporations. Once they get 
10 involved they want to make sure they maximize their profit. 
11 That this company, the successor, gets this area and maybe 
12 another competitor might get another area. And that could be 
13 incorporated in another agreement which is part and parcel of 
14 the overall agreement between the parties which was a 
15 consideration for and constituted an integral part of that 
16 agreement. 
17 Mr. Romriell's argument is those people involved in 
18 that type of business situation would not have to divulge that 
19 second communication or agreement simply because it was 
20 brought between counsel. And the Kennecott case is clear in 
21 that and that is that this Supreme Court has approved and 
22 indicated you simply cannot invoke the cloak of attorney-
23 client privilege or work product privilege by writing an 
24 agreement or in the case of the Kennecott case, unless with 
25 respect to the acid content of pollutants being filled in the 
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Tooele area, you can't do it because it's part and parcel of a 
commercial transaction,, There's no doubt about it. And we're 
entitled to know that agreement* And simply by sending it to 
the counsel, addressing it to the counsel and simply by 
putting something on top of it called attorney work product or 
confidential, you cannot keep that from the scrutiny of the 
adversary in any civil proceeding. Thank you. 
THE COURT: Well, I'll want to take a minute and 
review that document. You have a copy of the cases you've 
just cited for me, Counsel? 
MR. BURTON: Sure. 
THE COURT: Before I do that, why don't we proceed 
with the other motion, motion to modify the schedule. 
MR. PRATT: Plaintiff is in a somewhat unusual 
posture in this motion, Your Honor. Plaintiff is requesting 
this extension because looking at the situation we're in right 
now we feel like it's time to bite the bullet and concede that 
we simply can't meet the existing scheduling order. We're 
asking the Court to bump the existing schedule by two to three 
months as to all the scheduled dates, and we think that 
adjustment will probably take care of the demands of this 
case. Plaintiff is asking to bump the trial date and the 
defendants are in here saying, no, we have to keep the 
existing trial dates. So we've kind of got the opposite of 
what the more classical kind of situation is. 
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